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I, SUMMARY
A. STUDY OBJECTIVESAND SCOPE
The major objectivesof this study programwere to (I) identify
_.. and evaluate promisingliquidoxygen/hydrocarbon(LO2/HC)rocket engine
_ cycles, (2) producea consistentand reliabledata base for veMcle optimiza-
tion and design studies, (3) indicatethe significanceof prupulsion system
improvements,and (4) identifythe criticaltechnologyareas necessaryto
realizean improvedsurface-to-orbittransportationsystem.
The four-taskstudy programsummarizedin Figure I was conducted
to accomplishthe stated objectives. FamiTiesof high chamberpressure
: LO2/HC engine cycleswere examinedand their regionsof operation(chamber
pressure,thrust level, etc.) were establishedfrom a generalconceptual
matrix of potentialcycle candidates. Thrust chamberheat transferanalyses
were performedover,theparametricrange of thrust levels from 890 to G672 kN
(200Kto 1.5M IbF) and chamberpressuresfrom 6890 to34500 kN/m2 (I000to
5000 psia). Engine coolants includedRP-I, refinedRP-I, LCH4, LC3H8,
L02, and LH_. In order to make use of the availabledesign data from
previous studies,a preliminarybaselineengine thrust was established.
Paran_tricscalingstudieswere conductedaround this design point.
Engine performance,_velope, and weight parametricdata were
generatedover the above parametricranges of thrust and chamberpressureand
for selectedmixture ratio and consistentarea ratio values. Engine fuels
includedRP-I, refinedRP-I (e.g.,JP-/), LCH4 and LC3H8.
A preliminarycomparisonof the engine cycles was made by uti-
lizing a simplifiedvehicletrajectoryperformancemodel for a two-stage
heavy-lift,ballisticvehicle.
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I, A, Study Objectives and Scope (cent,)
Preliminarydesign analyseswere conductedon the majorcomponents
and subsystemsof three engine cycles,and conceptualdesignswere prepared.
Sensitivityanalyseswere performedwhich includedthe effectsof turbine
inlet temperatureand number of usable life cycles.
Basic data gaps and areas requiringtechnologywork were identi-
' fled throughoutthe entire study effort.
,,,
B. RESULTSAND CONCLUSIONS
The highestperformingLO2/RP-Iengine cycle utilizesLO2 or
RP-IR as the coolantand incorporatesan oxidizer-richpreburner.The highest
performingcycle for LO2/LCH4 and LO2/LC3H8 utilizes fuel cooling
and incorporatesboth fuel- and oxidizer-richpreburners. LO2/HC engine
cycles permittingthe use of a third fluid (LH2) coolantand an LH2-rich
gas generator,not only providehigher performancethan the correspondinggas
generatorand staged-combustioncycles (withoutLH2) but also require
significantl)lower pump dischargepressures.The LO2/HC dual-throatengine,
becauseof its high Mode 2 (altitudeoperation)performance,deliversthe
highest payloadfor the vehicleconfigurationthat was investigated.
Familiesof LOXIRP-I,LOXICH4 and C3H8 engine cycles were
identifiedas being acceptablecandidatesfor future Space Transportation
System (STS) application. Detailedtrajectoryanalysisand a vehicleopera-
tional analysis,which includesengine life, reliability,safetymargin, ease
of maintenance,etc., need to be conductedin order to select the optimum
LOX/HC engine.
Increasingthe maximumallowableturbine inlet temperaturefor
both the fuel and oxidizerrich turbineswas shown to providea large perfor-
mance benei_itfor gas-generatorand mixed cycles. A smallerbenefitwas shown
for high-pressure,staged-combustioncycles utilizingfuel- and oxidizer-rich
_, high-temperatureturbines.
i:
!_ 3
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I, B, Results and Conclusions (cont.) it
kI
The perfomance increase for the gas gene_-ator cycles is due tO
the reduction in the low-performance turbine-drive-fluid which is dumped into
+
the nozzle. The smaller performance increase for staged combustion cycles .i
" !
arises fr_, a relatively small increase in Chamber pressure, iJ
The practical upper limit for both fuel-rich and oxidizer-rich
turbine temperatures needs to be demonstrated before their benefit can be
realized in LOX/HCengines.
A 30% reduction in engine weight by 1985 was shown to be a i1
distinct possibility, and an even greater engine weight reduction of 40% is
foreseen by the year 2000 through the use of reinforced plastic composite
(RPC)materials.
MIL SPEC RP-I cooled engineswere shown to be cooling (coolant
side coking) limitedto a chamberpressureof about 8960 kN/m2 (1300 psia)
for the cycles investigated. With a carbon depositon the combustionchamber
walls, the cooling (coking)limit is about 13790 kN/m2 (2000 psia). Refined
RP-I (i.e.,JP-7)-cooledgas generatorcycles result in a specific impulse
maximum at about 17230 kN/m2 (2500 psia); staged combustioncycles are power
(pump dischargepressure)limitedto about 22060 kN/m2 (3200 psia). With a
carbon depositthe refinedRP-I gas generatorcycle engine attainsa specific
impulse maximumat a chamberpressureof about 18610 kN/m2 (2700 psla).
LOX-cooled(LOX/RP-I)gas generatorcycle enginesattain a
specific impulsemaximum at a chamberpressureof about 17230 kN/m2 (2500
I "psia); staged combustioncycle enginesare power limitedto about 21370kN/m2 (3100 psla).
_ '._
. 4
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-i! I, B, Results and Conclusions (cont.)
LCH4 and (subcooled) LC3H8-cooledgas generator cycle
engines were shownto have a chamber pressure (specific tmpulse maximum)limi,
of about 20680 kN/m2 (3000 psta), Staged combustion cycle engines cooled by
: LCH4 and LC3H8 are power ltmited to chamberpressures of 24130 kN/m2
' (3500 psia) and 24820 kN/m2 (3600 psta), respectively,,
LH2-cooled LO2/HCengines of this study were shownto have a
chamberpressure (power) limit of about 37920 kN/m2 (5500 psta),
The technologyrecon_endationsresultingfrom this study include: i
(i) applicationof compositematerialsfor weightreduction;(2) utilization
of higher-temperatureturbinesfor performanceimprovement;(3) incorporation
of a stoichiometricpreburnerfor starttransientcontrol;(4) developmentof
the technologyfor high-pressurehydrocarbonand LO2 turbopumpssuitablefor
the enginecyclesof this study; (5) generationof supercriticalLCH4 heat
transferdata;and (6) furtherevaluationof the single-fuel,dual-throat
thruster,
5
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II. INTRODUCTION-
A. BACKGROUND
In the-decade of the 1980s and beyond, the nation's expanding
space operationsmay requlr-an improvedsurface-to-orblttransportatlonsys-
tem using advancedboostervehicleswith comparativelygreaterperformanceand
capabilitythan the currentspace shuttleconcept. The mixed-modepropulsion
' principleclearlyindicatesthe potentialperformanceadvantagesof using
high-density-impulserocket propellantsin such large AV appllcations(Ref,
I-9). For this reason,hydrocarbonfuels exhibitingincreaseddensity rela-
tive to liquid hydrogen (LHz),though at the expenseof lower specific
impulse,are now being consideredfor the booster propulsionsystem of space
shuttle improvementsand derivativesas well as for single-stage-to-orbitand
two- stage-to-orbitheavy-payloadvehicles.
It is consideredessentialto undertakea preliminaryidentifica-
tion and evaluationof promisingliquid oxygen/hydrocarbon(LO2/HC)rocket
engine cycles in order to 1) producea consistentand reliabledata base for
vehicleoptimizationand design studies,2) demonstratethe significanceof
propulsionsystem improvements,and 3) identifythe criticaltechnologyareas
necessaryto realizesuch advances.
B. PURPOSEAND SCOPE
The purposeof this study is to generatea consistentengine sys-
tem data base for definingadvantagesand disadvantages,system performance
and operatinglimits,engine parametricdata, and technologyrequirementsfor
candidatrhigh-pressureLO2/HC engine systems. The scope includesthe
synthesizingof optimumLO2/HC engine power cycles and the generatingof
! representativeconceptualengine designsfor an advancedsurface-to-orbit
transportationsystem,
6
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II, B, Purpose and Scope (cont.)
The study guidelinesdictatedthat the engine cycles to be
examinedmust be compatiblewith advanced single-fuelbi- or trlpropellant
high-pressureLO2/HC boosterengines, "Single-fuel"refers to engines
burningonly one prope'llantcombinationduring ascent operation,i.e.,
"dedicated"hydrocarbonengines. Dual-fuelengineswere excludedfrom the
study; however, "Tripropellant"engines'usinga supplementaryfluid (e.g.,
LH2) for coolingor pre-combustorpower functionswere included.
The generalguidelinesand constraintsspecifiedfor th_ study are
given in Table I. Propertiesof the propellantsevaluatedin the study are
given in Tables IA and IB.
C. APPROACH
To accomplishthe programobjectives,an effort involvingfour
technicaltasks was conducted. Tasks accomplishedare as follows"
I. Task I - Engine C%cle ConfigurationDefinition
._ Formulateand assess familiesof high chamberpressure
LO2/HC engine cycles (Figure2). , ._
:_" 2. Task II - Engine ParametricAnalysis'i
;?
!! Generate perfoi_ance,weight, and envelopeparametricdata
_ for viableconcepts based upon historicaldata and conceptualevaluations
ii , (Figure3).
C !
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:" TABLE I
,STU_D,yGUIDELINESANDC_ONSTRA,!BTS
Propellants LO2/RP-1 and LOz/LCH4 (ltquid methane),
_ with LH2 as the supplementary fluid in trt-
propellant engines. LO2/LC3H8 (sub-cooled
liquid propane) was added during Task IV.
Thrust per Engine 600,000 lbF and 1,000,000 lbF
(sea level )
Expansion Nozzle Bell-type (not necessarily fixed expansion
Configuration ratio)
Nozzle Expansion Consistent with booster engine mission,
Area Ratio including the avoidance of over-expanded
flow separation at sea level.
Minimum Engine Cycle Life 100 (usable)
Turbine Inlet Temperature 2000°R for fuel-rich turbine drive gases;
Limits (maximum) 1600°R for oxidlzer-richturbinedrive gases.
GeneralTechnology 1979 state-of-the-artwith yearly advance
Level Assumptions factorsto 2000.
Coolants RP-I, LCH4, LO2 and LH2. PurifiedRP-I
(e.g., JP-7 or JP-5) was added in Task I
and LC3H8 was added in Task IV,
ParametricRanges:
ChamberPressure" I000 to 5000 psia (or power/coollnglimit)
Engine Thrust 200,000 lbF to 1,500,000 lbF
Mixture Ratio 2.0 to 3.5 (LO2/RP-1); 3.0 to 4.5 (LO2/LCH4)
Expansion Area Ratio 15:l to lO0:l (or sea level flow attachment
l'Imlt)
Turbine Inlet Temperature 1600°R to 3000°R (selected in Task IV) i
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TABLE IB
COMPARISONOF RP-I ANDJP-7 FUELS
JP-3 RP__-J.
Compo_t t ton:
Paraffins, S .... 41 50-56
Nnphth,fl,_, _ ..... $6 4_-47
Aromatic,;, re1 S (max) 5.0 5.0 3, 4.1 2.R-3.4, 3.7
Oh_ftn_. re1 t (max) 1.0 -- nil, 0.77 -"
|nd,_ns & Tetraltns. S ...... 0.5-0.7
Distillation
Intttal botltng point. °F, (mtn) Report 360 349 388
10%evaporated, °F, (mtn) 365-410 380 379 401
20_ evaporatPd, °F, (mtn) -- 40_ -- 410
50% evaporated. °F Report Report 414 414
90t evaporated, °F, (max) Report 500 451 452
Ftnal botltng point, °F, _lx) 525 550 485 507
APt Gravity, (mtn) 42.0 44.0 43.2 47.0
APl Gravity. (max) 45.0 50.0
Existent gum, m9/100 ml (max) 7 5 1.4 1.2
Potential gum, mg/100 ml (max) 14 10 2.9 ?.0
Sulfur, total, S wt, (fllx) 0.05 0.01 0.026 _.006
.... None detected to
Nitrogen, ppm -- trace (<25)
_lercapton sulfur, t wt, (max) 0.005 0.001 0.0007 _.0007
Flash point, °F. (mtn) 110 140 137 156
Freezing point, °F (max) -40 -46 --40 -48
Heating value, net, Btu/lb (mtn) 18o500 18,700 18,640 18,767
Viscosity at -30°F, CS (mlx) 16.5 15 10.42 10.2
Copper strip corrosion, mix ASTH l 1B 1A 1B
classification
Smoke point, mm, (mtn) 25 -- 29.5 --
Lumtnometer No., (Mn) -* 75 -- 88
Water separometer test, (mtn) -. 85 -. 95
Particulate matter, mg/(, (max) -- 1 -- 0.1
Preclpttatton test, Munse11 Color Code -- ,B1 -- _B1
Htgh Temp. Research Fuel Coker Test
(300°F prestress, 500eF preheater, and
600"F filter)
Filter _P, tn. Hg. (mix) -- 3 -- 0.1
Preheater deposit (Vtsual . -- _3 -- 1
• Comparison No.)
t
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If,C, Approach (cont.)
3. Task Ill - Engine/Vehicle Trajectory Perfomance Assessment
(Engine Screening) ......
Conduct a preliminary comparison of selected engine cycles by
utilizing a simplified vehicle, system analysis, and trajectory perfomance
model (Figure 4).
4. Task IV - Baseline E_ngineSystems Definition
Prepare preliminary designs of three baseline engine
configurations. Conduct heat transfer, turbomachinery, combustion stability,
structural,and controlsanalysis of the baselineenginesand components.
Conducta parametricsensitivityanalysiswhich includesthe effectsof
turbinetemperatureand number of usable life cycles. This task is summarized
in Figure 5. j
13
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III. ENGINECYCLECONFIGURATIONDEFINITION
A. OBJECTIVESANDGUIDELINES
High chamber pressure LO2/HC engine cycles from the
NASA-specified cycles depicted in Figure 6 were to be evaluated. These
candidatesare from the NASA generalconceptualmatrix shown in Figure 7. The
generalmatrix is seen to includethe possibilityof LH2 coolingand the use
of a fuel-richLO2/LH2 turbinedrive combustor(TDC).
Engine power balancesand coollngdesign assessmentswere made to
define chamberpressure limits. The vario_:sadvantagesand drawbacksof each
engine cycle candidatewere investigated. Analyseswere conductedon the
specifiedcycle candidates(A through I) given in Table II. Additionalprom-
ising cycles (J throughR) includedin Table II were also examined,and two
were selectedfor completeanalysis. For each candidatepropulsionsystem,
engine balance analyseswere conductedto establishengineoperatingcondi-
tions, performance,and componentdesign requirements.
Bo POWER CYCLE MATRIX
Power cycle candidateswere evaluatedby a two-stepprocess. In
the initialstep, a preliminarybaselineengine specificationwas established
for a selectedcycle and propellantcombination.Engine flowrateswere
generated,coolant pressuredrops were estimated(approximationsbased on past
Studies),and a pressureschedulewas'establlshedfor this baselinesystem.
Heat transfer,structural,and materialsanalyseswere then conductedover the
parametricrange of variables,utilizlngthe baselineengine as a reference.
In the second step, coolantchannelpressuredrop data from the
' heat transferanalysiswere used to generatea more realisticpressure
schedulefor the variouscycle candidates.
17
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__t TABLEI I
/_ CANDIDATECYCLES INVESTIGATED
Propellants Coo)ant Turbtne Drive Sy,stem
A LO2/RP-1 RP-1 LO2/RP-1 fuel-rich (FR) qas generator
(GG) cycle )
B LO2/RP-I LO2 LO2/RP-I FR GG cycle
C LO2/LCH4 LCH4 LO2/LCH4 FR GG cycle
D LO2/RP-I RP-I LO2/RP-IFR preburner(PB) staged
combustion(SC) cycle
E .LO2/RP-1 LO2 LO2/RP-1 FR PB SC cycle _!
F LO2/RP-I RP-I LO2/RP-Ioxldlzer-rlch(OR) PB SC cycle
G LO2/RP-I LO2 LO2/RP-IOR PB SC cycle
H LO2/LCH4 LCH4 LO2/LCH4 FR PB SC cycle
I LO2/LCH4 LCH4 LO2/LCH4 FR & OR PB SC cycle
J LO2/RP-I LH2 LO2/LH2 FR GG cycle
K LO2/LCH4 LH2 & LCH4 LO2/LH2 FR GG & LO2/LCH4 OR PB mixed cycle
Dual Throat (GG & SC)
L* LO2/RP-I .LH2 & LO2 LO2/LH2 FR GG & LO2/RP-IOR PB mixed cycle
Dual Throat (GG & SC)
M* LO2/RP-I LH2 LO2/LH2 FR PB SC cycle
N* LO2/RP-I LH2 LO2/LH2 FR PB & LO2/RP-IOR PB SC cycle
O* LO2/RP-I LH2 LO2/LH2 FR PB & LO2/RP-IFR & OR PB SC cycle
P* LO2/RP-I LH2 LO2/LH2 OR GG cycle
Q* LO2/RP-I LH2 heated H2 expanderbleed (EB) cycle
,, ' R* LO2/RP-I LH2 heated H2 & LO2/RP-IOR PB mixed cycle
(EB & SC)
* Preliminaryscreeningonly
19
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III, B, Power Cycle Matrix (cont.)
The LO2/HC engtne cycles primarily consist of either a closed-
loop (staged-combustion) or an open-loop (gas-generator) system, as depicted
in Figure 8. The basic componentsof the power cycles are turbopumps, pre-
burners or gas generators, valves, lines, thrust chamber injector, and thrust
chamber coolant channel circuits. The guidelines utiltzed throughout the
parametric study for these components are given in Table [I[.
The initialpower cycle evaluationincludedthe nine NASA-
specifiedcycles describudin Figure 6 as CyclesA through I, the five cycles
labeledJ, M, N, O, and P, describedin Figure 7, and four additionalcycles
(K, L, Q, and R) describedin Table II. Cycle J is similarto the Alternate
Mode I engine conceptstudied in Reference9; there it proved to be an excel-
lent LO2/RP-Icandidatewhen liquidhydrogen is availablein the vehicle.
This cycle was selectedfor additionalanalysis in the study. Cycles M, N,
and 0 are chamber-pressure-limitedfrom 6895 to 20680 kN/m2 (Pc = i000 to
3000 psia) when the amount of hydrogen is limitedto that for a corresponding
gas- generatorcycle (cycleJ). Cycles M, N, and 0 also do not meet the
definitionof a tri-propellantengine,given as a requirementin Section
II.C.,as the pre-combustorfluid is also burned in the main chamberof the
engine. Consequently,these cycleswere not evaluatedafter the initial
screening.
Cycle P (cf. Figure 7) was not studiedfurtherbecausethe
oxidizer-richLO2/LH2 gas generatorresultedin an engine performance
(specificimpulse)loss of over 30 seconds (sea level and vacuum)when w_
comparedto cycle J.
:) The four additionalcycles initiallyevaluatedwere I) (Q), a
LH2-cooledexpanderbleed cycle, where the coolantjacket heated hydrogenis
ii1 utilizedto drive the turbineand Is dumped in the nozzle at low pressure; (i?
:f': 20
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-1_:' TABLEI I IL
ti GUIDELINESFOR_PARAMETRICPOWERCYCLESTUDY
i PARAMETER
NPSHat Engine Inlet, m (ft) LOX" 5(16)
,_, LH2: 31(100)
RP-I: 20(65) i(i,
LCH4: 7(23)
LC3HB: 16(54)
Propellant PumpInlet Temperature, LOX: 90(163)
°K (°R)
LH2: 20(37)
RP-1: 289(520)
LCH4: 112(201)
(Subcooled - propane tank cooled by LO2 LC3Ha: 90(163)
boiloffor in-tanksubmersionor inter-
med,iatefluid)
ChamberServiceFree Life, cycles - 100
InjectorPressureLoss (AP/Pupstream) Liquid:,-15%
Gas: > 8_
Valve PressureLoss (AP/PupStream)_ Shutoff:,-__1
Liquid Control: _ 5%
Gas Control: : 10%
Line Loss (^P/Pupstream) _ 0.5%
Main PumpSuction Specific Speed _ 20,000
Turbine Inlet Temperature °K (°R) Oxidizer-Rich: 2 922(1660)
Fuel-Rich: -. 1033(1860)
e
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llI, B, Power Cycle Matrix (cont.)
2) (R) a LH2.cooledexpanderbleed/staged-combustionmixed cycle, including
an oxidizer-ricltLO2/RP-Ipreburner;3) (L), a LH2-cooledLO2/RP-I
dual-throatengine with d LO2/LH2 gas generatorand a LO2/RP-!
oxidizer-richpreburner;and 4) (K), a LH2 and LC144-cooledual-throat
engine v,ith a LO2/LH2 gas _jeneratorand an oxidizer-richLO2/LCII4
preburner.
From a performancestandpoint,both expanderbleed cycles (Q and
R) ar_ competitivewith correspondinggas-generatorand mixed gas-generator/
staged-COll_ustioncycles but they requiremore hydrogenor a coolantjacket
outlet temperaturearound667°K (1200°R)for power balance. No furtheranaly-
sis was conductedon the expanderbleed cycles,since the heat transfer
results indicatedbulk temperaturevalues lower than the assumed667° K, and
no channeloptimizationwas conductedto increasethe bulk temperature.The
hydrogencoelantexit tet=)peratureportedin Reference9 at 811°K (1460°R)
indicatesthat cycles Q and R should be furtherevaluated.
Both dual-throatengines (K and L) appearedto be excellentcan-
didates,but only the LO2/LCH4 engine was selectedfor additionalanaly-
sis. f.othengines utilizeLH2 for coolinga portionof the engine and for
tileL_)2/LH2 gas-generatordrive. Since only a small amount of LH2 is
used, LO2 is used to cool the remainingportionof the LO2/RP-Iengine and
LCH4 is used to cool the remainingportionof the LO2/LCH4 engine. It
was beyond the scope of this programto conducta detailedheat transfer
analysisof either dual-throatengine. Similardual-throatheat transfer
analysescited in Reference10 indicateda larger coolingrequirementfor the
dual-throatcotlfigurationcomparedto conventionalbell nozzles. There
appearedto be less uncertaintyin selectingthe LO2/LCH4 engine as a
candidate,since both LCH4 and LO2 are availableas coolants in the high
heat flux regions to complementLH2 coolingand since only LO2 is avail-
able for the LOz/RP-Iengine.
it' 23
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III, EngineCycle ConfigurationDefinitio_ (cont.)
C, THRUSTCHAMBER HEAT TRANSFER
Coollngsystem design studieswere conductedfor a slotted
zirconium-copper(Zr-Cu)chamberliner to an area ratio of 8:! and for a
two-pass [nconellIB tube bundle for the remainderof a 40:1 nozzle. All
chambersare single pass, with the cuolantenteringat the 8:1 area ratio,
The analysiswas performedfor a thrust range of 890 to 8896 kN (200K to 2N
IbF) and for a chamberpressurerange el_6895 _o 34474 kN/m2 (1000 to 5000
psid). The followingspecificcoolantsfor the variouscomponentsand propel-
lant combinationswere used: I
Component PropelIant Combination
LOX/RP.LI.....LOX/CH4 LL'_'X/C3H8
Chamber LH2 LH_ LC3H8
Coolant LO2 LC_4 (subcooled)
RP-I
Nozzle LO2
Coolant RP-I
RP-I coolingwas consideredwith and withoutcarbon deposition
frol_the combustionproductson the chamberwall. Coking temperaturesused in
the analysesare 561°K and 700°K (550°Fand 800°F). These temperaturesindi-
cate the range in thermalstabilitybreakpointfor RP-I end more refined
? petroleumfuels such as JP-5 (720°F)and JP-7 (160°F)cited in Reference11
The more re_inedfuel is specifiedas RP-IR in this study to differentiateit
frollNIL SPEC RP-I. Specialemphasiswas placed on channel layoutoptimiza-
tion to minimize pressuredrop requirementsfor the propellant-cooledcases.
24
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,.__i Ill, C, Thrust ChamberHeat Transfer (cont.)
_i Approximatechamberpressurelimits definedby the chambercooling
. analysis (at a pump dischargepressurelimit of 55160 kN/m2 (8000 psia) and
ignoringspecificimpulsemaxima for gas generatorcycles)are summarizedin
Figure 9 and are listed as follows:
Gas GeneratorCycles Staged CombustionCycles
Coolant Pca kN/m2 _ kN/.___mm2 psia
RP-I, 550°F 8963 1300 8963 1300
coking
RP-1 with carbon 13790 2000 ......
deposit,550°F
coking
RP-IR, 800°F 20684 3000 22063 3200
coking
RP-1R with carbon 24132 3500 ......
deposit,800°F
coking
Oxygen 28269 4100 21374 3100
Methane 29647 4300 24132 3500
Propane (sub- 31026 4500 24821 3600
cooled to LOX NBP)
Hydrogen 37921 5500 ......
25
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Ill, C, ThrustChamberlleatTransfer (cent.) !
1. Chamber Design Lil=dts and Procedures
All chamberswere designedfor 100 thermalcycles with a ij
total hold time of 10 hours, using material propertiesand methodologies
identicalto those previouslyused on ContractNAS 8-32967 (Ref. 10). The
resultingcriteria for the gas-sidewall temperatureare shown in Figure 10.
In this figure,the differencebetweenthe maximum gas-sidetemperatureand
the averagenickel closeouttemperatureis plottedas a function of closeout
temperature. For closeouttemperaturesless than 239°K (-30°F),a Cycle life
of 100 cycles determinesthe allowablegas-sidetemperature. For (:loseout !_
te.liperaturesabove 239°K, creep limits the maximum gas-sidewall temperature
to 811°K (IO00°F). The two line segmentsshown in Figure 10 are input to the
computer program,and the maximum gas-sidewall temperaturelimitationauto-
maticallydeterminesthe |oca] channeldepth, providedthe resultantdepth/
width ratio is within the 5:1 limit.
Wall strengthcriteria,taken fr_, Ref. 10, are shown in
Figure II.
Convergentsectio_contour parametersare as follows:
,_ ContractionRatio 2.3
Entrance radiusof curvature 3rt
Converuenceangle 20°
Throat radius of curvature rt
"L
i_ Chan_.berlengthsdiffered for propellant=coo|edvs hydrogen-cooledd(_signsand. are discussedin subsequentsections.
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III, C, Thrust ChamberHeat Transfer (cont.)
Channel dimensionlimitationsare as follows:
Minimumwall thickness(tw) .064 cm (.025 in.)
Minimum land width (L) .102 cm (.040 in.)
: Minimum channelwidth (W) .I02 cm (.040 in.)
Maximumchannel depth/widthor 5:1
' aspect ratio (d/w)
Channel layoutdetailsfor each coolant are presentedin subsequentsections.
Coolant inlet temperaturesand heat transfercorrelationsare
summarizedin Table IV. An inlet pressureequal to twice the chamber pressure
was assumedin all cases, and the coolantMach number was not allowedto
exceed 0.3.
All chamberdesignswere generatedby using the SCALER Pro'
gram, a programwhich has been developedspecificallyfor parametricdesign
studies. With this program,it is economicallyfeasibleto generatea rela-
tively large number of parametricdesign points and still obtain a detailed,
'_ multi-station analysis of a rectangularchannelat each design point. The
SCALER Programscales the chamber geometryand the local gas-sideheat trans-
fer coefficientsand coolantheat loads from referenceinput to other thrusts
; and chamberpressures. At each station,the program iteratesto determinethe
channeldepth requiredto satisfya gas-sidewall temperaturelimit (whichcan
:" 1 be specifiedas a functionof closeoutwall temperatureconsistentwith cycle
i_, I life and creep criteria)and an optionalcoolant-sidewall temperaturelimit.
i_ I The only simplifyingassumptionis that gas-sidewall temperaturedifferencesi! betweenthe referenceinput and scaled cases have a negligibleeffect on
i .gas-sideheat transfercoefficientsand heat loads. Normally,gas-sidewalltemperaturelimitsare known well in a vance,so that loc referencegas-side
heat transferanalysescan be run at appropriatewall temperatures.Two-
-,!_ t dimensionalconductioneffectsare accountedfor by using coupled fin solu-
I 3o
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-;'=. TABLEIV
, COOLANTINLET TEMPERATURE$ ANDHEAT
": TRANSFER.CORRELATIONS
,_ .INLETTEMPERATURE HEATTRANSFER
:. COOLANT °K (°R) CORRELATION REFERENCE
I Hydrogen 51 (110) Hess andKunz 12Oxygen 111 (200_ ALRCOxygen 13
Methane 144 (260) ALRC Oxygen 13 i!
Propane 111 (200) ALRCPropane 14
RP-I and RP-IR 311 (560) H_nes 15 i
qt,
,, '" " Tt,rust Cna_er _e_t :r_nsctt _cc,_,.8 _ Q W_ D _'
"} :_ons, ,_,ict_also allows s_ae ,ariation o_ the coolaPl he_t transfer cL,eYfl-
ii cien= aroufm the channel _'eri._eter.
2. Chamber Cool In_
Cha:nber lengths for the p_'opellant-cooledcha_bers were based
on correlations for stage,l-combustioncycles, i.e.,
L' = 4.178 (F/Pc)0.23
ii
unless the chamber ge_netry, defined in the previo_4ssection, required a
greater length for the convergent section. In the latter case,
L' - 2.143 rt = 0.9137 (F/Pc)0.5 LOX/RP-I
• 0.9160 (F/Pc)0.5 LOX/CH4, LLX/_3H,_
The variation of L' with F/Pc for all chambers is shown in Figure 12.
Channel design optimization studies to minimize pressure drop
were conducted by using the channel layout of Figure 13, which features two
straddle-mill regions (constant land width) separated by a re_.lionof constant
channel width ending at the throat. Three parameters were used in the optimi-
zation studies: throat channel width (Wt), barrel land width (Lb), and
coolant flow fraction. As noted in Figure 13, the nozzle land width was set
at 0.102 cm (0.040 in.) for all cases. These optimization studies were con-
ducted for each coolant at selected design points (thrust and chamber pres-
sure), as described in detail in the follouing sections. The optimum designs
at these selected points were then used to define a channel layout prescrip-
tion for d thrust and chamber prbssur_ survey. This prescription is of the
form
32
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_-_l.,! Ill, C, Thrust ChamberHeat Transfer (cont.)
n
0.040 + Wt .
:' c\iooo/
;_ in which the left side is derivedfrom the coolantmass veloclty (W/A = pv) in
a channelof fixed aspect ratio. A relativelyconstantaspect ratio near the
maximuma11owableis desiredto providethe maximumeffectivecoolantsurface
area. The coefficientC and the exponentsn and m were obtainedfrom the
optimizeddesign points. It was found that m = 0.35 approximatesall thrust
effects;values of C and n are as follows:
Ccolant C n
Throat Barl-ei Throat Barrel
RP-I and RP-1R 14.1 11.4 0.72 0.57
Oxygen 3.84 4.89 1.00 0.59
Methane 7.76 5.39 0.79 0.79
Propane 6.24 6.86 I.17 0.84
Variationsin n are to be expected in view of the effectsof pressureand bulk
temperatureon differentcoolants. Optimumcoolantflow fractions,defined in
the optimizationstudies,were used to guide the thrust-chamberpressuresur- fl
veys, with additionalchecks made during these surveys, ii
In general it was found that channelwidths must increaseas
thrust increasesin order to accommodatethe additionalchannelflow, but must
decreaseas chamber pressureincreasesin order to providea higher mass velo-
city at an effectivechannelaspect ratio, ii
Q. RP-I CoolingwithoutCarbon Deposition
An additionaldesign criterion is imposedwith RP-I
cooling:the maximum local coolant-sidewall temperaturemust not exceed the
35
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_;Ii_,' l l I, C, Thrust Chamber Heat Transfer (cont.)
coking or decompositiontemperatureof RP-]. This temperaturelimit is approx-
imately5500F for commercialRP-I. With no carbon depositionfrom the con_us-
tion products,it was not possibleto obtain designswith reasonablepressure
drops for such a limit. For example,at 6895 kN/m2 (I000 psia) and 890 kN
(200,000IbF), a pressuredrop of 11030 kN/m2 (1600 psia) was required.
This pressuredrop exceedsthe usual design practicefor regenerativecooling,
where the coolantjacket inlet pressure is maintainedbelow 2.25 times the
chan_erpressure. Therefore,the use of deoxygenatedand refinedRP-I (RP-IR)
was investigated.This fuel would be similarto JP-7 or JP-5, both of which
have decompositiontemperaturesapproaching700°K (800°F). Consequently,all
resultspresentedin this sectionare for a 700°K (800°F)coolant-sidewall
temperaturelimit. However,a specialstudy was conductedto investigatethe
effectsof carbon depositionat the 2669 KN (600K lbF) thrust level at both
decompositiontemperatureslimits. This study is describedin the next sec-
tion.
An extensivechannel layoutoptimizationwas conducted
for RP-IR coolingwith no carbon depositionon the gas-side surface. Table V
summarizesthe cases run and the resultingcoolant pressuredrops for the five
operatingpoints considered. A detailed paran_tricstudy was conductedat 890
kN (200K lbF) thrust and 6895 kN/m2 (1000 psia) chamber pressure,particu-
]arly for a coolantflow fractionof 0.9. The latter resultsare shown in
Figure 14 as a functionof barrel land width for variousthroat channel
widths. As the barrel land width increasesinitially,a more effective,
higher aspect ratio channelresultsunti_ the aspect ratio limit is reached
over much of the barreland convergentsection. Note that the decrease in
pressuredrop in this region is relativelysmall since the equivalentdiameter
reductiontends to offset the reductionin requiredcoolantmass velocity.
After the aspect ratio |imit is reached,furtherincreasesin barrel land
width result in overcoolingand a rapidlyincreasingpressuredrop, For a
throat channelwidth of 0.]02 cm (0.040in.), all resultsare aspect-ratio-
|Imited,whereasthe aspect ratio limit is not reachedfor a throat channel
width of 0.20 cm (0.080 in.) even with a 0.20 cm (0,080in.) barrel channel
width.
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TABLE V (I of 3)
CHANNELLAYOUT OPTIMIZATIONFOR RP-IR COOLING
Coklng Temperature700°K (BOO°F) No Carbon Deposition
Thrust Pc Coolant Wt Lb AP
k_N(106 lbF)" _ Fraction,fc in. in•
%
890 (0.2) 6895 (1000) I•0 .040 .040 293
.054 368
•060 .040 250
.054 225
s
•068 211
.082 202 '
•080 •054 261
.068 246
••082 237
v_ •094 231
O.95 .040 .040 271
_" .054 333 ,;
•068 478 ,!
I!: .060 .054 " 217
_- •068 204 !
_'_ .082 197 i
•080 •068 237
!,
• !
=_ .082 230 !
.094 225
O.90 .040 .040 255 ,
•054 305
•068 432
.045 •040 225
.050 221
' .060 234 t
•050 .050 206
.060 199 i
. .070 203 l
:.:: .080 241
!
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TABLEV (cont.) (2 of 3)
.-, .
Thrust Pc Coolant Wt Lb ^P
.055 .065 197
•074 192"
.082 201
.089 235
3 .060 .054 215
}5 , .082 195 .
• .089 206
_ _ .080 .068 236
.082 229
•090 225
.I02 223
0.85 .040 .040 265
.054 300
.068 388
.060 .040 270
.054 244
]0340 (1500) 0.9 .040 .075 697
.045 .060 657
.070 641"
.080 645
.050 .054 692
.068 666
.082 651
.087 661
.060 .082 704
13790 (2000) 1.0 .040 .060 1213
.068 1210"
.075 1221
F' 2669 (0.6) 6895 (1000) 0.9 .060 .040 305
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TABLEV (cont.) (3 of 3)
Thrust Pc Cooiant Wt Lb AP
kN (lO6 IbF) ))/m2 (psla) Frac)lon,.fc Ino Inm psi
.054 325
.068 372
;082 488
.075 .070 245
.082 247
.094 272
.080 .082 243
.094 237*
.102 262
.100 .096 255
.103 252
.II0 251
.120 .I03 274
13790 (2000) 0.9 .055 .070 1217
.080 1211"
.089 1297
.060 .068 1215
.082 1210
: .092 1212
.080 .089 1261
.094 1260
;099 1259
.!O0 .096 1461
1.0 .060 .068 1295
•092 1276
•080 .094 1335
• OptimumDesigns

III, C, Thrust ChamberHeat Transfer (cont.)
• Figure 15 presentsthe locus of minimum l_ressuredrops
'." from Figure 14. At low values of the throat channelwidth, the throat region
is aspect-ratio-limitedand overcooled,so the pressuredrop decreasesrapidly
;_ with increasingchannelwidth. At high throat channelwidths,the aspect
_ ratio decreases and the less effectivecooling(less fin%ffect) requiredan
!_ increasein pressuredrop. In this case, the optimumthroat design i.e., a
,) high aspect ratio channel near the limit, occurs at a throat channelwidth of
IR O.14 cm (0.055in.).
J
b
13
!-_ Althoughthe optimizationstudiesat other coolantflow ::i
fractionswere not as detailed,it appearsthat the effect of coolantflow
fractionon optimumpressuredrop is fairly small for flow fractionsbetween
0.9 and 1.0:
Coolant Flow Optimum
Fraction Ap, kN/mZ (psi)
1.00 1393 (202)
0.95 1358 (197)
0.90 1324 (192)
Limited resultsat lower coolantflow fractionsindicatehigher pressure
drops.
'!
The optimumdesignsfor the five operatingpoints in
Table V (denotedby an asterisk)were used to define the parametersn, m, and
C in the channel layoutmodel describedpl*eviously.As the chamberpressure
is increasedat the 890 kN (200K |bF) thrust level, the throat channelwidth
must decreasein order to providean increasedmass velocityat an effective
aspect ratio. At a chamber pressureof approximately13100 kN/m2 (1900
psia),the optimumchannelwidth reachesthe minimum allowablevalue of 0.102
41
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Figure15. ThroatChannelWidthOptimization
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Ill, C, Thrust ChamberHeat Tr,msfer (cont.)
cm (0.040 in.). For chamber pressures above this value, a coolant flow frac-
tion of unity was used in order to provide as high an aspect ratio as
possible. /
Table VI presents the complete thrust and chamber pres-
sure parametric study results for RP-1R cooling with no carbon deposition.
Note that the effect on pressure drop of. increasing thrust from 890 to 2669 kN
(200 to 600K lbF) changes with chamber pressure. These trends are influenced
by the 0.I02 cm (0.040in.)minimum channelwidth limit at the higher pros- j
Isures for 890 kN (200K IbF), as noted above, and by the more detailed channel
optimizationat 6895 kN/m2 (1000 psia). RP-IR cooling is practicalto a
chamberpressureof about 20680 kN/m2 (3000psia) for a coking temperature
of 700°K (800°F).
b. RP-I and RP-IR Coolingwith Carbon Deposition
The effectsof gas-sidecarbon depositionwere studied
at 2669 kN (600K lbF) thrust with coking temperaturelimitsof 561 (550°F)and
700°K (800°F). The thenllalresistanceof the carbon layer was taken from the
model of Ref 16. For LOX/RP-Iat a mixture ratio of 2.8, this yields
(t/k)carbon = eg.0-O._lG in.2-sec-°F/Btu
e
in which G is the local cond)ustionproductil)assvelocity (w/A) in
•ll_11/in.2-sec.Thus the axial variationof the carbon depositionis very
_ signiflcanL. For example,at 26bg kN (600K IbF) thrust and 17237 kN/m2
(2500 psia) chamber pressure,the carbon resistanceat the throat is only 6%
of the convectiveresistance,while, in the barrel,it is 182% of the convec-
)i_ tive resistance. As a result,the optimumchanneldesign requiredthe minimum
ii 'barrelland width of 0.I02 cm (0.040In.) in order to provideas wide abarrel
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:_ TABLEVI
, RP-1R COOLINGSUHHA.RY;WITHOUTCARBONDEPOSITION
"_" Coktng Wall Temperature Limit - 700°K (800°F)
Thrust Pc Coolant ^p ATb L'
_ .. kN. O06 lbF) _ Fraction _ °.._LF in__.._.
890 (0.2) 1000 0.9 192 191 14.14
1500 641 203 12.88
2000 1.0 1210 195 12.05
-_ 2500 2322 200 11.45
3000 4278
2669 (0.6) 1000 0.9 237 165 22.38
1500 614 165 18.27
2000 1210 168 15.83
2500 2063 169 14.74
3000 3284
, 8896 (2.0) 1000 332 147 40.86
1500 794 148 33.36
2000 1466 150 28.89
2500 1.0 2517 135 25.84
44
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Ill, C, ThrustChamberHeat Transfer (cont.)
i
channelas possible.Since the coolantflow fractionwas fixed at 0.9, the I
channellayout optimizationwas simplifledto allow for a variationof the
throat channelwidth. Table Vll summarizesthe resultsobtained for the
optimumchannel geometries, i
Figure 16 compares the variousRP-I coolingresultsat
2669 kN (600K IbF) thrust° The large reductionin requiredpressuredrop due
to carbon depositionis evident from the curves for a coking temperatureof
700°K (800OF). Also indicatedis the dramatic increasein pressuredrop when
the coking temperatureis reduced to 561°K (550°F),particularlyat higher
chamberpressures. At 13790 kN/m2 (2000 psia), the pressuredrop with
carbon depositionand a coking temperatureof 561°K (550°F)exceedsthat for
one with no carbon depositionand a coking temperatureof 700°K (800°F).
c. Methane Cooling
Table VIII presentsthe channel optimizationstudy for
methanecooling. A preliminarystudy with a slightlydifferentchannellayout
definedapproximatethroat channelwidths for minimum pressuredrop, thereby
limitingthe number of cases required for the final optimizationstudy. For
example,the preliminarystudy indicatedthat reducingthe throat cha_nel
width below 0.23 cm (0.090 in.) for the first operatinq )ointof Table VIII
was of no benefit. It should also be rememberedthat the barrel land width
has an upper limit definedby the case of a uniformchannelwidth in the
convergentsection. This limit is pertinentin the case of a 0.25 cm (0.100
in.) throatwidth for the first operatingpoint, for which the pressuredrop
is still decreasingwith a barrel land width as large as 0.28 cm (0.110in.).
Since the limitingland width is 0.29 cm (0.113 in.), nu additionalcases were
run.
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TABLEVII
RP-IAND RP-I,RCOOLIN,G SU_.RY WITH.cA!BONDEPOSITION
Thrust = 2669 kN (600K lbF)
Coolant Flow Fraction = 0.9 Lb = 0.102 cm(0.040 in.)
TCoke Pc Wt AP ATb
OK(°F) s_P.ELL in. psi °__L
561 (550) 1500 .090 296 58
2000 .080 1415 75
700 (800) 1500 .110 65 58
2000 .085 284 75
2500 .055 821 90
3000 .045 1801 105
I
THRUST = 2669 kN (600K IbF)
2000 -
10,000
looo- / /5,000 NOCARBON
:i // °
" 500 -
u'l
:: ¢}.
o CARBON "::. ,v /
; ,., E DEPOSI
a. 200 -
t TCoke, oK (OF)
, /!__,] 1,000 -
--_ 700 (800) (RP-1R)
100 - / .... 561 (550) (RP-1)/500 -
50 _ I I I
7000 10,000 14,000 20,0002
kN/m
I I J
1000 2000 3000
CHAMBERPRESSURE,psia
Fig.re !6. Effect of Carbon Depositionand Coking Temperatureon RP-I
is
! and RP-1R Cooling
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_; TABLEVII I
CHANNELAYOUTOPT__I]MJZATIONF.OR,METHANECOOLI.N,,G
Thcust Pc Coolant Wt Lb zsP
kN (10° lbF). _ Fraction. tn. tn.
2669 (0.6) 2000 1.0 .090 .080 285
.090 275*
.100 287
•1O0 .080 325
.095 293
.110 278
4000 1.0 .060 .070 2545
•080 2337*
•090 2412
•070 ,070 3402
.080 2990
•090 2718
8896 (2.0) 2000 1.0 .110 .100 593
•130 .1O0 407
•110 388*
•.120 413
•150 .100 489
0.9 .110 497
.130 400
•150 484
0.8 .110 425
•130 423
•150 534
48
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III, C, Thrust Chamber Heat Transfer (cont.)
Design point parametric results for methane cooling are
given in Table IX, Pressure drop requirements are well below those for RP-1R
and indicate that a chamber pressure as high as 31030 kN/m2 (1500 psia) may
be practical, As with RP-1R (Table VI), the effect of increasing thrust from
890 to 2669 kN (200 to 600K lbF) is dependent on chamber pressure, At low
pressures, the Wessure drop increases with thrust in this range, while, at
high pressures, it decreases. However, a thrust increase from 2669 to 8896 kN
(600K lbF to 2M lbF) results in a pressure drop increase at all chamber pres-
sures.
d. PropaneCooling
Chamber coolingstudiesfor a LOXlpropaneengine (MR =
3.1) were limitedto subcooledpropanecooling (111°K:2OO°Rinlet temperature)
with no gas-sidecarbon deposition.Channel layoutoptimizationswere con-
ducted for chamberpressuresof 13790 and 27580 kN/m2 (2000and 4000 psia).
No coking temperaturelimit was imposed,since it was noted that the cool-
ant-sidewall temperaturedid not exceed the acceptedpropanecoking limit of
/O0°K (800°F),except at one or two stationsnear the injector (coolantout-
let) for 13790 kN/m2 (2000psia). Once the optimumchannelwidth model was
established,a coolant-sidewall temperaturelimit of 7OO°K (800°F)was
imposedto obtain designsat 6895 and 13790 kN/m2 (1000 and 2000 psia). In
the latter case, the design representeda trivialmodificationof the previous
designs. Since pressuredrops are so low at a chamberpressureof 6895
kN/m2 (1000 psia), a crude optimizationof a uniformconvergentsection
channelwidth was consideredadequate. The above channellayoutmodel indi-
cated that as the chamberpressureis reduced,a uniformchannelwidth is
approached.
Recent long-durationheated tube tests with commercial
grade propane(Ref. 14) indicatecoking at wall temperatureswell below 7OO°K
(800° F). Althoughthe data on decompositionrates are limited,especia1|yat
49
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TABLE IX
METHANECOOLINGSUMMARY
_l ........... t i ....... J. .... _ j+ .....
Coolant Fract10n _ 1,0
Thrust Pc AP ATb
,kN (106 lbF) _ _ O__F_F
890 (0.2) 1000 4s 147
2000 258 175
3000 840 193
4000 2195 197
2669 (0.6) 1000 62 129
2000 295 138
3000 833 147
4000 2088 153
5000 4885 156
8996 (2.0) 1000 84 117
2000 388 123
3000 1220 124
4000 2818 124
-ii1 50 t
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Ill, C, Thrust Chamber Heat Transfor (cent,)
i_ the high coolant velocitiesof interest,it appearsthat the coolant-sidewall
_ temperaturelimit for c_nmercialgrade propaneshould bo no higher than 644°K
;_ (700°F). Therefore,designs for this coking limit were developedfor chamber
;," pressuresof 13790 and 20680 kN/m2 (2000 and 3000 psia). At higher pres-
sures,the designs noted above had coolant-sidewall temperaturesless than644°K (700°F). All f the designsare sunmlarizedin Tabl X. Note that the
_ use of subcooledpropaneprovidesa _airly large temperaturedifference
_i betweencoolant-sidewall temperaturesand coolantbulk temperatures. There-
ii! fore, the 56°K (tOO°F)reductionin coking temperaturedid not h_w d drastic
effect on channeldesignsand pressure drops. The use of NBP propanecould
lead to a significantloss in the coolingcapabilitybecauseof the coking
temperatureJimit.
The propanepressuredrop data for both coking tempera-
tures are compared in Figure 17, with the methane pressuredrop data obtained
by using the ALRC oxygen correlation. Also shown is a methane data point at a
chamberpressureof 13790 kN/m2 (2000 psia) for which the new propanecorre-
lationwas used. The propanecorrelationpredictshighermethane heat trans-
fer coefficientsthan the oxygen correlationand, therefore,a lower pressure
drop requirement. However,the mt hane pressuredrop remainsabove the
correspondingpropanepressuredrop. It should be noted that the methane
channellayout was not reoptimizedfor the propanecorrelation. Gas-sideheat
fluxes for _ LOX/propanechamber are slightly lower than for a corresponding
LOX/methanechamber. Table X indicatesthat a chamberpressureoi about 31030
kN/m2 (4500 psia) should be practicalfor LOX/propaneengines.
e. Oxygen Cooling
Table XI presentsthe channeloptimizationstudy for
oxygen cooling. As in the case of methane cooling,this study was guided by
the resultsof a preliminarystudy for a slightlydifferentchannel layout.
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F _ 2669 kN (600,000 lbF) Coolant Fractton _ 1.0
T|n ' - 111OK(200°R)
• Coki_ Pc Throat Channel Barrel Land AP ATbTemp., (°F) _ Width, in. Wtdth, in.. _ °__F
,70Q (800) 1000 .170 .149" 29 223
_000 .100 .100 155 211
3000 .070 .088 569 213
4000 .05,5 .078 1629 :, 216•. . .'.
5000 .046 .074 3976 218
644 (700) 2000 .100 ,100 204 211
3000 .070 ,088 608 213
* Uniform channel width in barrel and convergent section
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a
i, Figure17. Comparisonof Fuel-CooledLOX/Methaneand LOX/PropaneChambers
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TABLEXI
CHANNELAYOUTOPTIMIZATIONFOROXYGENCOOLING
Thrust Pc Coolant Wt Lb AP
kN (I06 lbF) _ Fraction in. in__
2669 (0.6) 2000 1.0 .120 •120 473
•140 .1O0 462
,120 412
•130 395*
•16O .130 473
3000 1.O .080 .090 2018
•1O0 .090 1283
•1O0 1203*
.llO 1280
.120 .llO 1452
8896 (2.0) 2000 l.0 .150 .130 I048
•170 .130 630
.190 .130 593
i_) .87 . 150 . 130 811
.170 .120 588
.130 559
.140 553*
' _ .150 598
.190 .130 617
.75- .150 .130 622
•17O .130 571
• 190 .130 675
q
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_ !If, C, Thrust ChamberHeat Transfer (cont.)
• At 8896 kN (2M IbF) thrust, a small reductionin pressuredrop was obtainedby
_, using 87% of the total oxygen flow for cooling. The channel layout model
resultingfrc_ the optimumcases of Table XI yields a uniformconvergentsec-
tion channel width for "chamber pressures of 12410 kN/m2 (1800 psia) and
below.
Design point parametricresultsfor oxygen cooling are
given in Table XII. Thrust effectsare similarto those noted previouslyfor
RP-1 and methane,except that the reductionin pressuredrop at high chamber
pressure,associatedwith increasingthrust from 890 to 2669 kN (200 to 600K
IbF), is much less significant. Pressuredrop requirementsin generalare
somewhathigher than for methanecooling,even though the LOX/RP-I gas-side
boundaryconditionsconsideredhere are slightlyless severe than the
LOX/CH4 case. Table XII indicatesthat a chamberpressureof approximately
27580 kN/m2 (4000 psia) should be practical.
f. HydrogenCooling
The initialcooling studiesconsideredhydrogencooling
at chamberpressuresof 5895, 21580, and 34470 kN/m2 (1000,4000, and 5000
psia). Detailedchanneloptimizationstudieswere not conducted. Instead,a
channel layoutwas selectedfor each chamber pressure,and the hydrogenflow-
rate was variedto minimizepressure drop. Nozzle land width was fixed at
0.15 cm (0.060in.), and the throat channeland land widths were fixed at
0.102 cm (0.040in.). At 6895 kN/m2 (1000 psia) chamberpressure,a barrel
land width of 0.15 cm (0.050in.) was used. For the higher chamberpressures,
a uniformchannelwidth of 0.010 cm (0.040 in.)was used in the barrel and
convergentsections. The chamber lengthprescriptionused above for the
propellantcoolingstudieswas not selecteduntil after the hydrogencooling
!analyses. A length (L') of 40.0 cm (16 in.) was used in the hydrogenstudies,
as shown in Figure 12. unless the convergentsectionlength dictateda larger
value.
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TABLE XlI
OXYGENCOOLINGSUMMARY
Thrust Pc Coolant AP ATb L'
kN (106 lbF) psta Fractton psi °F tn.
890 (0.2) I000 1.0 .78 82 14.14
2000 376 95 12.05
3000 1122 103 10.98
4000 2889 107 10.28
2669 (0.6) 1000 108 72 22.38
2000 .450 73 15.83
3000 1128 76 14.14
4000 2874 79 13.23
8896 (2.0) 1000 0.87 125 73 40.86
2000 553 74 28.89
3000 1672 73 23.59
4000 , 4424 73 20.43
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IIII, C, Thrust Chamber Heat Transfer (cont.)
Design point parametricresultsfor hydrogencoolingare
presentedin Table XlII for LOX/RP-Iand in Table XIV for LOX/Methane. Hydro-
gen flowratesrange from 3.4 Kg/s (l.5 Ibm/sac)at low thrust, low chamber
pressureto 27 Kg/s (60 lbm/sec)at high thrust,high chamber pressure.
Althoughrequiredpressuredrops are somewhathigher for the LOX/Methanesys-
tem, operationat a 37920 kN/m2 (5500 psia) chamberpressureappearsto be
feasiblefor all thrust levels.
3. Nozzle Cooling
Two baselinetube bundle designswere developedfor 2669 kN (60OK
: IbF) thrust at 27580 kN/m2 (4000 psia) chamber pressure: one for RP-1
cooling,and one for oxygen cooling. In both cases, a two-passdesign using
Inconel718 tubes and the total propellantflow was employed. Scalingrela-
tions are proposedfor extendingthese results to other design points.
Wall temperaturecriteriabased on cycle life and creep are
shown in Figure 18. Using the coolant inlet temperatureas the limitingback-
side wall temperatureresulted in gas-sidewall temperaturelimits of 878°K
(1120°F)for oxygen and 922°K (1200°F)for RP-I. Tube strengthcriteria,
shown in Figure 19, were used to establishthe tube wall thicknessat the
forwardend and the axial rate of increasefor a linearlytaperedtube wall.
Round tubes were used for the RP-l-cooleddesign,so the
design parameterfor satisfyingthe wall temperaturelimit was the number of
tubes. Becauseof the large flowrate involved,flattenedtubes were used for
the oxygen-cooleddesign. Therefore,along wlth the numberof tubes, the
undeformedtube dialneterat the forwardend was a design parameter. A
linearlytapered tube (undeformed)was assumed,with the aft end diameter
equal to twice the forwarddiameter. Designswere generatedfor 200 and 250 i
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,:i, TABLEXIII
HYDROGENCOOLINGSUI41_RYFOR,I.OX/RP-IENGINES .
Thrust Pc Coolant AP aTb
_.kN(lO6 lbF) _ Fl,ow, lb/sec_ pst °F _
890 (0.2) 1000 7.5 53 655
4000 15 440 445
5000 20 799 355
2669 (0.6) 1000 15 137 787
4000 25 405 491
5000 30 680 429
4448 (1.0) 1000 20 256 946
4000 30 429 559
5000 35 770 498
8896 (2.0) 1000 40 607 879
4000 50 715 594
5000 60 850 478
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TABLEXIV
I
HYDROGENCOOLINGSUMMARYFORLOX/CH4 ENGINES
Thl:ust Pc Coolant AP ATb
kN. (100 IbF) s_. Flow_,_Ib/sec psi °F
890 (0.2) 1000 7.5 72 740
4000 14.6 611 495
5000 19.4 1105 395
2669 (0.6) I000 15.0 199 900
4000 24.7 563 558
5000 29.5 1041 484
4448 (I.0) lO00 25.0 334 852
4000 29.7 767 642
5000 34.6 1369 568
8896 (2.0) I000 40.0 893 1004
4000 49.6 983 684
5000 59.4 I122 551
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!;:'il! III, C, Thrust ChamberHeat Transfer (cont.) !
tubes, with the latter providing a lower pressure drop. Detatls of the base-
line tube bundle for both coolants are given in Table XV.
i_ii" Previous nozzle tube bundle design studies, particularly
those oF Ref. 10, were used to develop the following scaling relationships for I
', ,
coolant pressure drop and bulk temperature rise:
FO.2S
ATb =, PcO.OS/F0-075
D. CYCLEPOWER BALANCE
Utilizingthe parametricheat transfer and performancedata from
this study, power balancedata were generatedfor the elevenengine cycles (A
- K) given in Table II. The cycles labeledA through I (shownin Figure 6)
are those specifiedby the contract. Cycles J and K were selectedas the most
promisingadditionalcandidatesfrom the preliminarycycle studiespreviously
cited in Section III,B.
Engine specificationdata based on the parametricperformancedata
for LO2/RP-I,LO2/LCH4,and LO2/LC3HBare given in Tables XVI,
XVII, and XVIII, respectively. These data were used for the power balance
evaluationof staged-co_ustion cycle engines and for the thrust chamber
portion of open-loop(e.g.,gas-generator)cycle engines. In many cases,
power balanceswere not achievedat the higher chamberpressures(Pc = 20680
to 34470 kN/m2 (3000to 5000 psia))due to coolinglimitations(i.e.,high
coolant channelpressuredrops). Split flow pumps were utilizedin the
analysiswhere they provedbeneficialin loweringthe horsepowerrequirements.
The power cycles and the power balancedata are summarizedIn Table XIX and in
the followingparagraphs.
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TABLE XV
BASELINE NOZZLE TUBE BUNDLE DESIGNS
F = 2669 kN (600K IbF) Pc = 27580kN/m2 (4000 psla)
Coolant RP-I Oxygen
No. of Tubes 326 250
Type of Tubes Round Flattened
UndeformedDiameter,cm (in.)
Forward .73 (.287) 2.01 (.790)
Aft 1.63 (.643) 4.01 (1.580)
Wall Thickness,cm (in.)
Forward .04 (.017) .05 (.020)
' Aft ,12 (.046) .14 (.054)
PressureDrop, kNlm2 (psi) 3034 (440) 531 (77)
Bulk TemperatureRise, "K (°F) 314 (I06) 287 (56)
Max. Wall Temperature,°K (°F) 922 (1200) 878 (I120) I
]
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:" TABLEXVI
LO2/RP-1 THRUSTCttAMBERASSEMBLYSPECIFICATIONDATA
(S! Units)
' PARAMETER
Chamber Pressure, kN/m2 34470 27580 20680 13790 6890
.t Thrust, S.L. kN 2669 2669 2669 2669 2669 ':
lhrust, vac_ kN 2947 2964 2987 3022 3094
MixtureRatio 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8
Area Ratio 61.7 51.9 41.3 29.8 17.Z
ODE Is,S.L. sec 334.4 330.7 325.3 313.6 293.5
"J ODE Is, vac, sec 368.1 365.9 362.5 353.7 339.5
_ Is Efficiency,_vo(V) 96.7 96.6 96.4 96.8 96.7
' Deliv. Is,S.L.sec 322.3 318.2 312.2 302.4 283.0
Deliv. Is, vac, sec 355.9 353.4 349.4 342.4 328.1
:_ Total Flowrate, kg/s 844.4 855.3 871.8 900.0 961.7
i
L02 Flowrate kq/s 622.2 630.2 642.3 663.2 708.6 ;!
Fuel Flowrate kg/s 222.2 225.1 229.4 236.8 253.=
c*, m/s 1816 1812 1805 1797 1783
Throat Area, cm2 446 561 762 I]73 2487 '
Th'nat Diam., cm 23.8 26.7 31.14 38.6 56.3
Exit Area, cm2 27477 29161 31458 34955 42781
Exit Diam., cm 187 193 200 211 233
Exit Pressure, kN/m2 41 41 41 41 41
'it... TABLE XVI (cont,)
LO21RP-ITHRUST CHAMBERASSEMBLY SPECIFICATIONDATA
.- .... (En_dltsh Units) .....
PARAMETER
Chamber Pressure, ps_a 5000 4000 3000 2000 1000
Thrust, S,L. lbF 600,000 600,000 600,000 600,000 600,000
Thrust, vac, lbF 662,617 666,433 671,605 679,365 695,618
MixtureRatio 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8
Area Ratio 61.7 51.9 41.3 29.8 17.2
ODE Is,S.L. sec 334.4 330.7 325.3 313.6 293.5
ODE Is, vac, sec 368.1 365.9 362.5 353.7 339.5
Is Efficiency, _(V) 96.7 96.6 96.4 96.8 96.7
Deliv. Is,S.L. sec 322.3 318.2 312.2 302.4 283.0
Deliv. Is, vac, sec 355.9 353.4 349.4 342.4 328.1
Total F1owrate,lb/s 1861.62 1885.61 1921.84 1984.13 2120.14
LO2 FIowrate,Ib/s 1371.72 1389.39 1416.10 1461.99 1562.21 II
Fuel F1owrate,Ib/s 489.90 496.21 505.75 522.14 557.93 ?i
c*, ft/s 5958 5945 5922 5897 5850
_!
Throat Area, in2 69.10 86.92 118.05 181.8 385.5 *(i
Throat Diam., in. 9.38 I0.52 12.26 15.21 22.15
Exit Area, in.2 4259 4520 4876 5418 6631 ,
i
Exit Diam., in. 73.6 75.9 78.8 83.1 91.9
Exit Pressure,psla 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 I
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TABLE XVII
LO21LCH4 THRUST CHAMBERASSEMBLY SPECIFICATIONDATA
(SI Units)
Chamber Pressure,kN/m2 34470 27580 20680 13790 6890
Thrust,S.L., kN 2669 2669 2669 2669 2669
Thrust, vac, kN 2958 2973 2996 3035 3117
Mixture Ratio 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5
Area Ratio 63.9 53.2 42.2 30.5 17.6
ODE Is,S.L. sec 343.1 338.3 332.4 321.5 301.2
ODE Is, vac, sec 378.8 375.4 371.6 363.8 349.8 i
Is Efficiency, %(V) 96.4 96.6 96.5 96.7 96.5
Dellv. Is,S.L.sec 329.6 325.4 319.4 309.4 289.0
Deliv. Is, vac, sec 365.3 362.5 358.5 351.7 337.5
Total Flowrate,kg/s 825.7 836.4 852.1 879.6 941.7
L02 F1owrate,kg/s 642.2 650.5 662.7 684.2 732.5
Fuel F1owrate,kg/s 183.5 185.9 189.4 195.5 209.3
c*, m/s 1865 1861 1856 1848 1834
Throat Area, cm2 446 565 765 I179 2505
Throat Diam.,cm 23.9 26.8 31.2 38.7 56.5
Exit Area, cm2 28548 30032 32258 35955 44084
Exit Diam., cm 191 196 203 214 237
Exit Pressure,kN/m2 41 41 41 41 41
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TABLEXVII ({:ont.)
LO2/LCH4THRUST_CH_BE, ASSEMBLYSPECIFICATIONDATA
(EnglishUnits)
PARAMETER i
ChamberPressure, psia 5000 4000 3000 2000 1000
Thrust, S.L. lbF 600,000 600,000 600,000 600,000 600,000
:_ Thrust, vac, lbF 665,090 668,416 673,553 682,193 700,698
Mixture Ratio 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5
!3 Area Ratto 63.9 53.2 42.2 30.5 17.6
;_ ODE Is,S.L.sec 343.1 338.3 332.4 321.5 301.2 )
i_ ODE Is, vac, sec 378.8 375.4 371.6 363.8 349.8 I
'_:3 Is Efficiency,%(V) 96.4 96.6 96.5 96.7 96.5 i
Deliv. Is,S,L.sec 329.6 325.4 319.4 309.4 289.0
Deliv. Is, vac, sec 365.3 362.5 35B.5 351.7 337.5
Total Flowrate,Ib/s 1820.39 1843.88 1878.52 1939.24 2076.12
LO2 Flowrate_Ib/s 1415.86 1434.13 1461.07 1508.30 i614.76 1
Fuel Flowrate,lb/s 404.53 409.75 417.45 430.94 461.36
c*, ft/s 6119 6107 6088 6063 6017
Throat Area, iR2 69.2 87.5 I18.5 182.7 388.3
Throat Diam., i_ 9.39 10.56 12.28 15.25 22.24
"ExitArea, in2 4425 4655 5000 5573 6833
Exit Diam., in. 75.I 77.0 79.8 84.2 93.3
Exit Pressure,psia 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
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TABLEXVlll
LO2/LC3H8 THRUST CHAMBERASSEMBLYSPECIFICATIONDATA
.: (SI Units)
_, PARAMETER
_ ChamberPressure,kN/m2 34470 27580 26680 13790 6890
7_ Thrust,S,L. kN 2669 2669 2669 2669 2669
Thrust,vac, kN 2949 2968 2993 3030 3112
MixtureRatio 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1
Area Ratio 61,9 52.4 41.7 30.1 17.3
ODE Is,S.L.sec 340.0 334.9 328.2 317.9 297.2
ODE Is, vac, sec 374.6 371.3 366.8 359.5 344.6
Is Efficiency,_(V) 97.2 97.2 96.9 97.0 96.6
Deliv. Is,S.L.sec 329.6 324.5 317.1 307.2 285.3
Deliv. Is, vac, sec 364.2 360.9 355.6 348.8 332.7
Total Flowrate,kg/s 825.7 838.7 858.3 885.9 953.9
LO2 Flowrate,kg/s 624.3 634.1 648.9 669.9 721.3
Fuel Flowrate,kg/s 201.4 204.6 209.3 216.1 259.9
c*, m/s 1864 1857 1850 1843 1828
Throat Area, cm2 446 565 768 1184 2530
Throat Diam., cm 23.9 26.8 31.3 38.8 56.7
Exit Area, cm2 27632 29587 32006 35645 43761
Exit Diam., cm 188 194 202 213 236
Exit Pressure,kN/m2 41 41 41 41 41
TABLEXVIII (cont.)
:., LO21LC3H8 THRUST CHAMBERASSEMBLYSPECIFICATIONDATA
_i!I (Eng]ishUnits)
PARAHETER
ChamberPressure,psia 5000 4070 3000 2000 lO00
Thrust, $..lbF 600,000 600,000 600,000 600,000 600,000 I!
)iThrust, vac, lbF 662,985 667,304 672,848 681,250 699,685
MixtureRatio 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1
Area Ratio 61.9 52.4 41.7 30.1 17.3
ODE Is,S.L.sec 340.0 334.9 328.2 317.9 297.2
ODE Is, vac, sec 374.6 371.3 366.8 359.5 344.6
Is EFficiency,%(V) 97.2 97.2 96.9 97.0 96.6
Deliv. Is,S.L.sec 329.6 324.5 317.l 307.2 285.3
Deliv. Is, vac, sec _ 364.2 360.9 355.6 348.8 332.7
Total Flowrate,Ib/s 1820.39 1849.00 1892.15 1953.13 2103.05
LO2 Flowrate,Ib/s 1376.39 1398.02 1430.65 1476.75 1590.11
Fuel Flowrate,Ib/s 444.00 450.98 461.50 476.37 512.94
c*, ft/s 6115 6092 6069 6047 5998
Throat Area, in_ 69.2 87.5 ll9.O 183.5 392.1
Throat Diam., in. 9.39 I0.56 12.31 15.29 22.34
Exit Area, in_ 4283 4586 4961 5525 6783
Exit Diam., in. 73.9 76.4 79.5 83.9 92.9
Exit Pressure,psia 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
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Ill,D, (ycle Power Sal_ce _cc_nt.)
I. C_cleA
lhe schematicfor engine cycle A is 5iven in Figure 20. As
shown in the figure,the engine is fuel-cooledfrom a low area ratio (8.1) to
the injector, The coolant then enters the nozzle (_- 8:1 to about 40:1). A
small portionof the fuel bypassesthe coolantjacket and flows directlyto
the gas generator,and a small portionof the oxidizerbypassesthe main
injectorcircuitand flows to the gas generator. The fuel-richgas generator
providesthe drive fluid for the two turbines shown in series in the sche-
matic. Other turbinearrangementsare possible,dependingupon the horsepower
requirementsand speeds of the pumps. Since the series turbinearrangenent
offersa slight horsepoweradvantageover a parallelturbinearrangement,it
was selectedfor the purposesof obtainingthe parametriccycle data_ Split
flow pumps were also utilizedto minimize horsepowerrequirements. The pump
dischargepressurefor the gas generatorfluidswas chosen equal to that for
the oxidizerpump.
Anothercooling schemewas investigatedto furtheroptimize
the engine cycle power balance. Liquid oxygenwas substitutedfor fuel as the
nozzlecoolant from 8:1 to the nozzle area ratio. The differencesin fuel
pump dischargepressureand performanceare seen to be small when oxygen is
used as the nozzlecoolant:
Chamber
PEessure _PgF als(S.L.) Als(vac)
kN/m_ (psia__) .kN/m_ (psi) _ (sec).... (sec)
13790 2000 -269 (-39) 0 0
20680 3000 -1124 (-163) 0.2 0.2
27580 4000 -3082 (-447) 0.4 0.3
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fIll, D, Cycle Power Balance (cant.)
' A small thrust contributionis obtained by dumping the tur-
I bine exhaust into the nozzle and expandingthe gas along wl_h the exhaustfrom)
-_i the thrust chan_ber, This thrust contribution and the overall engine specifi-
_ cationsare surmnarlzedin Tables XlX and XX for the LOX-coolednozzlecases,
as these representa sllghtlyhigher chamber pressurecapabilityfor thiscycle. The pump discharg_ pressure requirement as a function of chamber pres-
sure is illustratedin Figure 21, and the deliveredperformanceversus chamber
pressure is plotted in Figure 22,
Calculations were initially made fr_n coolant pressure drop J
data, obtainedby assuming no carbon deposit on the hot gas-sidechamberwe11, il
and by assuminga maximum local coolant-sidewall temperatureof 550°F (the
decompositiontemperaturefor MIL SPEC RP-I). With no carbon deposition,the
RP-I coolant pressuredrop at a chamberpressureof 6895 kN/m2 (1000psia)
and an engine thrust level of 890 kN (200K IbF) is 11030 kN/m2 (1600 psia).
Since it would not be possibleto achievean engine power balancewith RP-I at
much higher chamberpressures(cf. the slope of curve 5 in Figure 21), a more
refinedpetroleumfraction (RP-IR)was utillzed in most of the calculations.
The more refinedfuel is similarto JP-5 or JP-7, which have breakpointtemp-
eratures approaching700°K (800°F).
The conclusionsto be drawn fr_n examinationof Figure 2_ are
as follows: (I) MIL SPEC RP-1-cooledengines (curve5) are limitedto a
chamber pressureslightlyabove 6895 kN/m2 (1000 psia) when there is no car-
bo:ldepositon the wall; (2) MIL SPEC RP-1-cooledengines (curve3) can
achievea chamberpressure in excess of 13790 kN/m2 (2000 psia) if a uniform
carbon deposit is maintainedon the chamberwall; (3) an RP-IR-cooledengine
(curve2) is limitedto a chamber pressureslightly in excess of 20680 kN/m2
(3000 psia) withouta carbon deposit; (4) an RP-IR-cooledengine (curve I) can
achievea chamber pressurein excess of 24130 kN/m2 (3500 psia) if a carbon
deposit is maintainedon the chamberwall; and (5) the LOX pump dischar]e
i pressure(curve4) is not the controlling_lement in the power balancesfor
this cyc|e.
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Figure 21. LO2/RP-I Engine Cycle A Pump_scharge Pressure Requiremehts
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I l l, D, Cycle Power Bal,lnce (cont.)
_- Figure 22 depictsthe performancefor the variouscycle A
_.' engines in comparisonto ,1 staged-combustioncycle engine (shownin Table
. XVI). The conclusiowlstram Figurt-.22 are that (I) a carbot+depositslightly
influences(increases)the performanceof the LOX/RP-I gas-generatorcycle .'
engine (due to a reductionin gas-generatorflowrate);(2) the turbine inlet
!
l
•_] temperaturehas a largo effect on gas-generatorengine performance(due to the i
3 variationin gas-generatOrflowrate);and (3) it is the gas-generatorcycle I
_i1 losseswhich determinethe chamberpressureOperation(e.g.,Pc = 3000 psia
I
for curve I gives maximum performance)rather than the pump dischargepressure
limit (e.g.,Pd = 35160 kN/m2 (8000 psia), which representsthe current
state of the art in rocket engines).
2. _vcle B
,!
Enginecycle B differs from cycle A in that LO2 is used as
the coolant. The schematicis given in Figure 23. The power balance results
are sunmtarlzedin Tables XIX and XXI and in Figures24 and 25.
Figure 24, when c(mlparedwith Figure 21, shows the potential
benefitof using L02, rather than RP-I, as the coolant. If the 1980 state-
of-the-artof rocketengine turbopumpsis assumed to be 8,000 psia pump dis-
charge pressure,then tO2 is capableof coolinga LO2/RP-Iengine with a
chamberpressureof 27580 kN/m2 (4000psia) (curve2) compared to 1000 psia
for RP-I and to 2500 for RP-IR, respectively. When a carbc_ deposit is
assumed,LO2 is capable of cooling an engine with a chamberpressureof
about 30340 kN/m2 (4400 psia) (curveI).
Similartrends in performance,_swere seen in Figure 22 are
shown in Figure 25. A carbon depositprovidesa small increasein performance
(about l second),and an increasedturbine inlet temperatureshows a large
83
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Figure 24. LO2/RP-IEngine Cycle B Pump DischargePressureRequirements
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Ill, D, Cycle Power Balance (cont.)
increasein perfo_lance(from4 to 20 seconds). It should also be noted tfiat
the uncoatedchamberreachesits maximum sea level performanceat a chamber
pressureof about 20680 kN/m2 (3000 psia), which is essentiallythe same for
cycle A. A carbon depositand/or an increasein turbine inlet temperatureis
seen to shift the maximumperformanceto higher chamber pressures. The same
trend was indicatedin Figure 22 for the RP-1-cooledgas-generatorcycle
engine.
3. C_cle C
Cycle C is identicalto cycle A, with the exceptionthat
methane is used as the fuel. The schematicof the cycle is given in Figure
26. Power balancedata for the methane-cooledgas-generatorcycle are sum-
marized in Tables XIX and XXII and Figures 27 and 28. For an assumedpump
_ dischargepressurelimit (1980 state of the art) of 55160 kN/m2 (8000 psia),
!_ a methane cooled gas-generatorcycle engine is limitedto a chamberpressure
of 29650 kN/m2 (4300 psia). A carbon depositon the chamberwall, as seen
!> for cyclesA and B, would allow an even higher chamberpressure.
Modificationof cycle C to includean oxygen-coolednozzle
i_ has essentiallyno effect on the fuel pump dischargepressure (-386 kN/m2
_ [-56 psia] at Pc = 4000 psia) and no effect on performance.
Perfomance data for three turbine inlet temperaturesare
given in Figure 28. The initialincrease in turbine inlet temperaturefrom
1033 to 1256°K (1860 to 2260°R) offers an increasein performanceof about 4-8
seconds. Further increasein temperatureto 1644°K (2960°R)is seen to give
only about 2-4 secondsin additionalergine performance.
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Figure27. LO2/LCH4 EngineCycleC PumpDischargePressureRequirements
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III, D, Cycle Power Batance (cont.)
The maximumin sea level perfomance for cycle C occurs at
about 24130 kN/m2 (3500 psia) chamber pressure and the maximumin vacuum
perfomance at about 20690 kN/m2 (3000 psta). The change in performance
between 20680 and 27580 kN/m2 (3000 and 4000 psia) chamber pressure is
small, however, because of the increased amount of turbine-drive fluid
required. The performance at sea level and the performance at vacuumbetween
3000 and 4000 psia must, there%re, be comparedwith the engine factors that
influence life and reliability in order to optimize the engine system.
4. Cycle C'
Subcooledpropanereplacesliquidmethane in cycle C', other-
w_se the schematicsfor cycle C' and cycle C are identical(cf. Figure 26).
Subcooledpropaneis stored in the vehicleat the liquid oxygen normal boiling
point (NBP) to take advantageof its increaseddensity (729 Kg/m3:45.5
Ib/ft3) comparedto NBP propane (578 Kg/m3i 36.1 Ib/ft3). Because the
propane is subcooledfrom its NBP temperatureof 231 to 91°K (416 to 1630R),
its heat transfercapacityis also increased. Methane,with a much smaller
liquidusrange than propane,cannot be utilized in such a subcooledmanner.
Tables XlX and XXlll and Figure 29 and 30 summarizethe para-
metric data generatedfor the LOX/LC3H8 gas-generatorcycle engine C'.
Figure 29 shows that this engine can achievea chamberpressureof 31030
kN/m2 (4500 psia) with a 55160 kN/m2 (8000 psia) pump dischargepressure
limit. As shown in Figure 30, the maximum in sea level performanceis
achievedat 27580 kN/m2 (4000 psia) (or higher)chamberpressure. The
figure also indicatesthe maximum in vacuumspecific impulseat a chamber
pressureof about 20690 kN/m2 (3000 psia).
5. Cycle D
The schematicfor the LO21RP-1 staged-combustioncycle D I
engine is given in Figure 31. The figure shows that the engine, like the
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:t_! III, D, Cycle Power Bolance (cont.)
previously described cycles, is fuel-cooled through two circuits. All of the 1fuel returning from the two-pass nozzle coolant circuit enters the preburner
and is partially burned with a small amount of oxidizer. The preburner
exhaust drives the turbines (in series) and flows to the main combustion
chamber where it is further burned with the remaining oxidizer to generate the
engine thrust.
Substitutionof oxygen for the fuel in the nozzle coolant
circuitprovidesa slight benefitby loweringthe fuel pump dischargepres-
sure. This benefit is 1731 and 3861 kN/m2 (251 and 560 psi), respectively,
at chamberpressuresof 20680 and 27580 kN/m2 (3000 and 4000 psia).
The power balancedata for cyc)eD are summarizedin Tables
XIX and XXIV and in Figure32. Since the staged-combustioncycle is a
closed-loopcycle, a11 its variationsat the same chamberpressuredeliverthe
same performance. The performancedata have previouslybeen summarized(cf.
Figures22 and 25 and Table XVI).
As shown in Figure 32, the LO2/RP-I, RP-1-cooled,staged-
combustioncycle D is limitedto chamberpressuresbetween17240 and 22750
kN/m2 (2500 and 3300 psia) if an upper limit of 55160 kN/m2 (8000 psia)
pump dischargepressureis assumed.
6. C_cle E
Cycle E (Figure33) differsfrom cycle D by utilizingLO2
rather than RP-I or RP-IR as the coolant. A modest increasein chamberpres-
sure from 2500 (curveI, Figure 32) to 2900 psla (curve I, Figure 34) is
achievedby changing coolants. The effectsof carbon depositand turbine
inlet temperatureare also indicatedin Figure 34 and in Table XIX.
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CYCLE D: FUEL-COOLED, RP,-I-RICHPREBURNER
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Figure 32. LO2/RP-IEngine Cycle D Pump DischargePressureRequirements
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I Figure 34. LO2/RP-1 Engine Cycle E PumpDischarge Pressure Requirements
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, Ill,D, Cycle Power Balance (cont,)
i
i. 7. cX.c.loF
.:_
¢.
_, ' Cycle F dlffer_ from cycle D in the use of a LO2-rich pre-
burner in place of the RP-l-rlchpreburner, The cycle schematicis deplct_,din Figure35, and the power balancesu#mary is g_ven _n Figure 36 and Fable
._iI XIX. The requiredpump dischargepressurefor the three staged-combustion
•_ cycles (cyclesD, E, and F) at a chamberpressureof 17240 kN/m2 (2500 psia)
"_! are as fol1ows:
J
C._ .kN/.m2PD(psia) Coolant _Preburner !
D 56540 (8200) RP-IR RP-1-rich
E 39990 (5800) LO2 RP-1-rich
F 351b0 (5100) RP-IR LO2-rich
Becauseof its high mass flow, the LO2-rich preburnerprovidesmore horse-
power,resultingin a lower pump dischargepressurerequirement. The maximum
chamberpressuretor this cycle is seen to be 22410 kN/m2 (3250 psia) for a
pump dischargepressureof 55160 kN/m2 (8000 psia).
The influenceof carbon depositand turbine inlet temperature
was not computed for this cycle. The effect of these variablesshould be I
similarto that previouslyshown.
8. C_cle G
The utilizationof both a LO2-rich preburnerand L02
coolingis indicatedin the schematic(Figure37) for a cycle G, LO2/RP-I
staged-combustioncycle. Figure 38 and Table XIX presentthe power balance
resultsfor this cycle. At a chamberpressureof 17240 kN/m2 (2500 psia),
107
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Figure 38. LO2/RP-IEngine Cycle G Pump DischargePressure Requirements
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": , Ill,D,Cycle Power Balance (cont.)
L
"i the pumpdischarge pressure requirement is 35850 kN/m2 (5200 psia), similar
y
;:, to that for cycle F. The maximumchamber pressure allowed by this cycle is
:_ 21720 kN/m2 (3150 psia) if a 1980 state-of-the-art pumpdischarge limit of
-_ 55160 kN/m2 (8000 psia) is assumed.
;_, The effects of a chamber wall carbon deposit and of a higher
. turbine inlet temperature are also shown in Figure 38 at a chamber pressure of
27580 kN/m2 (4000 psia). The state-of-the-art turbine inlet temperature for
rocket engine oxidizer-rich preburners is g32°K (1678°R) at a pressure of i
31410 kN/m2 (4556 psta) based on the ARESprogram (Ref. 17). However, an
advanced ARESprogram (Ref.18) uti]ized an oxidizer-rich monopropellant (98%
H202) preburner (no turbine) operating at 31030 kN/m2 (4500 psia) and
1244°K (2240°R). Since the upper limit of feasible oxidizer-rich turbine-
inlet temperatures has not been established, a temperature of 14440K (2600°R)
was selected for the one example shown in Figure 38.
9. Cycle G'
Subcooled propane is used in cycle G', replacing the RP-1 of cycle
G. Otherwise these cycles are identical. The power balance results are sum-
marized in Table XIX and in Figure 39. The allowable chamber pressure for a
pumpdischarge pressure of 55160 kN/m2 (8000 psia) is seen to be 22060
kN/m2 (3200 psia).
The conclusionsto be made concerningstaged-combustlon
cycles D throughG' are: (i) an oxidizer-richpreburneroffersa significant
improvement(lower pump dischargepressureslead to longer life turbopumps);
(2) LO2 coolingsignlficantlyreducesthe pump dlschargepressurerequire-
ments of a fuel-richpreburnercycle; a_d (3) higher turbineinlet tempera-
tures can lead to a lower pump dischargepressure(longerlife) and/or to a
higherchamberpressure.
If?
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III, 0, Cycle Power Balance (cont.)
10. Cycle H
The schematicfor the LO2/LCH4 staged-combustioncycle H
is shown in Figure40. The schematicis identicalto that for cycle D, with
methane replacingRP-I. The resultsof the power balanceanalysisare sum-
marized in Table XIX and in Figure41.
If a pump dischargepressurelimit of 55160 kN/m2 (8000
psia) is assumedto be 1980 state of the art, the chamberpressure limit for
cycle H is 20680 kN/m2 (3000 psia) (see Figure41). This limit is increased
to 26200 kN/m2 (3800 psia) if the turbine inlet temperaturecan be increased
to 1644°K (2960°R).
No calculationswere made for cycle H assuminga carbon
depositon the chamberwall. Althoughsome depositprobablyexists, it is
expectedto be much lighterthan that found from the con_ustionof L02 and
RP-I.
II. C_'cleI
•: Cycle I differs from cycle H in the additionof an
oxidizer-richpreburner,as shown in Figure42. The power balancedata are
summarizedin Table XIX and Figure43. The chamberpressure limit is seen to
be 24130 kN/m2 (3500 psia) (curve I in Figure 43) comparedto 20680 kN/m2
(3000 psia) (curveI in Figure 41). The benefitof the additionof an
oxidizer-richpreburnerto cycle H is directlytranslatableinto a performance
_ increaseof 3.2 seconds (sea level) and 2.3 seconds (vacuum)becauseof the
.
chamberpressureincreaseto 24130 kN/m2 (3500 psia)
I15
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ill, D, Cycle Power Balance (cont.)
-- The influence of turbine inlet temperature is indicated in
: the figure at a chamber pressure of 27580 kN/m2 (4000 psta). An Increase. in
the fuel-richturbineinlet temperatureto 16440K (2960°R)significantly
)_ lowers the fuel pumpdischarge pressure. However, if the oxidizer-rich tur-
=_ blne inlet temperatureis maintainedconstantat 922°K (1660°R),as shown in
Figure 43, the reductionin flow throughthe oxidizer-richturbineresults in
-_ a higher LO2 pump dischargepressure.(curve6) correspondingto the lower
=) fuel dischargepressure (curve5). Consequently,a modest increasein fuel-
_I rich turbineinlet temperature(curves3 and 4) is preferablein this case.
_3 The other optior_,i.e., to increasethe oxidizer-richturbinetemperature, i!
will be discussedin SectionVI,H.
I?. Cycle I'
t
Cycle I; is the subcooledpropaneversionof cycle I, where pro-
pane is substitutedfor methanei_uel. The sun_laryof the power balancedata
for this cycle is given in Table XIX and in Figure44. The maximum chamber
pressureachievableat a pump dischargepressureof 55160 kN/m2 (8000 psia)
is seen to be 24820 kN/m2 (3600 psia).
13. Cycle J
The schematicfor a LH2-cooled, LH2 fuel-richgas-generator,
LO2/RP-Iengine cycle is depicted in Figure 45. The results from the power
balanceanalysisfor this cycle are summarizedin Figures46 and 47 and in
Table XIX.
Cycle J is capable of generatinga chamberpressureof 34470
kN/m2 (5000 psia) at a pump dischargepressure46200 kN/m2 (6700 psia),
well below the 55160 kN/m2 (8000 psia) 1980 state-of-the-artvalue. The
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III, D, Cycle Power Balance (cont.)
delivered pereomance for the engine slightly exceeds that for a staged-
combustion LO2/RP-I engine because of the addition of the H2 fuel-rich
turbine exhaust in the thrust chamber nozzle.
14. C_cle K
A LO2/LCH4 dual-throat engine schematic is shown in
Figure 48. This engine utilizes both LH2 and LCH4 as coolants and both an |
oxidizer-rich preburner and a H2 fuel-rich gas generator. The cycle shown l
in the schematic is representative of this class of engines, but a detatled
heat transfer and thrust split analysis is required to fully optimize this
type of engine for a two-stage mission. Sufficient data exist for similar
tri-propellant engines to allow a power balance and performance analysis of
this btpropellant engine with a hydrogen-rich gas-generator drive. The
specification for cycle K is given in Table XXV.
15. Thrust Level Variation
The parametricheat transferdata and the parametric
performancedata generatedin this study show some variationwith thrust
levels from 890 to 6672 kN (200K to IM IbF). Some of this variationis real,
and some of it is the result of approximationsused in the parametricscaling
relationshipsrequiredto facilitatethe generationof a wide variet_of
design data.
.i
._ Past experiencehas shown that engine cycles can be rated at
ii a given thrust level (e.g.,600K lbF) and that the ratingwill be valid,for• other thrust lev ls (i,e.,20 K to IM IbF). To valid ethis premise,powe
, balancecalculationswere made for cycle C at thrust levelsof 890,.2669, and
_! 6672 kN (200,60OK, and IM lbF). The resultsare given in Table X_X. Table
1 , XXVI sunmzarizesthe pertinentdata.
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TABLEXXV
LO2/LCH4 ENGINECYCLEK SPECIFICATION
PARAMETER MODEI MODEII
-- I
Sea Level Thrust, lbF 610,745 --
VacuumThrust, lbF 685,270 225,960
Sea Level Is, sec 319.0 --
Vacuum Is, sec 357.9 380.2
Mixture Ratio (LO2/LCH4) 3.5 3.5
Mixture Ratio (LO2/LH2) 0.8 0.8
ChamberPressure,psia 2800/4000 4000
Area Ratio 42 187
TCA Sea Level Is, sec 320.9 --
TCA Vacuum Is, sec 359.3 383.6
GG Sea Level Is, sec 238.8 --
GG Vacuum Is, sec 300.7 338.1
Flowrate,lb/sec 1914.61 594.36
TCA LO2 Flowrate, lb/sec 1454.14 427.28
TCA LCH4 Flowrate,Ib/sec 415.47 122.08
GG LO2 Flowrate,Ib/sec 20.00 20.00
GG LH2 Flowrate,Ib/sec 25.00 25.00
"ThroatArea, in_ I15.22 26.06
Exit Area, in_ 4869.72 4869.73
Exit Pressure,psia 7.3 1.5
LCH4 Pump Dischg.Pressure,psia 7429 7429
LO2 Pump Dischg.Pressure,psia 7429 7429
LH2 Pump Dischg.Pressure,psia 1655 1655
i
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TABLEXXVI I
t
THRUSTLEVEL EFFECTON PERFORMANCE
Chamber PumpDischg. Sea Level Vacuum
Thrust Pressure Pressure Is Is
kN (lbF) kN/m2 (psta) k.N/mz (psia) (sec) (sec)
890 (200,000) 27580 (4000) 48470 (7030) 315.8 353.5
2669 (600,000) " (4000) 47720 (6921) 316.5 354.1
6672 (1,500,000) " !4000) 52830 (7662) 316.5 354.1 I
: i
i:
1
: i
1
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III, Engine Cycle Configuration Definition (cont.)
i
It is seen that there is little variationin the performance _:
;i I of the engines over this wide range,of thrust,levels. There is a variationin
,, pump dischargepressureon the order of 10%, but some of this variationcan be i
reducedthroughthrust chamberdesign changesto decreasethe coolant pressure t_
, drop.
E. ENGINE CYCLE RATING SYSTEM
In order to select two of the candidatecycles for preliminary
_- '_ designanalysisand engine definitionin Task IV of this program,it was _:
"_ • necessaryto establishcycle ratingcriteria.These criteria,summarizedin
the followingparagraphs,also includethe LOX/propanepropellantsystem added
in the conductionof Task IV. Final rankingand selectionof the cycles is
deferredto SectionV.D. where the missionanalysis resultswill be presented.
Enginecycle rating parameterswere establishedaccordingto the
system shown in Figure 49. The desiredconditionand the effect of the param-
eter on the engine and/or vehicleare listed in the figure. The listed rating
pointsfor each parameterare subjectiveand depend upon the assumptions
chosen for the study. In general,the assumptionsreflectgood design practice
for a reusable,long-liferocket engine system that makes maximum use of the
chemicalenergy of the propellantsto obtain an optimumpower cycle.
Engine performanceis given the highest rating point potentialof
I fifteenbecauseof the impactof Stage 1 performanceon the mission capability
(payload)for a two-stagevehicle. Engineweight does not affect the mission
I resultsto a great degree,and, accordingly,is assigneda one-pointmaximum
rating for the lowest engine weight.
I
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III, E, Engine Cycle Ratting _ystem(cont.)
Pumpdischarge pressure and chamber pressure were viewed as l tfe
cycle influencing parameters, and, as such, lower pressures were awarded
higher points. Hydrocarbon caking on the turbine blades was envisioned as an
unacceptable commodity. No caking, therefore, was assigned three points.t
Interpropellant seals in turbomachinery require large amounts of
inert gas, such as helium, and significantly increase the weight of the
turbopump system. Therefore, two rating points were assigned to a cycle
withoutthe requirementfor an interpropellantseal.
A shift in mixture ratio from the optimumstaged-combustioncycle
value,such as requiredby a gas-generatorcycle,was penalizedslightly,with
optimummixture ratio assignedone point. Coolantssuch as L02, LCH4, and
LC3H8 were assignedtwo points,and LH2 coolantwas assignedthree
points.The questionablecoolantRP-IR was given one rating point.
Both low- and high-temperatureturbinesare listedas desirablein
the figure in view of the fact that this study indicatesa marked benefitof a
high-temperatureturbinetemperatureon some cycles. Since the cycle ranking
was based on turbinetemperaturesof I033°K (1860°R),no point rating was
assignedto this parameter.
I. Preliminar_C,ycle Rankinq
A chamberpressure rankingof the cycles is given in Figure
50. The rankingis based on an upper limit of pump dischargepressureof 55160
kN/m2 (8000 psia) for staged-combustioncycles and the optimumperformance
for gas-generatorcycles. The pump dischargepressurelimit is the 1980 state
of the art for rocket turbopumps. The ranking is also based on 1980 state-
of-the-artfuel-richand oxidizer-richturbinetemperaturesof 1033 and 922°K
(1860 and 1660°R),respectively. The RP-1-cooledengines (cyclesA, D, and F)
are seen to be limitedto very low chamberpressures.
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• _i Ill, E, Engine Cycle Rating System (cont.)
iI_' The chamber pressure ranking from Figure 50 can be converted
:i:_' into a performance rar,ktn9 for the cycles, as shown in Figure 51. The perfor-
mance values show less variation than the chamber pressures due to the high
delivered performance for the staged-combustion cycles, even at lower chamber
pressures. The cycle with the highest performance potential is seen to be the
dual-throatcycle. The variablegeometry (withoutmoving parts) allows the
achievementof a high performanceat altitude.
2. PreliminaryCycle Comparison
It is interestingto comparethe best-performingcycles (dual
throat not included)as a function of chamberpressureand power limits,as
shown in Figure _2. The lowest-performingcycle (B) achieves its maximumper-
formanceat a pump dischargepressureof 33090 kN/m2 (4800 psia). If the
best staged-combustioncycle (F'), utilizingthe same LOX/RP-Ipropellants,is
comparedwith cycle B at the same pump dischargepressure (Pc = 16550 kN/m2
[2400 psia]),it is seen that a performancedifferenceof about 12 sec exists.
Operatingcycle F' at its pump dischargepressurelimit of 55160 kN/m2 (8000
psia) results in a difference of 18 sec betweenthe cycles.
The gas-generatorcycles C and C', using LOX/methaneand LOX/
. propane,respectively,are seen to compare favorablywith the LOX/RP-I
staged-combustioncycle F'. Additionalperformancecan be galned throughthe
utilizationof the staged-combustioncycles I and I' for these propellantcom-
binations. The gains amount to about 12 to 16 sec in specific impulsebetween
cycles C, C' and l, I'. Selectionof one of the fuels,methane or propane,on
the basis of performanceis difficult,as the differencesamount to about 3
sec for gas-generatorcycles C and C' and to about 2 sec for staged-combustion
cycles I and I',
The liquid-hydrogen-cooledcycle J is seen to be competitivewith
cyc!es I and I' when sea level performanceis compared. The vacuum perfor-
mance shown in Figure 51 slightly favors cycles I and I'.
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IV. ENGINEPARAMETRIC ANALy.$_IS
A, OBJECTIVESAND GUIDELINES
Performance,weight, and envelope parametricdata were to be
developedfor the high-pressureLO2/HC engine systemsderivedin the pre-
vious section.The followingparameterrange guidelineswere utilized:
Propellantmixture ratio (O/F):
LO2/RP-1 2 to 3.5
LO2/LCH4 3 to 4.5
_ LO2/LC3H8 2 to 4
Engine Thrust: 890 to 6672 kN (200K to 1.5M IbF)
ChamberPressure: 6895 to 34,470 kN/m2 (1,000to 5,000 psia)
(or power/cooling 1imit)
.1
I Area Ratio (_): 15:1 to I00:I (or sea level flow attachment
1 limit)
Performancepredictionmethods were consistentwith the JANNAF
simplifiedmethodology. Engineweight estimateswere based on the 1979 state
of the art, wlth yearly improvementfactorsthroughthe year 2000.
B. ENGINE PERFORMANCE
The first step in the JANNAF performancepredictionprocedureis 1
to determinethe one-dimensionalequilibriumspecificimpulse (ISPODE)which
is a functionof propellantcombinationand mixture ratio, nozzle area ratio
(c), chamberpressure,and the propellanttemperature(tank conditions).
IsPODE data were obtainedby using the TDK program (Ref. 19).
135
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The predicted delivered specific tmpulse (ISPDEL) is obtained by
calculatingthe efficiencyof the known loss mechanismsthat degradethe ideal
(ISPODE)performance. For this analysis,these loss mechanismswere divided
in four major categories: I) energy releaseefficieocy(hERE);2) reaction
kineticsefficiency(nK); 3) two-dimensionaldivergenceefficiency(n2D);
and 4) loss due to the thrust decrementwithin the boundarylayer.
A computerprogramwas developedto help facilitaLethe parametric
analysisby representingeach loss mechanismin a subroutinewith the appro-
priate data base, except for the energy releaseefficiencieswhich were
specifiedas 98% for LOX/RP-1and 98.5% for LOX/LCH4 and for LOX/LC3HB.
The kineticefficiencywas obtainedby comparingthe one dimen-
sional kineticsspecific impulse (ISPODK),calculatedusing the TDK computer
program (Ref. 19), to the IsPoDE (r_K = IsPODK/IsPODE). The two-
dimensional_fficiencywas obtainedfrom charts which gave the _2D for opti-
mum Rao nozzlesas describedin Reference20. These charts were tabularized
to facilitatetheir use in the performanceprogram. The boundaryloss was
obtainedby implementingthe turbulentboundarylayer chart proceduresalso
given in Reference20. The boundary layer efficiencywas calculatedby
assumingan adiabaticwall and propellantsat the tank enthalpy.Past analyses
have shown this approachto be quickerand to result in the same efficiencyas
the more rigorousmethod of calculatingthe enthalpytransferto the regenera-
tive coolantand then findinga new IsPODEby using the increasedpropellant
enthalpy.
I. ParametricPerformanceData
All of the parametricperformancedata presentedin the this
sectionare for staged-combustioncycle engines or for the thrust chamberof
136
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IV, B, Engine Perfomance (cont.)
open-loup (e.g., gds-generdtor) cycle engines. Corrections such as described
in Section III.D, must be made for open-loop cycle engines,
The performance data for LOX/RP-1, LOX/LCtt4, and
LOX/LC3H8 are sunlnarized in Figures 53-64. Figures 53, 57, and 61 show
the influence of chamber pressure on engine performance. An expansion to a
constant one dimensional exit pressure of 41 kN/m2 (6 psia) was assumed for
all cases to ensure that flow separation would not occur under sea level oper-
ating conditions. The pressure selection affords a reasonable tradeoff in sea
level dnd vacuum performance for booster engines. This resulted in an area
ratio change with chamber pressure and an increase with cham1_erpressure of
botl_ vacuum and sea level specific impulse. In general, methane and propane,
respectively, provide approximately a 3% and 2% improvement in maximumspe-
cific impulse compared to RP-1, as can be seen in a comparison of Figures
53-56, 57-60, and 61-64.
The efiect of mixture ratio on specific impulse is shown in
Figures 54, 58, and 62 for the propellant combinations. I)1 all cases, chamber
. pressure is constantat 27580 kN/m2 (4000 psia), thrust is constantat 2669
kN (600K IbF), and the area ratio is varied to providean expansionto an
exit pressureof 41 kN/m2 (6 psia). The maximumspecific impulsefor
'._ LOX/RP-!occurs at a mixture ratio of approximately2.8 while that for
LOX/CII4 and LOX/C3118_,ccursat a mixtureratio of approximately3.5 and
•- 3.1, respectively. At any mixtureratio shown, the specific impulsevalues of
;, LOX/LCII4 and LOX/LC3H8 are about equal to) or greaterthan, that pro-
duced by IOX/RP-].
As seen in Figures55, 59, and 03, the effect of thrust level
variationsover the r,mge from 890 to {ib7?LN (200K Ibl"to 1.5M lhF) on spe-
cific impulseis relativelysmall. Over this range of thrust,specific
impulse values increaseless thdn 0.5%.
}
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I Figure 62. Delivered LOX/C3H8 Engine PerformanceVersusHixture Ratio
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IV, B, ,Engine Performance (cont.)
The effect of area ratio on specific impulse is shown in
Figures 56, 60, and 64 for the three fuels, respectively. The vacuumspecific
impulse increases with increasing area ratio for any chamber pressure. The
sea level specific impulse, however, is maximized when the exit pressure is
equal to the ambient pressure 101 kN/m2 (14.7 psia). For each fuel, this
point is reached at an area ratio of approximately 26:1 at a chamber pressure
of 27580 kN/m2 (400U psia). Below this value, the combustion gases are
underexpanded with respect to the ambient pressure, and thus performance
increaseswith increasingarea ratio. Conversely,above this value, the
combustiongases are overexpandedwith respectto the ambientpressure,and
thus performancedecreaseswith increasingarea ratio. The area ratio for
optimumsea level is, of course,a direct functionof the chamberpressureand
will increasewith increasingPc,
2. Dual-ThroatEngine Performance
The previousanalysiswas for a conventionalengine system.
Engine perfomance was also predictedfor the dual-throatengine configuration
using LOX-methanein both the primaryand secondarycircuits. ALRC's Dual
Throat EnginePerformanceand Geometry Program (FD 0169) was used to calculate
engine performance. The programoutput is shown in Figure65. During Mode I,
the engine is similarto a conventionalengine,thus its performancecan be
calculatedby using the JANNAF simplifiedmethodology. The Mode II perform-
ance was initiallycalculatedby using the simplifiedmethodologyfor a con-
ventional nozzle and t'henm,_ifiedas describedin Reference10.
The calculationsshown in Figure65 were made for an assumed
chamberpressureof 19310 kN/m2 (2800 psia) duringMode I (BoostPhase) and
27580 kN/m2 (4000psia) during Mode II (SusteinerPhase). The secondary
area ratio (Mode I EffectiveArea Ratio) was fixed at 40:1 to providean exit
(
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pressui'eof 41 kN/m2 (6 psia). This resultedin an area ratio durinu Mode
II operationof approximately187:1. The followingtable shows the specific
impulsevalues calculatedfor the dual-modeengine and comparesthem to the
previouslydiscussedconventionalengine results.
Dual-ModeEngine, Conventional
MoRe I Mode-lJ_' Fngine
Sea Level Specific 331 N/A 331
Impulse,sec
Vacuum Specific, 361 379 361
Impulse,sec
As seen, the dual-modeengine does offer a perfomance advantageunder high-
altitudeoperatingconditions.
C. ENGINLWEIGHT
For the purposeof the parametricstudy, it was necessaryto
establishthe elementsof engine weight statements. Table XXVII lists the
engine compone_itsincludedin the parametricanalyses. Those items not
includedare ,11solisted.
It was also necessaryto establishpreliminarybaselineweight
•$tate.mentsfor"a typicalstaged-combustioncycle and for a typical
gas-generatorcycle engine. These are presentedin Table XXVIII for both
LO2/RP-Iand for LOz/LCH4 engines. The cumpowlentweightswere based on
scalingof historicalweights at siti_ilarc_llponents_nd/or estimatesobtained !
fr(_i1conceptualdesignssuch as those given in References9 and 10.
..,,
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TABLE XXVII
ENGINE WEIGHT DEFINITION
Included Not Included
RegenerativelyCooled Combustion Gir_alActuatorsand Actuation
Chamber
Pre-Valyes
RegenerativelyCooledThrust Chamber
Nozzle(s) Contingency(a total contingency
is normallyincludedin the vehicle
Thrust ChamberNozzle Extension weight statement)
Main Injector
Main Turbopumps
Boost Pumps
Preburners(or Gas Generator)
PropellantValves and Actuation
Gimbal
Hot-GasManifold (if required)
PropelIant Lines
IgnitionSystem
Miscellaneous(Electrlcal Harness,
Instrumentation,Brackets, 1
AuxiliaryLines and Controls) !
Engine ControlIer 1
]
Tank PressurantHeat Exchangers
and AssociatedEquipment
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TABLE XXVIIl
LOX_HC BASELI_IE NGI_IEWEIG_T BREAKDOI4N
'.i._ LOX/RP-I LOXICH4
STAGED GAS STAGED GAS
:_' COMBUSTION GENERATOR COMBUSTION GENERATOR
-I FB (Thrust,Ib) 600,000 600,000 600,000 600,000
: PCB (ChamberPressure,psia) 4000 4000 4000 4000
;) _B (Area Ratio) 50:1 5O:l 50:I 50:1
i_ ';ATTB(AttachedAreaRatio) 8:1 B:l 8:1 8:I
' ATB (ThroatArea, in.2) 85.66 85.66 86,14 86.14 i
•_ (AllWeights in Ibs)
WGR (Gimbal 207 207 207 207
WMISCB (Miscellaneous) 296 296 296 296
WINJB (Injector) 656 656 656 656
WTCNB (Nozzle) 420 420 422 422
WCCB (ThrustChamber) 226 226 227 227
WPBOB (Ox-RichPreburner) 224 - 224 -
WPBFB (Fuel-RichPreburner) 181 50 181 51
WVOB (OxidizerValves & Actuators) 325 325 331 331
WVFB (Fuel Valves & Actuators) 82 82 13l 131
WBPOB (OxidizerBoost Pump) 307 307 313 313
WBPFB (Fuel Boost Pump) 52 52 83 83
WMPOB (Main Oxidizer Pump) 862 623 878 638
WMPFB (Main Fuel Pump) 327 366 _21 567
WLPLB (Low-PressureLines) 201 201 243 243
WHPLB (High-PressureLines) 268 268 324 324
WPSSB (PressurizationSystem) 133 133 133 133
WHGMB (Hot-GasManifold) 207 207 207 207
WIGNB (Igniters) 60 60 60 60
WCNTRB (Controler) I_3_0 I_ 130 I_3_0.
TOTAL 5164 4609 5567 5Olg
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IV, C, Engine Weight (cont.)
With the preliminarybaselineengine weight statementsestab-
lished,enginecomponentweight scalingrelationshipswere derivedas func-
tions of thrust,chamber pressure,and nozzle are ratio. These scalingrela-
tionships,used to calculatethe weights over the parametricranges of inter-
est, are similarto those given in Reference10. The scalingequations were
establishedthrough geometryconsiderationsand empiricaldata fits of histor-
ical data. The engine weightsderivedfrom the equationsrepresent1979
state-of-the-art echnology,as indicatedin Figure66. The highestthrust-
to-weightengine (141 at 600K IbF) shown in the figure is for a LO2/RP-I
gas-generatorcycle engine. This compareswell with the 1960's technology
Titan I and Atlas booster (Ist-stage)engines.
The lowestthrust-to-weightengine (108 at 600K IbF) derivedfrom
this study representsthe dual-throatengine cycle K. As can be seen by
examiningFigure66, the band of (AOHRES)enginesfrom this study followsthe
trend of the historicalengines,and, if anything,is too conservativefor
1979 technology.
Scalingrelationshipsbased on volumetricflowratesand pump dis-
charge pressureswere used to obtain an estimateof the variationin engine
weight with power cycle. This evaluationprimarilyinvolvedturbopumpsand
preburners(gas generators).The resultantvariationin engine weight with
power cycle is shown in Figure 67. The lightest-weightengine is seen to be
the LOX-cooledg_s-generatorcycle B, and the heaviestengine is seen to be
the dual-throatengine cycle K.
i. 1979 State-of-the-ArtEngine Weight Parametrics
Becausemost of the cycles studiedare similar,as are the
weight trendswith chamberpressure,thrust, etc., parametricdata are pre-
sented only for a typicalgas-generatorcycle engine. A sample computerout-
put for this engine (an LO2/RP-I, fuel-richgas-generator,RP-1-cooled,
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:_i; IV, C, Engine Weight (cont.)
cycle A engine) is illustratedin Figure 68. The parametricengine weight
data are summarizedin Figures6g through77.
Engineweight data for the correspondingLO2/LCH4 gas-
generatorcycle C engine are presentedin Figures 78 through86.
2. SelectedCycle Engine Weight Statements
Three engine cycles were selectedfor preliminarydesign
analysis in Task IV. These cycles are C, G, and I. In addition,the
LO2/LC3H8 propellantcombinationwas included in the Task IV studies.
This sectionsun_arizesthe baselineengine weights establishedfor these six
engine cycles.
The nominalpoint design engine weight breakdownfor each of
the LO2/LCH4 cycle C, the LO2/RP-Icycle G, and the LO2/LCH4 cycle I
engines is given in Table XXlX. The correspondingweight breakdownfor the
LO2/LC3H8 engine cycles C',G', and I' is given in Table XXX. Parametric
weight data for the LO2/LC3H8 engine cycles are depicted in Figures87
and 88. It is seen irlFigure 87 that the engine weight is at a minimum at
about 13790 kN/m2 (2000 psia) chamber pressure. A sim$1ar resultwas seen
with methaneat a low area ratio in Figure 78. The more dense fuel RP-1 has
its minimumweight at a slightlyhigher chamber pressure,as seen in Figure
69.
The engine weights given in Tables XXIX and XXX reflectmore
accuratecomponentweights than those used in the preliminaryweight analysis
given in Table XXVIII. The engine weights, however,still fall insidethe
band of AOHRES engine weights illustratedin Figure 66.
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IV, C, EngineWeight (cont.)
3. _ht__.Im__2_royementThrough the Year 2000
The potentialfor weight improvementand increasedcomponent
maxim_11temperaturefor advancedLOX/HC engines lles in the applicationof
advancedmaterials. In order to place the advancedmaterialsin proper per-
spective,a listingof 1979 state-of-the-artengine materialsis given in
Table XXXI. The selectionsare based on the usual criteria for material
strength under the operationalenvironmentsand fabricability. Since material
strengthrequirementsand detail designswere out of scope for this program,
selectionswere based on, and are very similarto, those of previousrocket
technologyprograms.
Advancedmaterialswere studiedto deter_iHnethe feasibili%y
of their applicationto liquidrocket engine design and to assess the poten- i
tial for perfonilanceimprovementassociatedwith their use. The materialsof
construction,design parameters,and engine componentweights for the prelimi-
nary design enginesof this study were used as a baselineto establishoverall
weight reductionsand increasedservicetemperaturecapabilitiesof the engine
hot-gassystem. The status and the prospectsof materialsdevelopmentand
their manufacturingtechnologydevelopmentwere used to make these assessments
on a near-tenll(19R{)-1985)as well as long-tem_(1985-2000)basis.
a. Backgroundfor AdvancedMaterialsApplication
Aerospaceapplicationof advancedmaterials,mainly
fiber-reinforcedcomposites,has been previouslylimitedto reinforcement
panels and frames in airframestructures. The applicationof these composites
to aircraft turbojetengines,which are similarin many respectsto liquid
rocket engines,has been underwayfor at least a decade. One of the problems
that is being overcomeis the use of these materialsat elevatedtemperatures.
This problem,along with the unknownsconcerningthe applicabilityof the
t_
i
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TABLEXXX] (1 of 3)
TYPICAL 1979 STATE-OF-THE-ARTHATERIALSSELECTION
,k ,
Co_9_onent
1. Low-Speed LOXTPA
a Shaft Inconel 718
-_ 15-5 PH H1150M
b. Impeller & Turbine 7075 T-73
A1 Alloy
c. Housing A356 T6
I AI Alloy Jl
d. Bolts A-286
e. Housing Liner FEP Teflon
Fused Coating
._ f. Bearings CRES 440C; ii
' Haynes Star J Alloy PM
;_ 2. Low-SpeedRP-I TPA All materialsthe same as low speed LOX
TPA except Teflon coatingis not required.
3. Low-SpeedLH2 TPA All materialsthe same as low speed LOX
_5 TPA except Teflon coating is not required.
i_ 4. Low-SpeedCH4 and C3H8 TPA All materlalssame as low speed LOX TPA
except Teflon coating is not required.
i_ 5. High-SpeedLOX TPA
a. Shaft A-286
b. Impeller Inconel718
c. High-Pressur_Pump ARMCO
& TurbineHo_ising Nitronic-50
i d. InducerHousing Inconel 718e Turbines
,: f. Bolts (pump) A-286
00000003-TSA07
f_: . TABLEXXXI (cont.) (2 of 3)
• C_om!ponent
5. High-Speed LOXTPA (cont.)
i.,', g. Bolts (turbine) gaspaloy
it ,,h. Bearings CRES 440C
: or Alternate
ii_ 6. High-SpeedRP-1 TPA
'_ a. InducerHousing 5AI-2.5SnELl ,
AlloyTitanium
_ All other materialsthesame as high speed 1
LOX TPA.
7. High-SpeedCH4 and C3H8 TPA 5AI-2.5SnELl TitaniumA11oy
All other materialsthe same as high speed
LOX TPA.
B. High-SpeedLH2 TPA
a. InducerHousing 5AI-2.5SnELl TitaniumAlloy
b. High-PressurePump Housing 5AI-2.5SnELl TitaniumAlloy
c. Turbine, Inconel71_
d. Impeller A-786
e. TurbineHousing ARMCO Nitronic-50
f. Shaft A-286
g. Bolts (pump) A-286
h. Bolts (turbine) Waspaloy
i. Bearings CRES 440C
g. LOX/RP-IOx-Rich Preburner
' a. InjectorBody ARMCO Nitronic-50
b. Chamber Inconel625
}
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iti_ T_LExxxI(_ont.)(3of3)
"; Component
10. LOX/CH4 and LOX/C3H80x-Rtch
Preburner
a. Injector ARMCONttrontc-50
b, Chamber Inconel 625
11. LOX/CH4 and LOX/C3H8 Fuel-Rich
Preburner or Gas Generator
a. Injector Body ARMCONttPonic-504!
b. Chamber Inconel 625
12. Thrust Chamber Injector
a. Body Inconel 625 or ARHCONitronic-50
bo Hanifolds CRES347 or ARMCONitronic-50
c. Injector Face Inconel 6?5
13. Combus,ttonChamber Zirconium Copper
14. Tubes Nttronic-40 or A-286
15. Nozzle Extension ColumbiumAlloy
16. Hot-Gas Hanlfold Inconel 625
,¢
!!
!
!.
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IV, C, EngineWeight (cont.)
polymermatrix compositesat cryogenictemperaturesand with LOX compatible
systems,requiresfurther investigationbefore major application_can be made
to high- and luw-temperaturerocketengine c(_nponents.The more benign
environmentof the RP-I propellantsystem providesthe most straightforward
applicationof advancedmaterialsto rocketengine design.
There are many potentialapplicationsfor reinforced
plasticcomposites(RPC) in liquidrocket engines. The amount of RPC
substitutionin these applicationsvaries with each engine component. It is
estimated,for example,that about 80% of the Titan III engine frame and 60%
of the Titan valve body are candidatesfor RPC substitution. The effect of "
substitutingRPC for metals can result in a significant•weightsavingsbecause
of the higher specificstrength and specific'moduluspropertiesof RPC (see
Figure 89,-Ref.21). The General ElectricCompany is currentlydevelopingan
advancedc_npositeengine frame and inner cowl for engines(Ref. 21). The
remainingturbojetengine lightweightcompositeapplicationfound in the
literaturesearch and review of this study is the replacementof st:ainless
steel and titaniumwith a boron/aluminumfiber compositeas the material of
constructionfor turbofanblades.Although liquid rocket enginesdo not
possessa componentequivalentto a fan, this technology,as well as RPC
technology,could be utilized in the design of turbines. The metal matrix
compositeswith the superalloy-refracto._'ymetal fillers,the directionally
solidifiedrefractoryoxide eutectics,and improvedceramicsthat are being
developedto increaseturbineoperatingtemperaturesare directlyapplicable
to rocketengines. As an example,the improvementin temperaturecapability _
with time for the variousadvancedmaterialsfor turbineblades is shown in
=_ Figure 90 (Ref. 22).
Advances in material_scienceaffectingRPC are expected i
to ease the manufacturingof parts and sllghtly increasethe temperature I
capability. These effectswill not change the weight of the engine as much i
as the cost of manufacture, l'heseimprovementsshould be in l_lacein 10 to 15 iq
'Cv years•
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Figure 89. Comparison of Structural Properties of Composites
and Other Aircraft Materials

IV, C, Engine Weight (cont.)
b. Application of RPCto a.Basel!ne Oxygen-Hydrocarbon
Engine
Individual engine components have been studied to
estimate weight savings Chat could be realized by the substitution of RPC
materials. Each ccx_lponontconfiguration and service environment was evaluated
with regard to the materials,their developmentstatus;-andthe design
concepts identifiedin this study, In some instances,RPC provideda c(_nplete
material substitution. In componentswhere either elevatedtemperaturesor
componentconfigurationrestrictedtheir use, RPCs were appliedonly to I
portionsof the assemblyor not at all. The resultsof this study are shown
in Table XXXII, which lists the baselineengineweight by componentand
compa'testhem with the weightsobtairledby the use of RPCs on a near- and
long-termbasis. A40% weight savingswas identified(939 kg/2071 lbs). The
individualRPC applicationsare:asfollows:
GIMBAL
94 kg (207 lb.) baselineengine
27 kg (60 Ib) 85% RPC substitution ""
24 Ib PI-carbon
36 lb aramid-epoxy
Bearingsurfacesof the gimbal bearingassembly can be
replacedwith polyimide-bondedcarbon fJbric. It is estimatedthat 55% of the
Ti-alloycan be replacedwith molded fabriccompositeand still retainthe
attachmentand rigiditychL]racteristicsof the original bearingassembly.
Other design refinementsin which portionsof the
remaininushell are replacedwith llighStrength (llS),lllghModulus (HM) epoxy
matrix compositeare possible. In these designs,a laminateof titaniumand
:]
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TABLE XXXlI i
ADVANCED L.OHHYDROCARBONBASELINEENGINE
W_EU;HJSAVJ BRE_AtSDOW_N. i
• • j,
RPC Substltutin Ri'L,3._,,._t,_'t':,','_
Ba_oli.o. 1980-1985 1985-2000
..........En_ine_..Com_oDo_D.t........... Ib_,......... __!_bs.,. ...............1_b._... I
l
Gimbal 207 60 60 '
Miscellaneous(Frame.Fasteners) 437 251 251
Injector 656 425 265
, NozzIe 420 420 420
Thrust Chamber 226 152 152 ,i
Preburners(Ox-andFuel Rich) 405 370 370
Valve Bodies (Ox and Fuel) 407 379 268
Boost Pumps (Ox and Fuel) 359 340 ??7
Main Pump (Ox and Fuel) 1189 1031 614 4i
Low-PressureLines 201 95 95 I
High-PressureLines 268 126 , ':
PressurizationSystem 133 _e, 68
Hot-GasManifold 207 2_2 207
Igniters 60 60 60
ControlIer 130 51 51
WEIGHT TOTALS 5305 4035 3234
ENGINETHRUST/WEIGHT I13 149 186
lqO
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IV, C, Engine Weight (cont.)
HS/HMcomposite would be used for the attaching surfaces, and the shell would
i be replaced on a stiffness and strength basis wtth HS/HMcomposite. This
material substitution would introduce several additional manufacturing steps:
t (I) the attachingsurfacewould be laminated,(2) the bearingsurfaceswould
be molded, (3) the attachingsurfacesand bearingsurfaceswould be joined,
and (4) the HS/HM compositeshell would be wrapped and molded. The
i configurationof the part would be guided by a detailedstructuralanalysisof
the loads on the thrust-mountbearingassembly in service.
i i
The polyimide-carbon(Pl-carbon)fabricmaterial for the
bearingsurfaceshas a temperaturelimit of 603°K (625°F),a compressive
strengthof 586,000kN/m2 (85,000psi),a flexualstrengthof 344,700
kN/m2 (50,000psi), a densityof 1.5 g/cc, a coefficientof thermal
expansionof 5 x 10-6 in/°F,and a modulus of 48,260MN/m2 (7 x 106
psi).
A hybrid compositeof Kevlar and graphitereinforcement
in an expoxymatrix would be used for the shell and attachingsurface laminate
of the bearingassembly. The composite would have a temperaturelimit of
422°K (300°F),a modulus rangingfrom 31,000 to 69,000_N/m2 (4.5 x 106 to
10 x lu6 psi) at a fiber volume of 55%, and a crosspliedstrengthof 482,600
kN/m2 (70,000psi). The hybrid compositewould have a densityranging
between limitsof 1.3 and 1.59 g/cc, dependingon the mixtureof Kevlar and
graphite,respectively.
MISCELLANEOUS(FRAMES,FASTENERS,ETC)
, 198 kg (437 Ib) baselineengine (HSLA steel)
114 k9 (2511b) 52% RPC substitution
The baselineengine frames are constructedof high-
"_
strengthlow-alloysteel tubes welded to forged end fittings. It is estimated
that 80% of the miscellaneousweight is frame structure.
i 191r,
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IV, C, Engine Weight (cont.)
Wrapped Kevlar-epoxy crossplled composiLe is suggested
as the replacement material for the tubular sections of the frame.
Kevlar-epoxy composite has the highest specific strengtt of the candidate RPC
materials. The tubes would be adhesively bonded to the coupling fittings.
Material substitution was calculated on a specific strength basis.
A laminate of steel and hybrid composite is suggested
for the couplings. The hybrid would be Kevlar and graphite in epoxy matrix.
The graphite c_nposite has the highest specific modulus of the candidate
materials. The specific configuration of metal, Kevlar, and graphite will
depend on the structural requirements of the joint. A 50% substitution of
hybrid c(_npositefor IISLAsteel is considered feasible.
INJECTOR i
298 kg (C;56Ib) baseline engine (stainless steel)
C
193 kg (425 Ib) 57_ RPC substitution :i
120 kg (265 Ib) 87% RPC.substitution (1990)
The inlet manifolds (LOX and fuel) of the injector can t
be constructed of HS/HM composite material. Stamped metal liners are required
to protect the composite from the corrosive effects of the hot propellant
gases and liquid oxygen. These thin liners would be structurally supported
with HS/HM plastic matrix composite. The choice of matrix material depends I
upon the service temperature. Epoxy resin would be used to 422°K (300°F), 1
polysulfone or polyamide-imide would be used to 478°K (400° F), and polyimide
resin wc,uldbe used to 617°K (650°F). Reinforcement would be hybrid selection
of crussplied prepregs and chopped fibers of Kovlar, graphite, and fiberglass,
depending on local strength and stiffness requirements.
i
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IV, C, Engine Weight (cont.)
The primaryand secondaryplates of the injectorare
laminatedof metal and HS/HM composite. These structureswould have metal
faces and HS/HM compositecores. Selectionof resin and reinforcementwould
be based on the same criteria used with the manifold details.
With the exceptionof the injectorface, the injectorbody
can be molded from a potentiallyLOX-compatiblematerial,a PI-RPC. It is
anticipatedthat this materialwill be availablein ten years or sorrier.
THRUST CHAMBER
:-_ 103 kg (226 lb) baselineengine (nickel/copper)
:_ 69 kg (152 Ib) 46% RPC substitution
=' The chamber liner wall is machined copper. Electro-
:= formed nickelor copper providethe closeout for coolantchannels. The outer
: surfacereinforcementis molded RPC. Epoxy and PI resin matrices will be
i_) ". used, dependingon the temperature. Graphite,fiberglass,and Kevlar will be
_l usedas reinforcement,dependingon structuralrequirements.!
.
The coolant inlet and outlet flanges,manifold covers,
jacket reinforcements,and nozzle attachmentflanges are constructedof com-
posite and metal laminate. Thin metal facingswill protectthe compositefrom
any adverseeffectsresu'Itingfrom direct contactwith the propellant. Stiff-
ness, strength,and temperaturewill determinereinforcementand matrix selec-
tions in these details. Bearingstrengthwill determinethe amount of metal
reinforcementneeded in the injectorattachmentflange.
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IV, C, Lngine Weitjht(cont.)
I_RLBLIRNIR(OX- AND IUEL-RICH)
I'34kg (405 Ib) baseline engine
1o8 kg (370 lb) 15% substitution
The inlet manifolds appear to be the only feasible
application of HS/HM RPC because coolant is not circulated through the struc-
ture to limit temperature rise. The proposed manifold is a metal-lined struc-
ture externally supported with RPC. The metal liner protects the RPC fr(_11any
corrosive effects that might result from direct contact with the propellant. i
The manifold is fabricated by c_lIpression-moldingthe
composite directly .to the metal shaped liner'. Reinforcement and resin
selection will be based upon strength, stiffness, and service temperature.
VALVES AND ACTUATORS (OX AND FUFL)
185 kg (407 lb) baseline engine (aluminum)
172 kg (379 Ib) 40% RPC substitution (1980-1990)
122 kg (268 Ib) 60% RPC substitution (1990)
Act_iationparts and valve body parts can be compression-
molded of chopped fiber molding compound. Polysulfone or polyamide-imide
thetm_oplasticresins are capable o(:molding precision parts that will operate
•successfully under the demanding conditions required by these sensitive rocket
,°
engine control mechanisms. These resins are compatible with RP-I, LII2,
LCH4, and I.C3118rocket engine fuels. Selection of reinforcements for
use with these resins will be based on strength and rigidity requirements.
Iq4
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IV, C, Engine Weight (cont.)
!
Resins resistantto LOX are anticipatedin the next ten
years. These resinswill be requlred to design satisfactoryvalve components
for the ox-circuit.
, (
i BOOST PUMPS (OX AND FUEL)
_! 163 kg (359 lb) baseline engine (aluminum) '
154 kg (340 lb) 10% substitution
103 kg (227 lb) 75% RPC substitution(1990) I
Fifteenpercentof the pump structure(mostlyhousing)
is estimatedto be moldablefrom choppedfiber moldingcompoundand continu-
ous fiber prepreg, The balance of the housingand the rotatingparts (_45%)
can be reaction-injection-molded(RIM) by using epoxy resin and hybrid rein-
forcingfibers.
MAIN PUMP (OX AND FUEL)
539 kg (1189 lb) baseline engine (aluminum)
468 kg (10311b) 45% RPC substitution(1980-1990)
279 kg (614 Ib) 75% RPC substitution(1990)
This weight estimatewas arrivedat by substitutionof
epoxy-Kevlarcompositefor titanium in the housing.The major internalparts
are molded of RFP and substitutedfor metal on a volumetricbasis. Metal-RPC
laminatewill be used at attachmentpoints,and HS/HM RPC will be used on
internalparts requiringa higher level of structuralefficiency.
i
LOW-PRESSURELINES
....... 91 k(J(201 |b) baselineengine (stainlesssteel,)
_i 43 kg (95 ]b) 60% RPC substitution
:! o_
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IV, C, Engine Weight (cont.)
The Martin MariettaCorporationhas investigatedthe
developmentof compositepropellantlines for cryogenicspace vehicles. These
: lines are lined with metal and overwrappedwith fiberglassepoxy for
: structuralsupport. The weight estimate is based on scalingthe weight
: savings reportedin this work which was directed at the space shuttlemain
engl,ne.
HIGH-PRESSL"_LINES
122 kg (268 Ib) baselineengine (nickelbase a11oy)
57 kg (126 Ib) 60% RPC substitution
The weight estimateforthe ;Hgh-pressurelines
fabricatedin compositematerial is based on scalingdescribedfor the
low-pressurelines.
_. CONTROLLER
I
59 kg (130 Ib) baselineengine (aluminum)
23 kg (511b) 15% RPC substitution
The controllersystembox will be molded of fiberglass, iii
epoxy,chopped-fibermaterial. Microcircuitryapplicationswill further
reduce the weight. .]
PRESSURIZATIONSYSTEM
60 kg (133 Ib) baselineengine (titanium)
31 kg (68 Ib) 31% RPCsubstitution .I
The pressurevessel is similarin constructionto the
high- and low-pressurelines. The tank is lined with metal end overwrapped
with fiberglassepoxy for structuralsupport.
l.g6
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IV, Engine Parametric Analysis (cont.)
c, Conclusions and Recmunendations Regarding Advanced
) Materlals ApplIcation
The application of advanced metal matrix components ._i m
I ceramics,carbon-carboncomposites,coated refractorymetals,and thermal i
barriercoatings in liquidrocket engine design affordsimprovementsin
_i perfonnan_ethrough increasedservice temperaturecapabilityfor the hot-gas
system.
The applicationof reinforcedplasticcompositesto
! liquid rocketengine design affordsa potentialweight savingsof 40% over
: currentdesigns•
i Programsshould be initiatedto characterizepotential
advancedmaterialsfor rocketengine designs, particularlywith regard to !
i, their cryogenicmechanicaland physical propertiesand their propellant
CompatibiI ity behavior.
Advancedmaterialsand processesshould be utilizedto
produceprototypehardwarefor proof-,cold-, and hot-flowcyclic and
destructivetestingfollowedby comprehensiveperformanceanalyses.
! D. ENGINE ENVELOPE
' Envelope scalingequationsbased upon geometricconsiderations
were formulatedas functionsof thrust,chamber pressure,and area ratio•
Typicalgem_etryvariationswith cha,berpressure and thrust are depicted in
Figures91 and 92 .forLOX/RP-Iand LOX/LCH4 for an area _atio of 50:1. Data .
for other area ratios are includedin Tables XXXIII and XXXIV, respectively.
LOX/LC3H8 engine envelopeparametricsare shown in Figure 93 as a function
of chamberpressurefor cycles C' G' and I'
197
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IV, D, Engim_ Envelope (conE,)
Fhe diameter and length p=ramotrlcs for the engirres were calcu-
lated by using the envelopes estab|tshed for similar engines in References 9
and lO, This assumption proved satisfactory when the engine layouts wore pre-
pared (see Soction VI,l,), The parametrics assumea similar engine packaging
arranoemont for all power cycles, Diameter parametrics include an esLtmation
of the powerheaddiameter (pumpenvelope) to establish whether the nozzle exit
or this envelope is greater, In essentially all cases the nozzle diameter
exceeds the powerheaddiameter° -. _ .,
t
iI zo3
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V. VEH!CLE ANALYSESFOR.............ENGINEASSESSMENT
A. OBJECTIVESAND GUIDELINES
_' Ascent trajectorycalculationsand vehicledesign onalysoswere
, employed in order to producea prellmlnar_comparisonof the more promisingof
i_ the selectedengine cycles derived in Task I. The specificapplicationwas
i
designatedto be a heavy-payload,two-stage-to-orbitvehicle. The simplified
vehicle/studyresultswere used to providea preliminaryengine rankingbased
,_ on vehiclepayloadcapability,weight, size, and new technologyrequirements
criteria. More detailedtrajectoryanalysiswith severalvehicleconceptsis
m
requiredbefore a final engine rankingcan be made.
B. VEHICLECHARACTERISTICS
A tandem-mountedheavy-liftlaunch vehicle (HLtV)was selected
over parallel-mountedvehiclesthat utilizedpropellantcross-feeding. This
selectionsimplifiedthe trajectorycalculationsand led to a straightforward
evaluationof the engine cycles. The smallerof two NASA/JohnsonSpace Center
(JSC) vehiclescited in Reference23 was selectedfor this analysis. The
basic characteristicsof the two-stagevehicleare given in Figure 94 for both
a LOX/RP-Iand a LOX/propanepropellantcombination. The LOX/RP-Ibooster
frml the figuredeliversa 454 metric ton (1,000,900Ibm) payload into a 90 x
500 km orbit. Both stages of the vehiclereturn ballisticallyfor water
recovery.
Since the sole purposeof this analysiswas to rank the various
LOX/HC enginecycles_ it was consideredsatisfactoryto assume typicalcharac-
teristicsregardingthe JSC vehicle. The Stage I LOX/RP-! vacuumspecific
impulseused was 350 seconds,and the Stage II LOX/LH2 vacuumspecific
i_pulseused was 464 seconds, The Stage I thrust-to-weightratio was 1.3, and
the Stage II thrust-to-weightratio used was 1.0. The ideal velocityincre-
ments calculatedfor the two stages from the data in Figure 94 are 3036 to
+
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V, Vehicle Analyses for Engine Assessment (cont.)
6096 m/s (9,960and 20,000 ft/sec),respectively,for Stage I and Stage II. An
i averagedspecific Impulse(to accountfor altitudecompensation)was utilized
' for Stage I to simulate integratedtrajectoryresults,modifyingthe above
_. _ ideal velocityvalues for each fuel.
C. VEHICLERESULTS
Vehicleparametricperformancedata were generatedfor both
i LOX/RP-1and LOX/CH4 enginesassuminga constant gross liftoffweight (GLOW)
and constantconditionsfor Stage II. The basic number of LOX/HC enginesused i
in Stage I was thirty-sixin order to keep the engine thrust consistentwith
the nominalvalue of this Study (2669 kN or 600K IbF). The tanks were resized
as requiredto accommodatethe propellantvolume changes in Stage I. Tank
:_ weight was assumedto vary linearlywith volume as derived.frompreviousSSTO
'_ studies. The number of Stage I enginesand/or their thrust level was also
: • varied to providethe requiredliftoffthrust. The payloadresultsfor
'._ LOX/RP-Iand LOX/LCH4 enginesare summarizedin Figure 95. Simildrdata
' ' were generatedfor LOX/C3H8 engines.
!) Given the Stage I engine cycle performanceand engine thrust-to-
I) weight ratio dat_ from Sections IV.B. and IV.C,,the relativepayloadranking
of each cycle can be obtained from the figure. The payloaddata for the vari-
) ous cycles over the pressureranges indicatedare summarizedin Figure 96.
Observationsfrom this analysisare as follows: (I) vehicle per-
formancedependsheavilyonStage I specificimpulseand is relativelyinsen-
sitive to engine weight; (2) the payloadgains for CH4 are consideredreal,
: but may be altereddownwardwhen a detailedvehicledesign analysis Is per-
' fo_ied;and (3)dual-throat nozzlesappear to offer orbitalpayloadgains of il
about 3%, but this gain may be reduced slightlywhen optimizedintegrated I!
trajectoriesare used to fully account for the gravitylosses with thrust
:_i_!;_ reduction.
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V, Vehtcle Analyses for Engine Assessment (cont.)
D. ENGINECYCLE RANKING
The preliminaryorbitalpayload rankingof the LOX/HC engine tJ
cycles is summarizedin Figure 97 for each cycle, includingthe LOX/C3H8 |!
engines. Only the optimum chamberpressurepoints are includedin the figure. )J
It can be seen that cycle K offers the highestpayloadcapabilitybecauseof
its altitudecompensation(variableperformance)feature. Cycles I (and I') i)
and C are the best staged-combustionand gas-generatorcycles,respectively.
If CH4 is substitutedfor RP-1 fuel in Cycle J, this cycle will be closely '_
competitivewith Cycle I. )!
Table XXXV summarizesthe engine cycle rating based on the cri-
teria establishedin Section III.E (Figure49) and the resultsof the vehicle I.
;_ applicationsanalysis. It is seen that the preliminarycycle rating in Table !
!_ XXXV closely followsthe orbitalpayload rankingof Figure 97 because of the !
emphasis on payloadperformancein the rating.
!_ From these results,the conclusionsof Figure 98 can be made:
;_i (I) Cycles that performpoorly are A, A', B, D and F;
(2) Acceptableperformingcycles are D', E, F', G, C and C';
(3) Good performingcycles are G', H, I, I', J, (J', J") and K.
Cycles C, G, and I were jointlyselectedby NASA and Aerojet for
continuedanalysis in Task IV of the study, as these cyclesare representative
of typicalenginesthat might be required for advancedlaunch vehicles.
i . . , 2o9 , .
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trio BASELIN.ENGINESYSTEMDEFINITION
t
A. OBJECTIVESANDGUIDELINES
c
,!
The objective is to conducta preliminary design analysis of the
: major componentsand subsystemsof the baseline engines.selected from the
( results of Tasks I through III, The analysts is to include engine heat trans-
fee, combustionstability, and structural analyses. The prtmaw control
• _ points of the engine are to be defined, including startup and cutoff
,. sequences. The major technology requirements to implementing the engine
I designs are-to be indicated.
Detailed parametric and sensitivtt_ analyses of the selected base-
line engine concepts are to be carried out to include a complete power cycle
balance for every data point, The sensitivity of engine performanceand
weight to mixture ratio, thrust, chamberpressure, and area ratio are to be
examined. In addition, theeffects of increasing maximumallowable turbine
tnlet temperature is to be investigated to determine the potential of fuel-
cooled turbine bladtng or the use of higher temperature materials, The
effects of increasing the numberof usable start/shutdown cyc]es-(from the
minimum100 to 200 and300) on engine performanceandweight are to be
examined.
The following parametric and sensitivity analysis ranges were
selected for guiding this effoH::
213
t_' VI, A, Objectives and Guidelines (cont.)
parameters
"I
Specific i,,pulseand engine weight as a functionof:
Mixtureratio Nominal+ 10%
Thrust 600,000and 1,000,000IDF
ChamberPressure Nominal_ 500 psia
Area Ratio Nominal,Opt. sea level,@ 10 psia
TurbineInlet Temperature
Fuel-Rich 1660°, 1860°, 2260°, and 2960°R (,ii
Oxidizer-Rich 1660° and 2600°R i,,_
Cycles 100, 200. and 300 _
t'i
B, PARAMETRICANDSENSITIVITY ANALYSES
Detailed parametric and sensitivity analyses of the selected base-
line engine concepts (Figures99-101)were conducted,includinga power !I
balancefor each data point. The power balance/enginespecificationsare
given in Tables XXXVI, XXXVII,and XXXVIII. The engine weight breakdownfor
each nominalenginecycle design point is given in Section IV,C (TableXXIX).
Data for the engine sensitivity analysis are summarized in Table
XXXIX. The variation in sea level and vacuumengine performance and the vari-
ation in engine weight with the various sensitivity parameters are shown. At
one million pounds thrust level, each engine cycle exhibits a very slight per-
formance gain (0.3-0.5 sec), but there Is a reduction in the engine thrust-to-
weight value. The increase in weight ts about 80% compared to a thrust
increase of 67%, primarily because of the increase in wall thickness required
for the larger diameter components.
Variationsin mixture ratio of -10% and +10% from the nominal
design point are seen to result in a loss in performance (-1 to -3 sec for
•@ -
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Vl, B, Parametricand SensitivityAnalyses (cont.)
staged combustioncycles G and I, and -0.2 to -0.6 sec for the gas-generator
cycle C) and a slight change in engine weight dependingupon the volumetric
flowrate (propellantdensity)change.
A decrease in chamberpressureof 500 psia from the nominaldesign
value is seen to cause about I% loss (2.5-4.5sec) in specific impulsefor the
staged-combustioncyclesG and I. The chamberpressuredecreasefor the gas-
generatorcycle C results in a sllght performancegain (+0.4 sec) becauseof
the reductionin gas generatorflow requiredby the turbines. In all cases,
there is a decrease in engine weight correspondingto the reductionin pres-
sure level in the engine co,,ponents.
An increasein chamber pressureof 3450 kN/m2 (500 psia) is
listed in Table XXXIX. The sensitivityvalues,however,are not consistent
with the approximately55160 kN/m2 (8000 psia) pump dischargepressure
limit that is used throughoutthe study as representing1980 state of the art.
The +500 psia chamber pressurecalculationsrequirea pump dischargepressure
between68950 and 75840 kN/m2 (I0,000and 11b000 psia) for the cycles
analyzed.
Variations in area ratio are based upon variationsin nozzleexit
pressurefrom the nominal41 kN/m2 (6 psia) value to 69 kN/m2 (10 psia)
and to the optimumsea level value of _91 kN/m2 (14.7 psia). In all cases,
the sea level performanceimprovessignificantlyat the expenseof vacuum per-
formancewhen the area ratio is reduced. There is a correspondingwe4qht
reductionwith a reductionin engine area ratio (nozzlesize), as shown in the
table_
The effects of increasingthe number of usable start/shutdown
cycles (from the minimum 100 to 200 and 300) on engine performance and weight
00000003-TSD06
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VI, B, Parametric and Sensitivity Analyses (cont.)
,i
are given in Table XXXIX. In all cases, there ts a slight reduction tn engtne
i performance resulting from a reduction in engine chamber pressure to limit the
pump discharge pressure to about 55160 kN/m2 (8000 psta). A corresponding
_i weight reduction follows the reduction in chamber pressure.
't
The effectsof increasingmaximum allowableturbine inlet tempera-i"
ture was investigatedto determinethe potentialof fuel-cooledturbine
bladingor the use of higher temperaturematerials. The nominalfuel-rich
turbine inlet temperatureutilizedin the study is 1033°K (1860°R)and the
oxidizer-richturbineinlet temperatureis 922°K (1660°R). The data for gas-
generatorcycle C are summarizedin Table XXXIX and Figure 102.
The increase(see Figure 102) in turbine inlet temperaturefrom
922 to 1256°K (1550 to 2260°R) is seen to result in an increasein vacuumspe-
cific impulseof about 10 sec. The increaseresultsfrom the requirementof
less turbinedrive fluid which must be dumped into the nozzle at a low spe-
cific impulse. The benefitfrom increasingturbinetemperaturebeyond 1256°K
(2260°R)is seen to be much less (about4 sac of vacuum specificimpulse).
As shown in Figure 102, the maximum sea level specific impulseis
achievedat a turbine inlet temperatureof about 1556°K (2800°R).
Figure I03(A)and Figure I03(B) presentthe resultsof increasing
the turbine inlet temperaturefor staged-combustioncycles I and H, respec-
tively. The gain in specificimpulsefor the staged-combustioncycle I is
much less betweenthe temperaturesof 922 to 1255°K (1660° and 22GO°R). The
gain is seen to be 2.2 sec in vacuum specific inipulse,with very |ittlegain
above 1256°K (2260°R).
?
The sea level specificimpulsegain for the staged-combustion
cycle I is larger than the vacuum gain shown in Figure I03(A). This results
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Vl, B, Parametricand SensitivityAnalyses (cont.)i
frml the power balancestate-of-the-artguideline(given in Table XXXVIII)
the to 55160 kN/m2 (BOO0psia), The sealimiting pump dischargepressure
level perfon_lanceis much n_re sensitiveto an increasein chamber pressure
j from 22060 to 255]0 kN/m2 (3200to 3700 psia) a11owedby an increasein
turbine inlet temperaturefrom 922 to 16440K (1660° to 2960°R).
) ,Anotherfactor influencesthe resultsof the power balancedata
for cycle I.Since two preburnersare utilized (fuel-richand oxidizer-rich),
-)i both fuel and oxidizerpump dischargepressure limitsmust be considered."At
] a turbineinlet temperatureof 1256°K (2260°R),the fuel pump dischargepres-
I sure of 54420 kN/m2 (7893p'sia)(see Table XXXVIII) limitsthe chamberpres-
sure to 25510 kN/m2 (3700psia). Because of the shift in mixture ratio
(and resultingoxidiz@r-richflowrateto the oxidizerturbine),the fuel-rich
turbine inlet temperaturedesign point at 16440K (2960°R)is also limitedto a
chamberpressureof 25510 kN/m2 (3700 psia). This is due to the oxidizer
pump dischargepressurereachingabout 55160 kN/m2 (8000 psia) (8314 psia in
Table XXXVIII). A solutionto this problem is to increasethe oxldizer-rich
turbine inlet temperatureto achievea higher chamber pressureand resultant
higher engine perfomance (see Figure 103 and Table XXXVIII). In other words,
with both fuel-richand oxidizer-richpreburners,increasesin turbine inlet
temperatureforboth preburner.should b_ pursued.
The magnitude of the change in specific impulse with turbine inlet
temperature increase is dependent upon the baseline chamber pressure for
staged combustion cycles, This is illustrated by comparing cycle H (single
fuel-rich preburner) with cycle I (mixed preburners)'. As shown in Figure
! I03(B),5.5 seconds (sea level) and 3.6 seconds (vacuum)improvementin spe-
cific impulseare achievedwith cycle H, comparedwith the smallerimprovement
shown in Figure I03(A)for cycle I. The reason for the larger improvement
with cycle H is that the imposedpump dischargepressurelimit of
J
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VI, B, Parametricand SensitivityAnalyses (cont.)
approximately 55160 kN/m2 (8000 psla) ls reached at a chamber pressure of
20685 kN/m2 (3000 psla) in cycle H and at a chamber pressure of 24130
kN/m2 (3500 psla) in cycle I. Cycle H does not utilize the chemical energy
of both propellants to obtain power, and, therefore, can benefit more from a
temperatureincrease.
Increasingthe turbineinlet temperatureof cycle H from tO33°K
(1860°R)to 1256°K (2260°R)allows a chamberpressureincreaseof 3450 kN/m2
(500 psia). The correspondingtemperatureincreasefor cycle I allows only a
1380 kN/m2 (200psia) increase in chamberpressure. An increasein turbine
inlet temperaturefrom 1256 to 1644°K (2260 to 2960°R)allows a chamber pres-
sure increasefor cycle H of 2070 kN/m2 (300psia), but no increasefor
cycle I, as previouslycited.
To summarize,the specific impulsebenefit for increasingturbine
inlet temperaturefor staged combustioncycles is dependentupon the cycle and
the baselinechamberpressureattainablewith an 1033°K (1860°R)turbine inlet
temperature. In all cases examined,it is lower than the benefitachievable
for gas generatorcycles.
Cycle G utilizesan oxidizer-richturbineat the nominaltempera-
ture of 922°K (1660°R). One additionalturbine inlet temperatureis shown in
Table XXXIX to indicatethe benefitof raisingthe oxidizer-richturbine inlet
temperature. A vacuum performanceincreaseof 2.2 sec can be achievedwith
this cycle throughthe use of a 1444°K (2600=R)turbine-drivegas. This
improvementcorrespondsto that for fuel-richstaged-combustionsystems,as
shown in Table XXXIX.
i
The =_tajorconclusionto be drawn from the sensitivityanalysis is
that high-pressuregas-gem_ratorcycle enginescan approachthe performanceof
23O
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high-pressurestaged-combustioncycle enginesthrough an increasein turbine
inlet temperature. Another importantconclusionis that oxldizer-richturbine
inlet temperaturesas well as fuel-richturbine inlet temperaturescan benefi-
t, clally be increased. These two conclusions offer the engine designera 9reat
: deal of potentialto improvefuture engineswith technologyadvancements.
: q
C. HEAT TRANSFERDESIGN ANALYSIS
Parametricheat transferdata were previouslyreported in Section
Ill,C. Task IV studiesextend the Chambercooling analysesas follows:
(I) Definitionof the selectedbaselinedesignsfur an oxygen-cooledLOX/RP-I
chamber (cycleG) and for a fuel-cooledLOX/methanechamber (cycle I);
(2) Determinationof the design sensitivityto the cycle life requirements;
and (3) Investigationof coolantchannelfabricationfeasibility.
Channeldesign proceduresfor the effort are consistentwith those
previouslyused. None of these resultsconsider gas-sidecarbon deposition,
which has been shown to reduce the coolantrequirementin SectionIII,C.
1. BaselineLOX/RP-Iand LOX/CH4 Designs
The coolant pressuredrop and temperaturerise data for the
baselinedesignsare given in Table XL. Results at the 2669 kN (6OOK ibF)
thrust level were obtainedby interpolationof the Section III,C pressuredrop
data using In _P versus chamberpressure plots. Since thrust interpolationis
difficult,computer runs were made for the one million Ib thrust designsusing
the channel layoutmodels of Section III,C.
t
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TABLE XL
BASELINE DESIGNHEAT TRANSFER DATA
Cycle G I
Prope1lants LOX/RP-I LOX/CH4 ii
fl
Coolant LOX CH4 I1
CoolantFlow Fraction 1.0 1.0
ChamberPressure,kN/m2 (psia) 21370 (3100) 24130 (3500)
PressureDrop, kN/m2 (psia)
F--600K B620(1250) 9310(1350) !'i
F --IM 10560 (1532) 10580 (1535)
l;
Bulk Rise, °K (°F)
F = 600K 298 (76) 339 (150)
F = IM 294 (69) 330 (134)
i'i_
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VI, C, Heat Transfer Design Analysts (cont.)
2. C_cle Life Sensittvtt_
.I
A 2669 kN (600K lbF) thrust oxygen-cooled LOX/RP-! chamber at
20680 kN/m2 (3000 psia) chamber pressure was selected for the cycle life
sensitivity study. This operating point is very close to one ofthe baseltne
designs of Table XL and is one of the cases which was optimized in detatl in
Section III,C for a life (Nf/4) of 100 cycles. The numberof allowable
cycles, Nf tncludes a scatter factor of 4. Additional designs were devel-
i "
oped for 204 (nominally200) and 300 cycles using the wall temperaturecri-
teria from a previousstudy (Ref. 10). In each case, the channel layoutwas
optimizedin a two-stepprocedure:_
(a) The throat channelwidth was varied to obtainthe mini-
mum pressuredrop with the interfacebetweenthe constantchannelwidth sec-
tion and the straddle-milledsectionfixed at the area ratio definedby the
optimumdesign for 100 cycles.
(b) The barrel land width was varied for the throat channel
width determinedin (a) to minimize coolantpressure•drop.
In the 300 cycle case, the resultantpressuredrop for an (
assumedinlet pressureof 41370 kN/m2 (6000 psia) was so large that the i
coolantoutlet pressurewas less than ths desiredchamberpressure. There- I
!
fore, additionalinlet pressureswere considereduslng the same channellay-
out. The resultsare given in Table XLI. Figure 104 shows the required
coolant pressure_rop as a functionof cycle life, with the outlet pressure
for 300 cycles consistentwith that for 200 cycles. It is seen that the
pressuredrop is approximatelydirectlyproportionalto the specifiedcycle
llfe for this coolingsystem.
These results indicatethat increased-lifedesign require- j
ments will result in reducedchamberpressureat a given pump discharge I
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Vl, C, tleat Transfer Design Analysis (cont.)
pressure or wil! require increased pumpdischarge pressure. Further study is
required to determine the optimum design ltfe for a particular application,
3. I.nvestigation of Coolant Channel Fabrication Feasibility
Preliminar_design analysisof the heat transfer subsystem
was perfomed to establishmajor technologyrequirements. Chambercoolant
slot layoutsfor two LO2/RP-1engineswere prepared. The enginesare of a
2669 kN (600K IbF)thrust level, utilizeRP-IR or LO2 cooling,and operate 1
at either 20680 or 27580 kN/m2 (3000 or 4000 psia) chamberpressure. Figure i
105 illustratestypical sectionsof the slot layout for the 27580 kN/m2 I
(4000 psia) LOX-cooledchamber. ]
Coolantchannelfabricationfeasibilitywas checkedby con-
sideringstate-of-the-artapproachesas well as advancedmanufacturingpro-
cesses. The designcan be manufacturedconventionally,i.e., with a slotted 1
zirconiumcopper chamberwith an e]ectrofo_lednickel closuresimilarto that
of the Space ShuttleOrbit ManeuveringSystem (OMS) chamber. However,the
cost of the s]ottingoperationof the chan_erwill not only be proportionately
greaterthan the OMS because of the size difference,but also becauseof two
significantchannel parameterdifferences. The greatestcost impact is the
1.68 cm (0.66 in.) maximumdepth of channelas comparedto the 0.41 cm (0.16
in.) on the OM$ chamber. Not only wil] a greaterdiameterslittingsaw be
required,but, at the two chamber extremes,where coo]antenters and leaves
the chamber,the slots wi]] also have to be deepenedlocally. This is
requiredbecausethe largerradius cut leavesa greaterchamberwal] thick-
ness. Deepeningthe channe]s locallywi]] probablyhave to be performedwith
the ll_reexpensiveElectrica]DischargeMachining (EDM) process.
The secondcost impact Is the very narrow but constant
channelwal] land width of 0.10 cm (.04 in.) fr(wnthe throat to the aft ehd of
• " 236
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VI, C, Heat Transfer Design Analysis (cont.)
the chamber. It is possible to redesign the aft end of the chamber to avoid
this narrow land, but optimization of the design was beyond the scope of the
• study. Constant width wall lands are normally machined by straddle milltng,
but it is doubtful that a O.lO cm (0.04 in.) wall can be machined to a depth
of over 1.52 cm (0.6 in.). For this reason,it t_ more likely that every
other channel will be cut and then filled with Rigidax prior to machining the
remai nl ng channels.
Alternate fabrication concepts considered for these advanced "
engine cooling system designs are shown in Figures 106 through I09. The first
concept, shown in Figure 106, shows the cross section of an a11-electrofonned
chamber configuration. In this concept, Individual tubes are first electro-
fo_led around a wax prefor_ simulating the flow channel. These tubes are then
assembled onto a mandrel, fonlling every other coolant passage. The vacant
:: spaces betweenthe tubes are then filled with wax, permittinga closeout shell
of electroformednickel to be formed. The chambermandrel is then removed,
permittingthe copper liner to be electroformedto the insidk),thus completing
the all-electroformedassembly.
F7 A secondconcept is shown in Figure 107. In this concept,
prefonnedU-tubesare brazed to the copper liner formingevery other coolant
_,_ passage. The vacant spaces betweenthe U-tubesare filled with wax prior to
:-_ electrofon_lingthe nickel closeoutstructure.
' The third alternatefabricationconcept is shown in Figure
108. Individualcopper ribs are manufacturedby either'the investmentcasting
processor by swedge formingto produce an optimumheat transferconfiguration
t_in. These preformedcopper ribs are then assembledon a mandrel to form the
coolantchannelcircuitds shown, The electroformednickel closure is then
deposited,followedby electrofonningthe copper liner.
c:.
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l
The fourth alternate fabrication concept is shown in Figure
i
) 109. In this concept, the chamber ribs are fabricated by the photoetch pro-
cess. The Oo04-tn,-thick_ through-etched rib edges are squared off on a drum
sander and assembled into the forwar d and aft flange which serves as the fix-
,j
' ture to achieveproper radial and circumferentialalignment. The vacant
iI spaces or flow passagesbetweenthe ribs are filled withwax, permittingboth
: the closurewall and linerwall to be electroformed. The photoetchedribs
could also be brazed into a Premachinedcopper liner,requiringonly the clo- ,
sure wall to be electroformed.
: Before a final design can be recammendedand seleoted,the
overallchambercoolingconceptconfigurationmust be analyzed in more depth.
i For instance,a featurewhich may eliminateexcessivechanneldepth is to put
: the inlet torus just downstreamof the throat, i.e._ at an Ae/At = 2. This
would also increasethe rib width from 0.I0 cm (0.04 in.) to a more acceptable
width, requirednot only for ease of manufacturiogbut also for structural
adequacy. Anotherapproachto be consideredwould be tO segmentthe coolant
circuitof the chamber into four or more axial sections,each having its own
inlet and outlet torus and each flowingonly a portionof the available
cooling. This schemewould reduce the requiredcoolantchannelcross-
sectionalarea (reducedchanneldepth) and would be structurallysuperior
because of the increasednumber of tori which would act as hoop bands around
the hlgh-pressurechamber.
O. TURBOMACHINERYDESIGN ANALYSIS
i The turbomachinerydesigns for the three engine cycles C, G, and I
) are similar° Each cycle utilizeshydraullcallydriveh boost pumps effectively
ii to obtain highermain turbopumpspeed. The primarydifferencestems from the
cycle I turbomachlnerywhich e11minatesthe need for an interpropellantshaft
seal throughthe use of both an oxidizer-richand a fuel-richpreburner.
I,
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The hydraulic turbines are multistaged and drive single-stage
boost pumps. The matn turbopumps have single-stage gas turbines that drive
,. multi staged pumps.
B
"l
i:!" 1. ,C,ycleC Turbomachiner_
!3 The fuel and oxidizer boost pumpsare single-stage, driven by
;t four staged turbines. The multtstaged turbines were selected to provide good
. ,rotor blade heightsand efficiency. The design parametersare given in Table ,,,,
XLiI.
The high-pressureliquid methaneturbopumpassembly utilizes,
five stages: an inducerstage, three identicalstages to achievethe gas--
generatorpressurelevel, and an additionalstage to generatethe pressurefor
the main flowused to cool the thrust chamber. The design parametersare
given in Table XLIII.
The high-Pressureliquid oxygen turbopumpassembly (Table
XLIII) utilizesone inducerstage and one additionalstage. The oxidizer
requiresfewer stagesthan the fue] (forthe same dischargepressure)n,ainly
due to the higherdensityof the oxidizer.
Both high-pressureturbopumpassembliesare driven by single-
stage, series-flowturbines.
2. Cycle G Turbomachiner_
The design operatingspecificationsforcycle G turbomachnery
are given in Tables XLIV and XLV. The turbomachineryis similarto that for
cycle C except for the followingdifferences: (i) the high-pressureoxidizer
pump utilizesthree stages,with the additionalstage requiredto meet the
242
TABLE XLII
CYCLE C BOOST PUMP DESIGN PARAMETERS
PUMPS DIMENSIONS FUEL OXIDIZER
Stages 1 1
PropelIant CH4 02
Propellant Temperature °F -253.5 -293,6
PropelIant Density Ib/ft3 26.2 70.6
Shaft Speed rpm 5322 4080
Total DischargePressure psta ': 135 231
Total SuctionPressure psia 24 15
Total PressureRise psi Ill 216
Total Head Rise (Stage) ft 609 440
Weight F1ow Ib/sac 495.4 1396.5
Capacity gpm 8490 8882
12• SpecificSpeed (Basedon 4000 4000
Stage Head) ft_-/-4---
Efficiency '_,, 77 77
Fluid Horsepower h.p. 549 II17
Shaft Horsepower h.p " 712 1451
Net PositiveSuctionHead ft 31 30
SuctionSpecificSpeed r_p_mx gpmI/2"" 37,500 30,000
Vapor Pressure psia 18.5 18.5
Diameter in. 12.2 13.5
TURBINE
Stages , 4 4
Liquid CH4 02
Shaft Power h.p. 734 1494
'.'eightFlow/Percent Ib/sec 99/20 215/15.3
Engine
PressureDrop psi/ft 189/5436 2499/5079
StaticBack Pressure psia 135 231
Shaft Speed rpm 5322 4080
Efficiency t 75 75
Inlet Total Pressure psia 1124 2730
Diameter in. 6.9 7.0
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TABLE XLIII
CYCLE C MAIN PUMP DESIGNPARAMETERS
CHAMBER INDUCER MAIN INDUCER MAIN
PUMPS DIMENSIONS FUEL FUEL FUEL OXIDIZER OXIDIZER
Stages 1 1 3 1 1
Propellant CH4 CH4 CH4 02 02
PropellantTemperature _F -253.5 -293.6
PropellantDensity Ib/ft3 26.2 26.2 26.2 70.6 70,6
Shaft Speed rpm 25212 25212 25212 19942 19942
Total DischarqePressure psia 7953 1249 5262 3033 5262
Total SuctionPressure psla 5262 135 1249 231 3033
Total PressureRise psi 2691 II14 4013 2802 2229
Total Head Rise (Stage) ft 14790 6123 22056 5715 4546
(7352)
Weight Flow Ib/sec 407.7 594.5 495.4 1611 1396.5
Capacity gpm 6988 I0188 8490 10249 8882
SpecificSpeed (Basedon r_p_mx gpmI22 1571 3676 2926 3071 3395
Stage Head) -- ft3/4
Efficiency % 76 77 77 77 77
Fluid Horsepower h.p. 10965 6618 19866 16740 11543
Shaft Horsepower h.p. 14427 8595 2580Z 21740 14991
Net PositiveSuctionHead ft 640 470
SuctionSpecificSpeed rom x gpmI/2 20000 20000
ft3/4
Diameter Impeller in. 9.4 7.8 7.7 8.7 8.1
TURBINE
Gas 02/CH4 @0.65 M.R.
Shaft Power h.p. 50,289 37,833
Gas Weight Flow Ib/sec 115.8 115.8
Gas Inlet Total Temper- °F/°R 1800/2260 1568/2028
ature
PressureRatio 3.2 3.4
StaticBack Pressure psia 1308 363
Shaft Speed rpm 25,212 19,942
Efficiency % 70 80
Gas Inlet Total Pressure psia 4186 1233
ExhaustTemperature °F/°R 1568/_028 1319/1779
SpecificHeat Btu/Ib°R 0.926 0.926
c Specific Heat Ratio 1.158 1,158
Gas Constant ft/°R 98.4 98.4
DiameterRotor in. 12 21.7/
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TABLEXLIV
; CYCLE G BOOST PUMP DESIGNPAPAMETERS =
PUMPS DIMENSIONS FUEL OXIOIZER
Staqes 1 1
Propellant RP-I 02
PropellantTemperature *F 60 -293.6
Propellant Density lb/ft 3 50.6 70.6
Shaft Speed rpm 6061 4067
Total DischargePressure psla 181 250
Total Suction Pressure psla 14.7 33.6
Total Pressure Rise psi 166 216.7
Total Head Rise (Stage) ft 473 442
Weight Flow Ib/sec 504.8 1413.5
"_ Capacity gpm 4479 8989
._ SpecificSpeed (Basedon r_- x m1/2 4000 4000
Stage Head)
Efficiency % 77 77
Fluid Horsepower h.p. 434 1136
i Shaft Horsepower h.p. 564 1623
) Net PositiveSuctionHead ft 39 31
i .... Suction Specific speed rpm x_m 1/2 26000 30000
ft3/4
Vapor Pressure psia 1.0 18.5
Diameter in. 8.9 13.6
TURBINE
Stages 4 4
Liquid RP-1 02
Shaft Power h.p. 581 1671
Weight Flow/Percent Ib/sec/% 101/20 320/22.6
Engine
Gas Inlet Total Temperature°F/°R
PressureDrop psi/ft 1567/4459 1760/3590
Static Back Pressure psia 181 250
Shaft Speed rpm 6061 4067
Efficiency % 71 80
, Inlet Total Pressure psia 1748 2010
Diameter In. 3.I 9.3
TABLE XLV
CYCLE G MAIN PUMP DESIGNPARAMETERS
PREBEIRNERINDUCER MAIN INDUCER MAIN
PUMPS DIMENSIONS FUEL FUEL FUEL OXIDIZER OXIDIZER
Stages 1 1 1 1 2
Propellant RP-I RP-I O? 02 02
PropellantTemperature °F 60 60 60 -293.6 -293.6
PropellantDensity Ib/ft3 50.6 50.6 50.6 70.6 70.6
Shaft Speed rpm 29357 29367 29357 19322 19322
Total DischarqePressure psla 6400 1942 3703 2233 7733
Total SuctionPress,re psla 3333 181 1942 250 2233
Total PressureRise psi 3067 1761 1761 1983 5500
Total Head Rise (Stage) ft 8728 5012 5012 4045 11218(5609)
Weiqht Flow Ib/sec 31.4 606 504.8 1733 1413.5
Capacity gpm 279 5377 4479 11021 8989
SpecificSpeed (Basedon rpm_m I/2 543 3614 3298 4000 2826
Stage Head) ......-f_4"_
Efficiency _ 57 77 77 77 77
Fluid Horsepower h.p. 498 5522 4600 12745 28830
Shaft Horsep,,uer h.p. 874 7172 b974 16552 37442
Net PositiveSuction Head ft 512 473
SuctionSpecificSpeed _/z 20000 20000
ft-,T
Diameter in. 5.8 5.9 5.7 8.2 I0.5
TURBINE
O_/RP-I O_/RP-I
Ga_ @_45 M.R. @_45 M.R.
Shaft Power h.p. 14,441 55,614
Gas Weight Flow Ib/sec 1445 1445
Gas Inlet Total Tempera- °F/°R I096/1556 1200/1660 "
ture
PressureRatio I.I034 1.4088
StaticBack Pressure Dsia 3243 3614
Shaft Speed rDm 29,357 19,3Z2
Efficiency _t 75 BO
_a_ Inlet Total Pressure psia 3578 5091
ExhaustTemperature °F/°R
SpecificHeat BTU/Ib°R 0.263 0.263
SpecificHeat Ratio 1.31 1.31
Gas Constant ft/°R 48.4 48.4
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coolant jacket pressure drop, and (Z) the higher density of the RP-I fuel,
i
! plus no use of RP-1 as a coolant, allows the use of only three pumpstages
comparedto five for the ltquld methanepump. Series-flow turbines are utt-
_ ltzed.
i
3. Cycl,e ] Turbomachiner_
Tables XLVI and XLVII provide the design parameters for the
boost pumpandmain (high-pressure) pumpsfor cycle I. All componentsreach
maximumpbtenttal desigr efficienctes becauseof the parallel flow arrange-
ment. The pumpsare similar to those utilized for cycle C, except that the
liquid oxygenboost pumpturbine is a three-stage design andthe liqutd
methanemain pumpincorporates six stages.
E. COMBUSTIONSTABILITYDESIGNANALYSIS
The combustionstability that may be expectedwith large advanced
LO2/hydrocarbonrocket engines was evaluated. Anticipated stability prob-
lems are defined, and stability dampingdevices and design practices that
would ensure stable operation are recommended.The evaluation was madefor
the two staged-combustioncycle engines, cycle G and cycle I (Figures 100 and
101). The gas-generator cycle C (Figure 99) may require similar stability
design features in the main combustionchamber.
The results of the study show that the high-frequency transverse
modescould be effectively dampedwith multiple-tune quarterwave-tube acoustic
resonators. The possibility of chug instability exists within the preburner
combustorswith turbopumpfeedback, Precautions will have to be taken to
,4, design the preburner lnject,;t'S to provide adequate pressure drop and to tailor
the combustiontime lags to prevent coupling with the feed system.
. TABLE XLVI
CYCLE I BOOST PUMP DESIGN PARAMETERS
PUMPS DIMENSIONS FUEL OXlDIZER
Stages I 1
Prope11ant Methane Oxygen
PropellantTemperature °F -253.5 -293.6
Propellant DensIty Ib/ft3 26.2 70.6
Shaft Speed rpm 419B 411.2
Total DischargePressure psia 94 261
Tot_1 SuctionPressure psia 72 34
Total PressureRise (Stage)psi 22 227
Total Head Rise (Stage) ft 393 464
Weiqht Flow Ib/sec 412.67 1444,34
Capacity gpm 7072 9186
SpecificSpeed (Basedon rp_mx_2 4000 4000
Stage Head} ft_,_-_
Efficiency % 77 77
Fluid Horsepower h.o. 295 1218
Shaft Horsepower h.p. 383 1582
Net PositiveSuctionHead ft/psi 20/3.6 32/15.5
SuctionSpecificSneed rpm x .g___I/2 37°500 30,000
Vapor Pressure psia 18.5 18.5
Diameter in. II.7 12.B
TURBINE
Stages 4 3
Liquid Methane Oxygen
Shaft Power h.p. 394 1630
Weight Flow/PercentEngine Ib/s.ec 82.6/20 289/20
Pressut'eDrop psi/ft 628/3452 1909/3878
Static Bac_"Pressure psia g4 261
ii Shaft Speed rpm 4198 4172
• Efficiency '_ 76 80
G_s Inlet Total Pressure psia 7?2 2170_ Diameter in. B.B 7.5
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i:* | TABLEXLVIIJ
; CYCLE I MAIN PUMP DESIGNPARAMETERS
'i
": * PRE-BURNTR INDUCER MAIN INDUCER MAIN !
; PUMPS DIMENSION_ FUEL FUEL FUEL OXIDIZER OXIDIZ_
, Stages 1 I 4 1 I
i_i Propellant CH4 CH4 CH4 02 02
PropellantTemperature °F
:_ PropellantDensity Ib/ft3 26.2 26.2 26.2 70.6 70.6
i__ Shaft Speed rpm 19888 19888 19888 20023 20023
i_ Total DischargePressure psia 8272 898 6504 2121 6847
I
_ Total SuctionPressure psla 6504 94 B9B 261 2121
Total PressureRise psi 1768 804 5606 1860 4726
i_ Total Head Rise (Stage) ft 9717 4419 30812 3794 9639_
_i (7703)Weight Flow Ib/sec 383.58 495.3 412.67 1733 1444_
Capacity gpm 6574 8488 7072 11021 9186
SpecificSpeed (Basedon rpm x qpmI/2 1647 3380 2034 4348 1972
Stage Head) - ft3/4
Efficiency % 76 77 77 76 77
Fluid Horsepower h.p. 6777 3979 23118 11954 25313
Shaft Horsepower h.p. 8917 5168 30024 15730 32874
Net PositiveSuctionHead ft 413 496
SuctionSpecific Speed _2 20000 20000
ft_1_
Diameter in 10.6 7.8 9.2 7.7 10.
TURBINE %/CH4 @ %/CH49
Gas 0":39 M.R. 44":5 M.R.
Shaft Power h.p. 45,432 50,062
Gas Weight Flow lb/sec 533.17 1323.84
Gas Inlet Total Tempera- *F/°R 1400/1860 1200/1660
Lure
PressureRatio I.444 I.39
Static Back Pressure psia 3771 3722
Shaft Speed rpm 19,888 20,023 I!
Efficiency '_. 80 80
Gas Inlet Total Pressure psia 5446 5173
": ExhaustTemperaLure _F/°R 1331/1791 I102/1562
o_ SpeciFic Heat BI"U/Ib°R 0.875 0.2731
._ SpecificHeat Ratio 1 148 1.303
Gas Constant ft/"R 87.8 49.4
J° DIameter In. 13.4 14.4
V
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X. CombustionInstability
Combustion i_stabilityis a consequenceof couplingof the
combustionprocesswith the propellantinjectionprocess (low frequency)or
with the chamberacousticmodes (high frequency), The propensityfor combus-
tion processcoupling is determinedby the combustiontime Idgs associated i
with the variousc_Ibustionprocesses.
As shown in Figure 110, the characteristiccombustiontime
lags for liquid propellantcombustionincludeI) propellantflight time,
Q
2) atomizationtime, 3) vaporizationtime, 4) mixing time, and 5) chemical _
reactiontime. Methods for analyticallypredictingthese combustiondelay
times in terms of the injectordesign and propellantpropertiesare available
for specific injectordesigns, k qualitativeevaluationof the importanceof
each of these time lags for the two staged-combustioncycles is given in Table
XLVLII.
-._ Low-FrequencyStabiIit_
lhe possiblemodes of system-coupledinstabilityfor systems
G and I are outlinedin FiguresILI and 112. The forwardperturbationflow-
rate and pressurerelationshipsbetweenthe variouscomponentsare indicated
by the wide ._rrows.For example,the cilamberpressure influencesthe fuel
turbineand oxidizerturbineoutlet pressurewhich, in turn, influencesthe
lu_cland ox pump outlet pressures_vhich,in turn, influencethe oxidizer-rich
preburner. Feedbackoccurs in teni_sof pressureand flewrateoscillations
indicatedby the narrow arrows. Both cycle G aridcycle I are sensitiveto
couplingof preburnerpressure oscillationswith the turbopumps, Therefore,
iL is imperativethat the preburnersbe d,,signedto avoid low-fv'equency !
instability.
;,?5O
I; Figure llO. Characteristic Combustion Time Lags
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VI, E, CombustionStabilityDesign Analysis (cont.)
)
.: Stable preburneroperationis achieved by providingadequate
pressure drops across the preburner injector to achieve isolation from the
,!
-_ injection process. Pressure drops are generally normalized to. the chamber
( pressure (APj/Pc) for the purpose of speclfylnglow-frequencystability, _.:
:_ _ Experience has shown that the AP/Pc ratio required is generally on the order i
: of lO-2O%,dependtng on propellants an_ injector design. Generally, gasl
injection elements are stabilized with as little as 10%, whereas liquid tnjec-
] tors require 15-20%. i
_3 3. High-FrequencyStability .
The high-frequency stability damping requirements-are-esti-
mated by evaluatingthe undampedacousticmode frequenciesand by comparing
these to estimated combustion time lag sensitive frequencies. The estimated
chamber resonantfrequenciesare shown in Figure 113. The assumedchamber
diameter and combustion gas properties are also included in the figure.
The transverse mode frequencies range from about 1400 Hz to
5000 Hz, representing a wide range of potential coupling, Stabilizing engines
' is accomplishedby either (1) dampingthe acousticmode, (2) shiftingthe "
acousticmode frequencyaway from the injectorresponse,or (3) shiftingthe
injectorresponseaway from the acousticmode. Acousticresonatorsand
bafflesaccomplishbo'_h(I) and (2) and are therefore-idealsolutionsI;othe
:. problem. Item (3) is accomplishedwith injector designchanges and is limited
.) in applicabilIty.
Acoustic resonatorsare preferredsince they do not protrude
into the combustionfield and hence are easier to cool. Design of an acoustic
resonatorto damp a11 of the possiblemodes expected in advancedL02/
hydrocarbonenginesmay requiredemonstrationot a multiple-tuneresonator,
I
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Vl, E, CombustionStabilityDesign Analysis (cont.)
as shown in Figure 114. Analytically,a multiple-tuneresonatorwill provide
) the necessary damping. Howe,er, resonators having more than two tune depths
have not been experimentally demonstrated.
" The primarymode to be dampedwill depend on the injector
design and the propellantcombustiontime lags. In general,cycle I, having
i! gas/gasinjectioninto the main chamber,will have significantlyshorter
sensitivetime lags than cycle G which has liquidRP-I injection. Conse-
quently,the suspectiblemodes of the cycle I injectorwill favor the higher
frequencies;whereasthe cycle G injectorwill favor lower _'requencies.Cycle 1
G is expectedto be more difficultto stabilizethan cycle I.
4. RequiredStabilit_Technology
Developmentof new large-thrustadvancedLO2-hydrocarbon
enginesmay requirethe demonstrationof multituneacousticresonatorsfor
: dampingwide frequencyranges in large-diameterengines. Earlierlarge-
diameterengineshave resortedto injectorface bafflesto providethe
requireddamping. Our analvs(s wo_tldindicatethat multituneacousticreson-
ators would provideequallyeffectivedampingand avoid bafflecooling prob-
lems. The largestengine to incorporateonly acousticresonatorsis the ALRC
ITIPengine. It is 30.5 cm (12 in.) indiameter. It has been demonstratedto
be dynamicallystable per the CPIA #247 stabilitytest requirements. The
engine stabilityis man-rated.
Anotherarea requiringdemonstrationis resonatoroooling
": techniques. Currentacousticresonatorsare regenerativelyfuel-cooled. It
would be desirablefrom a design and fabricationstandpointto film-coolthe
resonatorby bleedinggaseousoxygen or gaseousfuel into the cavities. This
_ techniqueneeds to be demonstrated.
i i
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VI, E, Combustion Stability Design Analysi_ (cont,)
Finally, methods for accurately predicting combustion time
lags for high-pressure LO2/hydrocarbon injectors need to be developed,
Analytical methods nowexist for storable propellants. These methods need to
be modified and verified for LO2/hdyrocarbon propellants.
F. STRUCTURESDESIGN ANALYSIS
Stressand low-cyclefatigueanalyseswere conductedfor the base-
line LOX/HCthrust chamberdesign. The stress analyslsresultsindicatethat
the chamberwill requirean electroformednickelthicknessgreaterthan 1.5 cm
(0.6 in.) in the cylindricalregion to sustainthe predictedpressureregime.
Considerationshould,therefore,be given to some form of wrapping (boron,
glass, or _teei filaments)to reduce the amount of nickel for weight savings.
The low-cyclefatigue (LCF) analyses indicatethat a mdximum
strainrange equal to 2.5% is predictedfor the zirconiumcopper liner. This
maximum strain occurs in the throat sectionliner directlybeneatha web
(land). The number of allowablecycles (Nf)correspondingto this strain
range is 100 cycles,and this number includesa scatterfactor of 4 and is
based On 756°K (gOD°F)tO-hourhold time data.
I. Method of Anals_Lsi_
The initialstep in the analysisprocedureconsistsof estab-
lishingthe minimumthicknessof electroformednickel (EFNi)closeoutrequired
to sustainthe hoop membraneforces due to thrust chamber pressureand coolant
pressures,as i11ustratedin Figure 115. Fj and Fc are the yield
strengthsof the jacket and liner material,respectively. For the extreme
case, when the liner is hot and yields, the jacket must take a11 of the load.
Therefore,the minimumrequiredwall thicknessis based on the assumptionthat
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Vl, F, StructuresDesign Analysis (cont.)
• the hoop membranepressureloads are carriedentirelyby the nickel structure,
The minimumthicknessalso includesa design safetyfactor to accountfor
proof pressureloads. These minimumthicknessesare utilizedin the finite-
elementmodel for the throat and cylindricalregionsof the chamber,
Preliminarysizing of the required landwidth is illustrated
:_ in Figure 116. Thls sizing is checked for a prefirin9conditionat ambient
temperatureand also at steady-statetemperatures,assumingthe coolantflow
is maintainedafter firing. *
. With the basic model geometrydefined,a detailedelastic/
plasticplane strain analysisis performedfor thermal plus pressure,andthermaland pressure lone loadingconditions. A sufficientnumbe of itera-
) tions is made to ensure a convergentSolution. The principalanalyticaltool
used for this phase of the analysis is the AB5U finite-elementcomputerpro-
gram which utilizesa bilinearstress strain procedurefor the elastic/plastic
solution.
The programoutput includeseffectivestress and effective
strain for each elementcentroidfor each iteration. These data are utilized
for plottingthe curves shown in Figures 117 and 118.
2. Finite-ElementModel
Finite-elementmodel representationsof the cha_er throat
and cylindricalwall sectionsare depicted in Figures 119 and 120, respec-
tively. The model contains 110 quadrilateralelementsand 141 nodal points.
The orientationis chosen so that one boundarycoincideswith a mid-land
radial and the other boundarycoincideswith a mid-chdnnelradial, The
includedangle betweenthe boundariesis defined as _= 360°/2N,where N is
. the number of coolantchannels. Th_ temperaturedistributiondeterminedfor
the throat and cylindricalsectionsis given in Figures121 and 122.
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VI, F, Structures Design Analysis (cont.)
Boundary conditions alon9 the two radtals are designed to
pemlt only radial deformation. Out-of-plane forces (Polsson Effect) are
accounted for by adjusting the out-of-plane strain (EPST) magnitude until the
normal forces are essentially zero.
3. Summaryof Resu)ts
The mtntmumwall thickness values determined for the mechan-
Ical (pressure) loading are as follows:
Location
Throat Cylinder
tEFNi 0.8 (0.3) 1.5 (0.6)
tZr.Cu 0.16 (0.0616) 0.16 (0.0623)
The values above are adequateto meet the anticipatedproof pressureregimes.
Componentlow-cyclefatiguelife is predictedon the basis of
computerizedplane strain resultsand appropriatefatigueand creep rupture
data for the materialbeing considered. Servicelife (Nf) is found by uti-
lizingthe maximum effectivestrain,CE, from Figures 117 and 118, together
with the lesser of (I) the Nf from a 10-hourhold time data dividedby a
scatterfactor of 4 or (2) the Nf from zero hold time data dividedby I0. The
followingtable presentsthe findings:
t
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Vl, F, Structure._Design Analysis (cont.)
TGS TBS t CT Nf* Nf
°F °F EFNi % (A11owable) Required
Throat - Mid-Land 893 -220 0.3 2.5 100 100
Cyc]e - Mid-Land 886 -185 0.6 2,14 130 100
*Includes Factor of 4
The highest operationalstrain levels were found in the
throat sectionzirconiumcopper (Zr-Cu)coolant channelgeometry,and
accordingly,this area has the minimum predictedservicelife. As expected,
the maximum strain occurs at the Zr-Cu liner hot gas-sidewall in an area
directlybelow a land and is due to the effectsof combinedpressureand
thermal loading.
The high-pressureregime proposedfor the advancedoxygen/
hydrocarbonengine design concept dictatesthe need for a relativelythick-
wall electroformednickelcylinder. Meetingthis requirementmay be possible
by using a lesserthicknessof nickel augmentedwith wrapping (boron,glass,
or wire filaments)to carry the predominantpressurehoop membrane forces.
G. CONTROLSDESIGN ANALYSIS
The primarycontrolpoints of the three engine systems (cyclesC,
G, and I) are defined,includingstartupand cutoff sequences. The sequence
of operationfor these LOX/hydrocarbonengines is patternedafter engine
experiencewith the F-I ("ModelSpecification1,500,000Ib Thrust Liquid
Oxygen RP-I Liquid-PropellantEngine,"RocketdyneModel F-l, RocketdyneReport
R-1420cS,15January 1963) and the Titan I ("TitanEnginesand Applications,"
Aerojet-GeneralCorporationReport Number CR128, 31 October 1960).
i
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IVI, G, ControlsDesign Analysis (cont.)
The engine control requirementsfor cycleC (Figure99) are
primarilygovernedby the engine start and shutdownsequences. The start and
i_ shutdownsequencesare given in Table XLIX.
!l The sequenceof operationslisted is assumedto occur after
:_ the engine has been bled-inand the methane and oxygen componentshave been
!_ chilled down to the main propellantshutoffvalves prior to receiptof the
i3 start signal, The thrust, total impulse,and propellantconsumptionsduring
ii operationare summarizedin Table L from start to 90% of rated thrust down to
shutdownat 5% of rated thrust.
Engine performanceat the design thrust level"overa mixture
ratio range encompassingthe design point mixturerati_ _ 10% is summarizedon
Table LI.
2.
The LOX/RP-Imodes of operationfor cycle G (Figure100) are
patternedafter F-I and Titan I engine experience. The primaryconcernwith
these propellantsis to keep contaminantsout of the LOX manifolds. There-
fore, all LOX/RP-Icombustorsare startedoxidizer-richto reducethe chance
of RP-I enteringthe oxidizercircuits.
The engine start and shutdownsequenceis presentedin Table
LII. The sequenceof operationslisted is assumedto occur after the vehicle
prevalveshave been opened and the cryogeniccomponentshave been chilleddown
to the main engine shutoffvalv,,_.
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TABLEXLIX
SEQUENCEOF OPERATIONS FOR LOX/L_H4 ..
i' GAS-GENERATORCYCLE ENGINE C
: )h
i Start
_. I. Purge Gas Generatorand Thru._tChamberOxldl;er Llnos and
ManifoId.
2. EnergizeSpark Igniters.
3. O)en Main Ox. Valve (#I)*.
4,. O)en Gas GeneratorIgniterValves.
i. 5. O)en Main LCH4 Valve (#2).
6. O)en Gas GeneratorOx. Valve (#3).
iLl:_ , 7. O)en Gas GeneratorFuel Valve (#4).
8. O_en Thrust Chamber IgniterValves.
I Shutdown
i 1. Cut off Gas GeneratorSpark Energy.
2. Close Gas Generator IgniterValves.
. 3 lose Ox. Gas GeneratorValve (#3).
4. Close Main Ox. Valve (#1),
5. InitiateOx. Purge.
6. Close Gas GeneratorFuel Valve (#4).
7. Close Main CH4 Valve (#2).
8. Close Thrust Chamber IgniterValves.
il 9. Cut off Thrust ChamberSpark Energy.
'_' *Numbersrefer to the valves in Figure gg.
_
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, ]TABLEL
LOX/LCH4 ENGINECYCLEC STARTAND
SHUT_WNTRANSIENTDATASUMMARY
Start to 90% F
Time, sec. 0.80
Total Start Impulse, kg-sec (lb-sec) 68;150 (150,250)
LOX Consumption, kg (lb) 129 (285)
CH4 Consumption, kg (lb) 124 (273)
Shutdown to 5% F
Time, sec 0.50
Total Shutdown Impulse, kg-sec (lb-sec) 79,900 (176,150)
, LOXConsumption, kg (lb) 163 (358)
I
CH4 Consumption, kg (lb) 75 (166) :_t
i
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TABLE LI
.. LOX/LCH4 ENGINE CYCLE C DESIGNAND OFF-DESI6NMR PERFORMANCE
J
Mi_t_re RatIq
E,,5Z .82 3.o6
Sea Level Thrust, Ib 600,000 600,000 600,000
VacuumThrust, Ib 672,515 671,._3g 67l,891 t
Sea Level Specific Impulseosec 307.8 309.1 308.8 q
VacuumSpeciflc Impulse,sec 345.0 345.8 345.8
Total Flowrate,Ib/sec 1949.3 1941.1 1943.0
Fuel Flowrate,Ib/sec 546.0 508.1 478.6
Oxidizer Flowrate,Ib/sec 1403.3 1433.0 1464.4
ChamberPressure, psia 4350 4300 4232
!%,
_-L I
_,_ TABLE.LI!
"_' SEQUENCEOF OPERATIONSFORLOX/RP-1
_. ENGINECYCLEG
] Star___t
1. Purge Oxidizer Lines and Manifolds in Ox.-Rtch Preburner.
_i r_ 2. Energize Spark Igniters.
3. Open Matn Ox. Valve (#1)*.
i" i 4. Open Igntter Valves on Ox,-Rich Preburner.
:3 " 5. Open Main (RP-I) Fuel Valve (#2).
_ 6. Open Control Valves (#3 and #4) on Ox.-Rich Preburner
L
_ Shutdown
!_. 1. Close Rain Ox. Valve (#1).
=f) 2. InitiateOx. Purge.
_ 3. Close Main (RP-I) Fuel Valve (#2).
4. Close ControlValves on Ox.-Rich Preburner
5. Close IgniterValves on Ox.-RichPreburner.
6. Cut off IgniterSpark Energy.
te: Numbersrefer to valves on Figure100.
!.c
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VI, G, Controls Design Analysis (cont.)
The engine start_a"dshutdowntransientsare also estimated.
The staged-combustion cycle engine is assumed to be chilled down and bled-in
to the main chamber valves prior to receipt Of the ftre signal. The engine is .l
?, then assumedto be startedunder tank head. The transientestimatesare based ;i
i upon the analytical modeitng of similar engine configurations on the ALRC
Liquid Engine Transient Simulation (LETS) model,
r,
The start and shutdowntransientdata are summarizedon Table
LIII. Start to 90% of rated thrust and shutdowndown to 5% of rated thrust
are generallyspecifiedvaluesto establishtransienttimes.
The designand off-designengine performanceat the design
thrust level for +_10% MR excursionsare presentedin Table LIV. The nominal {
engine operatingmixtureratio is 2.8. ii
3. c1_ ctLtZ
The engine controlrequirementsfor cycle I are indicatedin
•Figure 101, and the start and shutdownare given in Table LV. As with cycle
G, the combustorsare startedoxidizer-rich. This practiceis maintainedfor
the LCH4 engine,althoughthe gaseousnature (high vapor pressure)of
methanereducesthe possible accumulationOf a liquidand its potentialdeton-
ation, as in the case of RP-I. The sequenceof operationsIs assumedto occur
after the vehicleprevalveshave been opened and the cryogeniccomponentshave
been chilleddown to the maln engine shutoffvalves.
The engine start and shutdowntransientsare summarizedin i
Table LVI. The engine is assumed to be chilleddown and bled-lnto the main
chambervalves prior to receiptof the fire signal. The engine is assumedto Ibe startedunder tank head.
I
I
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i TABLELIII
' LOX/RP-1 ENGINECYCLEG STARTANDSHUTDOWN I
1 TRANSIENTDATASUMMARY
1 Start to 90% F
Time,Sec 2.52 ._
Total Start Impulse, kg-sec (lb-sec) 68,150 (150,2501
LOXConsumption, kg (lb) 131 (289)
: RP-1 Consumption, kg (lb) 126 (278)
Shutdown to 5% F i
Time, Sec 0.50
Total Shutdown Impulse, kg-sec (lb-sec) 79,900 (176,150)
LOXConsumption, kg (lb) 165 (363)
RP-1 Consumption, kg (lb) 77 (169)
t,
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_ TABLELIV _I
iq
:' LOX/RP-1 ENGINECYCLEG DESIGNAND
OFF-DE.qIGNMR PERFflRMANCE
_ c = 42.5
M|xture Ratto
_ Engtne 2.5__.22 2.8_..0.0 3.0._8
;_ _e,Leve,_ ,u,.,_ ,oo.ooo_oo.ooo,oo.ooo
VacuumThrust, lb 570,700 670,800 671,700
IT] Sea Level Specific Impulse, sec 310:5 312.8 309.7
i_ VacuumSpectftc Impulse, sec 347.1 349.7 346.7
i_ Total Flowrate, lb/sec 1932.4 1918.3 1937.4
Fuel Flowrate, lb/sec 549.0 504.8 474.8
Oxidizer Fl_wrate, Ib/sec 1383.4 1413.5 1462.5
ChamberPressure,psia 3155 3100 3092
: _!!:1 278
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I TABLEL.__VI
SEQUENCEOF OPERATIONSFORLOX/LCH4 ,-..
-_-i ENGINECYCLEI
it , st, __zt1 Purge Oxidizer Lines and Manifolds tn Fue_ and Ox,-Rtch
!" P'eburners.
2. Energize Spark Igniters.
i 3. Open Main Ox. Valve (#1).*
4. Open Igntter Valves on Fuel-and Ox.-Rtch Preburners.
5. OpenMatn(LCH4)Fuel Valve (#2),
_t 6. Open Control Valves (#3, #4, #5 and #6) on the Fuel-and
Ox.-Rtch Preburners.
" Shutdown
1. Close Main Ox. Valve (#1).
2. Initiate Ox. Purge.
3. Close Main (CH4) Fuel Valve (#2).
4. Close Control Valves on Fue_and Ox.-Rich Preburners.
5. Close Igniter Valves on Fuel-and Ox.-Rich Preburners.
6. Cut off Igniter Spark Energy.
*Note: Numbersrefer to valves on Figure 101.
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TABLELVI !.
1
LOX/LCH4 ENGINE CYCLEI STARTANDSHUTDOt_N
TRANSIENTDATASU_@ARY ]
Star't to 90% F
Time, sec 2.52
Total Start Impulse,kg-sec (Ib-;ec) 68,150 (150,250)
Lox Consumption,kg (lb) 134 (295)
LCH4 Consumption, kg (lb) 103 (227)
Shutdown to 5% F ,,
Time, sec 0.50
Total Shutdown Impulse, kg-sec (lb-sec) 79,900 (176,150) _
LOXConsumption, kg (lb) 168 (371)
LCH4 Consumption, kg (lb) 63 (138)
1
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VI. G, Controls Design Analysts (cont.)]
The design and off-design engine _omanceat the design
thrust level for 10% MRexcu_tons are presented on Table LVII. The nomt-
nal engine o_rattng mixture ratio iS 3.5.
L i
_ 4. Technolo_ Areas ,
i Baseduponreview of the _stem schematics, several technol-
7 ocjyareas related to valves a_ engine contr_ are brtefly described as
!
,, fol 1o_: it
1 a. Shutoff a_ DynamicSeals+
High cycle 11fe and low leak rates for dynamicseals _
_ over a wide temperature range present a significant valve design problem.
_ Seal design is hampered,to snmeextent, by lack of material properties datat
neededto predictleakratesandwearllfe. This Is particularlytruefor
:, temperaturesotherthannormalambienttemperature.A programto obtain
neededdatafor candidatesealmaterials,followedby a prediction-validation
programjwouldprovidea higherconfidencelevelthatdesiredleakratesand
cycle life will be achievedwithout time-consumingdevelopmentprograms.
b. Materials of Construction
i Several of the valves required for these systemsare
fatrly large (about 4-5 in. diameter). Potential weight savings maybe
achieved by evaluation of high-strength, low-weight materials not currently int
! use for high- pressure engine valves. Valve housingsand shutoff elements are •
two valve componentsthat mayprovide worthwhile weight savings.
!
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<" LOX/LCH4 ENGINECYCLEI OESIGNANDOFF-DESIGN
-' MRPERFORHANCE
¢"48
I Mtx,tu_,eatfo
I' _ 3.__Es ._._00 .____5
3 3
Sea Level Thrust, lb 600,000 600,000 600,000
VacuumThrust, lb 670,600 670,400 670,200
SeaLevel Spectftc Impulse, sec 322.1 323.1 322.1 i
VacuumSpectftc Impulse, sec 360.0 361.0 359.8
Total Flowrate, lb/sec 1862.8 1857.0 1862.8
Fuel Flowrate, lb/sec 448.9 412.7 384.1
Oxtdl zer Flewrate, lb/sec 1413.9 1444.3 1478.7
ChamberPressure, psta 3549 3500 3461 i
t
.!
.!
!
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! VI, G, Controls OestgnAnalysts (cont.)
.I
c. EngtneController
Present-day rocket engine f!tght controllers were
IT designedand developed tn a ttme frame whendiscrete componentsor medium-
" scale integration (MSI) componentswere used. The raptd advance in elec-
i; trontcs durtng the late 1960's and through 1;he1970'S resulted tn large-sca!e
integration (LSI) components--microprocessorstn particular. The reduced
size and Increased memorydenstty of electronic control elements offers the
I potential for reduced size. weight, power consumption,and hardware cost of
engine controllers. A programto evaluate the applicability of these new
i electronlc componentsto englne control mayprovlde greater control and dlag-
nostlccapabilitywitha smaller, lightercontroller.
i
H. CONCEPTUALDESIGNS
!
Preliminary assemblydrawings were prepared for each of the three
engtne cycles C, G, and I. The engine destgns feature ftxed boost pumpsfor
each propellant ctrcutt clustered around the engtne gtmbal center. The turbo-
pumpassemblies (TPAs) are side-mounted tn order to obtatn a favorable center
of gravity locat ton.
The TCAdestgns incorporate slotted zirconium copper channels from
the injector face to a nozzle area ratio of 8:1. A two-pass Inconel 718 tube
bundle is used from an area ratio of 8:1 to the nozzle exit area ratio. The
chambercoolant is introduced at an area ratio of 8:1 and flows countercurrent
up to the plane of the injector face. The nozzle coolant is introduced at an
area ratio of 8:1, cools the nozzle, and then exits the return manifold at the
8zl area ratio.
The gtmballed envelope was evaluated for a 10° square pattern.
I
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Vl, H, Conceptual Dest9ns (cont.)
1. Cycle C Engine Configuration
The flow schematic for engtne cycle C ts given tn Figure 99
(Section VI,B). Theconceptual design layoUt f_r this gas-generator+cycle
engine is depicted in Figures 123 and 124 (Dwg. 1193242). The configuration,
• as shown,uttlizes a LCH4-cooledchamberand a LOX-coolednozzle. It was
previously shownin Section III,D that LCH4 can adequately cooi the entire
engine with only a small penalty in pumpdischarge pressure. The overall
engine dimensions do not change if methanereplaces oxygenas the nozzle
coolant, and there is only a sltght changetn the general configuration
depicted in the figure.
The engine envelope data are:
EngtneLength, cm (in.) 358 (141)
Nuzzle ExitDiameter,cm (in.) 194 (76.4)
2. CycleG EngineConfiguration
-_ The LOXIRP-IcycleG engineutllizesa sll'le-preburner
;: staged-combustioncycle wtth a LOX-cooledthrust chamberand nozzle, as shown
in the schematic of Figure 100, The preliminary assemblydrawing of the base-
ltne engine ts shownin Figures 125 and 126 (Dwg. 1193240).
The engine envelope data are:
Engine Length, cm (in.) 351 (138.0)
Nozzle Exit Diameter, on (in.) 210 (82.5)
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,if: s VI, H, Ccnceptual Destgns (cont.)
i
_} 3. Cycle I EngtneConftgulration
.i J
The LOX/LCH4 engine cycle I engine design ts a
! dual-preburner staged-combustioncycle wtth a LCH4-cooledchamber. The
engine schematic is shownin Figure 101. The preliminary assemblydrawtng of
i' the engine is given in Figures 127 and 128 (Dwg. 1193241). Hot-gas ducttng is
' minimized through completely integrated TPAswhich are mountedto the engtne
by meansof the hot- gas crossover ducts. A LOX-coolednozzle ts shownin _he
y
figure in order to reduce the methanepumpdischarge pressure. Should an/
all-methane-cooled engine be desired, essentially no dimensional changesWould
have to be madeto the drawing astde from re-routing the nozzle coolant line.
The engine envelope data are:
e
EngineLength, cm (in.) 351 (138.0)
NozzleExitDiameter,on (in.) 209 (82.4)
28
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VII. DISCUSSION"OFRESULTS
The pertinent findings from this study are placed tn perspective tn
, i this section. Items to be discussed include cooltng, power generation, carbon
, deposition, power cYcles, fuels, el;c. While these flndtngs are presented here
j in a positive and logtcal manner, tt must be remembered that the relattve
• _ merit of a given Cycle or coolant, for example, could posslbly change tf the
ground rules and assumptions were changed. Therefore, the assumptions utt-
] ltzed throughout the study are summarized in Table LVIII.
I Reference is made in the following discussion to cooling limit, power
_) ltmlt, etc. where these ltmtts are necessarily a function of the assumptions i
'_ given in Table LVIII. Since ttts the purpose of this study to rank the vari-
ous cycles, basic ground rules were set to ltmit the number of variables. It
t i is belteved that the relative ranking of the cycles is not biased by theset
assumptions, except as outlined in the following discussion.
A. CYCLES
l Engine cycles for a space transportation system (STS) must be
ranked by a number of factors including performance (payload capability),
i weight and packaging volume, ltfe, reliability, safety margin, and ease of
maintenance. Engtne cost is not considered a major factor, since the engine
will be reusable and the cost amortized. Operational cost ts the significant
driver for an STS, but this factor is usually considered as part of vehicle
studies.
In this study the LOX/HCcycles have been ranked primarily by
l their specific tmpulse (see Figure 97) and by features that tmply 11re,
reliability and ease of maintenance (see Table XXXV). As might have been
i expected, the RP-1 cooled engine cycles (A, D, and F) turned out to be the
poorest performers (cf. Figure 97). These cycles are poor primarily
/
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+" BASIC ASSUMPTIONSUTILIZED FORTHE+ADVANCEDOXYGEN-HYDROCARBONR CKETENGINESTUDY
I. Pump discharge11mlt at approximate1980 _tate-o_-the-art:55160 kNlm2
(800 psta)
t
2. Chamber ltfe minimum at 100 cycles and lO-hour hold time (see Figure
10, p. 24)
3. Coolant Vech number 11mit at approximately 3.0
4. Coolant channel dimension limitations (see p. 25) 1
4
5. Propane is subcooled to LO2 NBPin the tank by LO2 vapor or by submerging
the propane tank inside the LOXtank
6. LO2 cooltng correlation uttltzed for methane (see p. 27)
7. Coktng ltmtt for RP-1 in the cooltng Jacket is 561 °K (550 °F)
8. Coktng ltmtt for RP-1R in the cooling Jacket is 700 °K (800 °F)
9. Carbon deposition on chamber walls is zero (except as noted)
10. Turbine inlet temperaturelimit (fuel-rich)at 1033 °K (1860 °R) exceptas _.
indicared
11. Non-equllibriumfuel-richpropertiesfor LOXIRP-Ideterminedfrom kinetic
model and extrapolatedto high pressure ,l
12. Non-equilibriumfuel-richpropertiesfor LOX/CH4 and LOXIC3H8 modeled from ]
LOX/RP-Idata using equilibriumdata for extrapolation
• 113. High temperatureturbineefficiencycoo_Inglossesare zero
14. Power cycle optimizationuses spllt flow pumps to minimize horsepower
requirement I
i
15. Injector,valve and line pressure drops from Table III, p. 19 m
I16. Vehiclepayloadassessmentused JSC two-stagevehicleand approximatetank
+ scaltng relationship for different cycles and fuels _!l293
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VII, A, Cycles (cont.)
becauseof the cooling (coking) ltmit which severely limtts the attainable
,i chamber pressure tO about 8963 kN/m2 (i300 psta). Even the assumption of a
higher turbine temperature and/or a higher pumpdischarge pressure limit
! cannot significantly improve the ranking of the RP-1 cooled engine cycles.
,_ Gas generator cycles A' and B, utltztng a refined RP-1 (RP-1R) as
coolant or LOXas coolant, are poor performers when compared with their staged
- combustion cycle couw_terparts 0', E, F' and G (see Figure 97). Cycles A' and
! B are not cooltng ltmtted (as shown in Figures 22 and 25). These cycles are '
"performance (specific tmpulse) limited" by the poor flutd properties of thei
i LOX/RP-1 fuel-rich, gas-driven turbtnc and the resultant gas generator exhaust
performance. The vacuumspecific impulse reaches its maximumat a chamber
_i pressure of 15168 kN/m2 (2200 psia_ and 19305 kN/m2 (2800 psta),
respectively, for cycles A' and B. . (
t
The effect of increasedturbine Inlet temperatureand/or carbon i
depositon these gas generatorcycles is to bring their specific impulse
levels,loser to that for correspondingstaged combustioncycles (see Figures
22 and 25).
Unless it can be shownthat a carbon deposit can be achieved at
the htgher mixture ratio and high chamber pressure of this study, or that the
high pressure LOX/RP-1 fuel-rich turbine-drive-gas properties are better than
those assumed for this study, all Of the gas generator cycles involving RP-1
and RP-IR fuels wlll not be competitivewith the other cycles of this study.
The methane-fueled and propane-fueled gas generator cycles C and
C' are performance (specific impulse) limited, They show a maximumin vacuum
specific impulse versus chamber pressure (see Figures 28 and 30). The
delivered payload for these cycles (see Figure 97) is nearly competitive
"--) •
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Vll, A, Cycles (cont.)
with the stagedcombustion cycles,using LOX/RP-1, but the payload is quite
, inferior to the staged combustion cycles utilizing methane or propane fuels.
There is a marked improvement in specific impulse for these cycles when a
higher temperatureturblneIs utilized (cf. Figures102 and 28). It is.
possiblethat experimentallygatheredfuel-rlchLOX/CH4 and LOX/C3H8
turbine-drlve-gasdata may be superlotto the data used in this study. Such
data could make these cycles even more competitive.
The families of staged combustioncycles for RP-I (D', E, F' and
G) and for CH4 and C3HB (G',H, I and I') are good performers,as shown
in Figure 97. These cycles are a11 "power limited"as indicatedby Figures
32, 34, 36, 38, 39, 41, 43 and 44. Higher pump dischargepressuresthan the
assumedlimit of 55160 kN/m2 (8000 psia) are seen to be possible. The slope
of the PD vs Pc curve has become so steep, however,that very llttle is
:_ gained by pushingPD much higher.
The ieast competitivecycle in the RP-I family is cycle O' which
r-
i_ utilizesthe fuel as coolantand as turblne-drive-gas,when partiallyburned
_:. in the preburner• Cycle E splitsthe work load betweenthe two propellants,
a11owingthe LOX (a bettercoolant) to act as chambercoolant,and the fuel
_ (as fuel-richpreburnergas) to power the cycle• This usage promotesa
;! payloadgain (Figure97) of about 40 metric tons.
The best LOX/RP-Icycle is cycle F', which utillzesRP-IR as
coolantand the LOX (as oxidizer-richpreburnergas) to power the cycle.
!
Cycle G which requiresthe LOX to accomplishboth the coollngand power drive
functionsis s11ghtlyinferiorin payloadcapability to cycle F' (see Figure }
97)•
1
Cycles I and I' offer the highest payload¢apabllityof the LOX/HC
engine cycles (see Figure 97). Both cycles deliver the same payload t
!
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:." (466 metric tons) despite the higher performance of methane (^Is ' 2 sec).
i_,:" _ Because subcooled propane ts a better coolant than methane, cycle I' can
i_ " operate at a slightly higher chamber pressure. The higher chamber pressure
and the higher engine thrust-to-weight ratio for cycle I' compensate for tts
lower performance, cycles I and make maximumuse of the
4_ Both I' chemtcal
_ i energy in the propellants through oxidizer-rlch and fuel-rlch preburners.
Cycle H affordslower payloadcapabilitythan cycle I because It
requiresthe fuel to both cool and power the engine. Cycle G' primarily
Illustratesthe benefitfrom switchingfuels (RP-I from cycle G to C3H8).
;
An improvementIn cycle G' would be cycle H' (not shown in Figure g7), which
would utilizeC3H8 for both coolingand engine power.
" Cycles J and K are hybridLOXIHC cycles,which use a small amount
i (about11-14 kgls [25-30 Iblsec])of liquid hydrogenfor coolingand turbine
drive fluid (when burnedfuel-richin the gas generator). Cycle J, a gas
generatorcycle, provideshigher payloadcapabilitythan any "pure"LOX/RP-I
cycle (see Figure 97) becauseof the higher chamber pressurecapability. This
cycle has no power limit within the constraintsimposedby the assumptions.
:
i As indicatedin the note in Table XXXV, cycle J with CH4 or C3H8 fuel
(termedcycles J' or J") would be ranked in the top three cycles.
Examination of Table XXXVand Figure 97 shows the dual throat
i engine cycle K with the highestranking. This rankingresultsprimarllyfrom
the high specific impulseachievedat the mode 2 area ratio. A more accurate
trajectory integration would be required to properly assess the effect of the
i! thrust reduction of cycle K with mode 2 operation. Liquid hydrogen is used as
a parttal coolant and as the gas generator fuel component, but not as a fuel
_ tn the matn combustion chambers.
]
i
I
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Vl I, A, Cycles (cont.)
Only the point design in Table XXV is presented for thts cycle.
Analyses of other dual-throat engines in Reference 10, however, indicate that
the point design may be Close to the cooltng ltmtt for a fully regeneratlvely
cooled engine. Other cooltng options are, of course, available.
Simplifying assumptions were made in assessing the payload poten-
tial of all the candidate engines, in particular, the dual throat cycle K. It
is, therefore, not practical from the results of this study alone to select
the LOX/HCengine cycle for NASAto pursue. Oetatled trajectory analysis
using the parametric data from this study, and a propulsion system evaluation
involving development time/cost/risk, recurring costs, and reliability consid-
erations are required before a cycle can be selected with confidence.
B. FUELS
Fuels were ranked in this study for their coollng capability,
their _urbtne-drtve-gas power generation, and their ew_gtneperformance. Other
factors that should be included in the ranking, but were beyond the scope of
this study, are availability, cost, safety, operational handling, end engine
maintainability.
Methane is an excellent candidate fuel. It ts a good coolant,
provides high specific tmpulse, arm is probably the best HC turbine-drive-
flutd when burned fuel-rich with LOX. Fuel-rich methane ts relatively free of
coke, when compared to other HC fuels.
Subcooled propane is the best NC coolant. This fuel also provides
high engine specific tmpulse and the estimated fuel-rich properties provide a
good turbine-drive flutd. The bulk density of LOX/propane is nearly as high
297
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VII, B, Fuels (cont.)
as that of LOX/RP-I and is significantly higher than that of LOX/methane.
While subcooled propane has not been handled in appreciable quantities outside i
of the laboratory,tankagedesign should be straightforward.Propane can be j
maintained in the subcooled s,,te in the vehicle by at least two approaches. i
One design Incorporate: the propane tank within the LOX tank. thus maintaining !
_, the fuel at the temperature of the tOX. Another design utilizes a jacket
! around the propanetank, where the jacket temperatureis maintainedat the LOX
NBP by boilofffrom the LOX tank.
As stated in the previous sectionconcerningengine cycles,RP-I
fuel coking in the coolantchannels severelylimits the achievablechamber
pressure. Thus the engine performanceand the engine size are unacceptable
for the stringentSTS mission. The more refinedRP-I is a capablecoolantfor
a fuel-cooledengine. Although more refinedRP-I (e.g.,JP-7) is considered
an operationalfuel for milltary aircraft,it is not preseni;lyavailablein
the quantitiesrequiredby the STS.
Subcooledpropane,with its high density,is the most promising
hYdrocarbonfuel candidatewhen comparedwith the low densitymethane,
assuming a11 other propertiesare essentiallyequivalent.
,,C_ C. TECHNOLOGYREQUIREMENTS
Areas requiringtechnologicalinvestigationcan be separatedinto
two categories: (I) those specificallyneeded to developa LOX/HC engine,and
" (2) those that improvethe state of the art of high-pressureengines in
general. Those areas critical to the development of LOX/RP-1 and a LOX/LCH4
engine are describedin Figures129 and 130, respectlvely. Both categories
are summarized in Table LVIX.
/
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_ Vll, C, Technology Requirements (cont.)
i' The known state of the arC of LOX/HCengines in Figure 129 is
_,, ] about 8270 kN/m2 (1200 psta) chamber pressure. Any engine development much
_t
beyond this pressure will require a substantial data base prior to initiation,
since high-pressure engine design criteria are markedly different from low-
J pressure design criteria. The selection of the engine cycle is all-Important
_ in reducing the hazards that can occur with marginal cycles.
The technology requirements in Figure 129 include the following:
,/
' (i) Quantification of carbon deposition on cl_amberwalls at high
) pressuresand high mixture ratios;
i (2) Demonstrationof the coolingcapabilityof refinedRP-I and
the eliminationof coolantcoking during engine operationand
during the heat soakbackon engine shutdown;
(3) Demonstration of LOX cooling in high-pressure LOX/RP-1
englnes;
(4) Demonstrationof a LOX-rich preburner,such as requiredfor
cycles F' and G;
(5) Developmentof design criteria for a high-speedRP-I
turbopump;
(6) Establishmentof design criteriafor a high-speedLOX
turbopumpwith LOX-rlchturbine-drivefluid;
(7) Evaluationof high-temperatureturbines (cooledor uncooled);
:" (B) Developmentof high-pressureLOX/RP-I injectordesign
__i'_' criteria.
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1
The technology requirements 11sted In Ftgure 130 for a LOX/LCH4 .
staged-combustion cycle engine are stmtlar to those from Figure 12g. Addt- J
ttonal ttems tnclude (1) demonstration of a LOX/LCH4 gas-gas injector as
' required for cycle I; (2) development of ltqutd methane coollng at Super- I
crtttcal pressures; (3) development of LCH4 turbopump design criteria; (4)
demonstration of fuel-rich and oxidizer-rich LOX/LCH4 preburners; and (5) |
evaluation of high-temperature turbines.
T
The above technical requirements for LOX/HCengines are summarized
in Table LVIII. The data listed delineate both a justification and a typical
program approach for each technology. Three additional technologies that are
included in the table are (1) a stoichiometrtc preburner, (2) advanced mater-
ials, and (3) a single-fuel dual-throat engine. The Justification for
Including the advanced materials is described in detatl In Section IV,C,3.
The justification for Including the single-fuel dual-throat engine is des-
cribed in more detail in SectionV,D.
Although the stoichtometrtc preburner is not discussed elsewhere
in this document,it is added here as the outgrowthof Aerojet'sexperience
with high-pressurestaged-combustioncycle engines. A slmilardevice is
: reportedlyutilizedon the first-stageAriane engine. Its use on a LOX/HC
staged-combustioncycle engine (cyclesG or I) should e11minatethe potential
for hard starts in case a slightmalfunctlonin the start sequencewere to
occur.
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1
•_ A. CONCLUSIONS
1
_,. This study presents data on gas generator and staged combustion
._ engtne cycles for LOX/RP-1, LOX/reftned RP-1, LOX/LCH4, and LOX/LC3H8
i__ propellant combinations, as well as data on hybrid cycles using LH2 as a
'i
_ i coolant and turbine-drive fluid. Since the LOX/HCapplication wtll be for areusable, economic launch vehicle, engine selection should be made after a
thorough operational cost evaluation has been conducted, Studies conducted to
1 date by and for NASA(Refs. 4-8 and 24) have emphasized high engine
" iperformanceand long engine llfe as major requirementsfor the propulsion
j system. These requirementsare best met with an engine that makes maximum
utilizationof all propellantsfor cooling and for power system drive.
i Furtherinvestigationis requiredin order to select the optimumhydrocarbon
;_ fuel.
,.i) The specific conclusions (based on the assumptions given in Table
!j LVIII) derivedfrom this study are as follows:
),
:: (1) RP-l-cooled engines are limited to a chamber pressure of
;_ about 8960 kN/m2 (1300 psia) because of fuel coking in the coolant jacket at
il higher pressures.
(2) RP-l-cooled engines xtth carbon deposit on the chamber xalls
i are limited to a chamber pressure of about 13790 kN/m2 (2000 psta) because
of coktng of the fuel in the cooling jacket.
t
(3) Refined RP-1 (e.g., JP-7) cooled engines are limited to a
chamber pressure of about 17230 kN/m2 (2500 psia) because of specific
tmpulse (gas generator cycle) and to about 22060 kN/m2 (3200 psta) because
of power limit (staged combustion cycle).
l
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_i'i'i VIII, A, Conclusions (cont.)
-)! (4) Refined RP-X-cooledgas generator cycle engines withcarbon "
.:_ deposit on the chamberwalls are speciftc impulse limited to a chamberpres- |
sure of about 18610kN/m2 (2700 psta). I
(5) LOX-cooledengines are specific impulse ltmtted to a chamber I
1
pressure of about 17230kN/m2 (2500 psia) and 21370 kN/m2 (3100 psta),
• respectively, as gas generator and staged combustion cycles.
(6) LOX-cooledgas generator cycle engines with carbon deposit on l
the chamberwalls are specific tmpulse limited to a chamberpressure of about
18610kNlm2 (2700psla).
(7) LCH4-cooledenginesare specificimpulselimitedto a _
chamberpressure of about 20680 kN/m2 (3000 psia) and 24130 kN/m2 (3500
p;ia), respectively, as gas generator and staged combustioncycles.
(8) LC3H8-cooledengines are specific impulse limited tO a
chamberpressure of about 20680 kN/m2 (3000 psia) and 24820 kN/m2 (3600
psia), respectively.
(9) LH2-cooledLOX/HCgas generatorcycle enginesare power
limitedto a chamberpressureof about37920kN/m2 (5500psia). (
(I0) Increasedturbineinlettemperatures(fuel-and oxidizer-
rich)offera largebenefitfor gas-generatorand mixed-cyclenginesand a I
smallerbenefitfor staged-combustioncycleengines.
I
(II) Applicationof reinforcedplasticcompositematerialscould
resultin an engineweightreductionof 30% by theyear 1985and a weight |
reductionof 40% by the year2000.
I
I
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VIII, A, Conclusions (cont.)I
(12) LOX-RP-1 staged,combustion cycleengtnes wtth LOX-rtch pre-
burner and LOXor refined RP-X cooltng provide the highest spectftc tmpulse
potential for an RP-1 (or reftned RP-1) fueled engine.
(13) The LOX/LCH4 dual-throat engine with LH2 cooltng and a
_ mixed gas-generator/staged-combustion cycle offers the highest specifictmpulse potential of the cycles tncluded in this study.
l (14) The highest payload capability for the two-stage ballistic
recovery vehicle considered was achieved with the dual-throat engine. Wtth
conventional nozzles, the highest payload capability was achieved with staged
combustion engine cycles incorporating dual-preburners or with gas generator
engines using hydrogen-cooling and hydrogen-rich turbine drive.
) (15) The LOX/LCH4 gas-generator cycle engines offer the highest
specif|c impulse for a LOX/HCgas-generator engine.
B. RECOMMENDATIONS
The majority of the technolOgyrequirementsdefined In this study
are common to all LOX/HC engines. Because the NASA mission and the engine
cycle selectionmay not be made for severalyears, and becauseit requiresat
least eight years to providethe technologybase for the economicaldevelop-
ment of a LOX/HCengine, it Is recommendedthat the major technologyitems be
demonstratedas early as the budget permits. These includethe following:
(I) Fuel and LOX turbopumps
(2) Stolchlometrlcpreburner
(3) High-temperatureturbines
(4) LCH4 supercrltlcalheat transferdata
J
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VIII, B, Recommendations(cont.)
(5) Reftned RP-Xsupercrtttcal heat transfer data
(G) LOX/HCinjectors
(7) Advancedmaterial application to valves, pumphousings,
ltnes, etc.
(8) Carbondeposit evaluation
(9) Dual throat evaluation
Vehtcle applications analyses stmtlar to those performed by
NASA/LaRC(Ref. 4) shouldbe conductedto determine the comparative merit of
the LOX/HCengine cycles for several NASAmissions. }
I
t
More definitive engine destgn studtes should be conductedfor the
more promising cycles in Order to establish the design methodology for
achieving optimumreusability and ease of maintenance°
/
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